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More than one hundred years have passed since the Chinese
laborers first landed in this country in the mid-nineteenth
century.

Yet their history remains cloudy.

This phenomenon

is quite understandable if one considers the facts that most
of the laborers were illiterate, did not have the ability,
and never intended, to speak for themselves.

It:is true that

many SCholarly works have been published, but few were

~Titten

JI

by Chinese historians.

As a matter of fact, Chinese scholars

are unaware that a small number of their

played a

countr)~en

strange, pitiful role in American history.

The published works

reflect the vie\<lpoint of only American observers.
The labor of the Chinese workers was indispensable to
the development of the frontier West at a time when resources
were abundant and labor hands were few.
~I].~:

building railro.a.ds c'9.Jld-..dams,
canning

sa1.~(:m,
, ......

~,

etc.

...~~ __."".""'N'."."""'_,,

So much work had to

dig~ing_ . ~~nes,

clearing

And the Chinese were wel

corned to every line of manual work.

There was a time when

"nearly every family at Astoria of Oregon and Olympia of
Washington hired a Chinese as servant," as some ,.".ri ters claim.
When the great number of whites moved in from the EAst,
along with them came the floating laborers and the European
immigrants, as well as the labor union.

Conditions changed

rapidly, the Chinese found themselves not only excluded from
all employment, but persecuted

ever~1here.

California was

the state which first utilized Chinese labor and first expel
led it.

This unfavorable circumstance forced the Chinese

to flee from California to other states.
The purpose of this paper is not to.give an account of
how the Chinese were maltreated in a country known as a free,
equal land opened widely to the whole world, but rather tries
to find out how they survived, what were their daily problems,
sorrows, and happiness, if any t and \"lha.t "fare their inner
feelings, their attitudes toward the white hosts.

In short,

the paper is written in an attempt to reconstruct their life
in an alien land.

In addition, the paper tries to answer the

question why this oriental group appeared so peculiar in
their behavior, as some whites commented, that they were. both
condemned ~:and . contemned.
One of the crucial problems facing the researcher in
the field of early Chinese immigration history is the lack of
original materials.

This is the common defects in all the

published works on this subject.

~ortunately

for the author,

by an unique chance, he was able to study numerous objects
left in a Chinese grocery store, the Kam Wah Chung CO. t at
John Day--a small town once a busy mining area in Eastern
Oregon.

The pioneer artifacts in this town are disappearing,

though the gravels of the old gold placers are still visible
along the hillsides and canyons •. But the qUt:er old building
of the Chinese store is still standing stubbornlYt as it did
one hundred years ago, on a road called Canton Street.
So many objects were left in the building that the city
of John Day is endeavoring to open it as a museum.

From a

historical point of view, many of these objects are very
valuable.

Amor.g them are a great number of letters.

Some

were sent to the laborers from their families, in care of
that building.

Other were from the laborers to their homes,

and for some unknovm reason had not been sent to China.
are unique and of special importance to this paper.

They

Perhaps

nowhere else in the United States, or in War-torn China, can
one find such a number of first hand records about the early

Chinese in this country.

Although few significant events,

romantic affairs, or anything exciting can be expected of
them, still, one can reconstruct a plain sketch of tneir life
from these materials.
The paper, though it only presents a small picture of
the Chinese group in Eastern Oregon, is aimed to serve, hope
fully, as a footnote leading to an understanding of how the
early Chinese immigrants once lived in the Pacific Northwest.
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CHAPTER I
LIFE IN CHINA'S VILLAGES
The city in China is usually the seat of a countYt (or
district).

In the nineteenth century, the city 'was of lesser

commercial importance than it is today_

Rather it was a place

of residence, safer from bandits for richer people, 'I.'lith a
thick, tall wall around it.

A city consisted of streets,

shops, workshops, hotels, restaurants, schools and markets,
much like those in any other nation.
small and

10\,1,

Houses were

cc~nonly

because of the limitations of building materi.

als such as wood, brick, and stone.

However, by means of

connecting many small buildings closely together, families of
three or four generations could reside together, comfortably,
sometimes as many aE,' one hundred members or more.
Surrounding the city were big or small to'WIlS.

Some

were much larger than the average size city; others only
slightly bigger than a village, \'1ith one or

t\'lO

streets, and

a few shops: a grocery shop, meat ma.rket, blacksmith shop, drug
store, pastry shop, and a shop for incense and candles.
tance from one

to~m

hundreds of miles.

Dis

to another varied from twenty miles up to
In South China, o,·Jing to the dense popula

tion, the distances 'tfere shorter, compared to those in the
north.

The market day took place at towns in turns.

districts, the town had market day every third.

In some

A foreigner

sometimes \-lould surprisingly find that a tiny, quiet to;rm
"lould become a huge market overnight i

cro~[ded

,\,1ith country

2

cousins, noisy small businessmen, jugglers and travelling
quacks, full of all kinds of goods, gay finery, and products
brought in by the farmers such as vegetables, fruits. eggs,
chickens, small pets, pigs and oxen, toys, tools, hand crafts
and so on.

The market day started early in the morning and

ended in the mid-afternoon.

Then the to\"m returned to its

ordinary quietness again as the people went away.
Outside the towns lay the farming fields with jillages
dotted near and far.

The cock's singing and the dog's bark

ing from one village could usually be heard by the other.
On the other hand, some villages in the hilly areas were so
isolated that the inhabitants rarely saw a new face, and
possibly visited a city only once or twice in their life
time.

They "i'1ould be born there and w'ould mostly die there.

Imprisoned in his small circle, the isolated villager ca.ught
sight of the same hills, creeks, trees, and rocks every day
of his life.
Life in villages \'Jas monotonou.s, and repeated itself
day after day, year after year, and century after century.
"Starting work at sun-rise and calling it a day at sun-set"

( a'klro1~) ~ :lw.Yk)

is a classical sentence ably describing

peasant life more than four thousand years ago, and is still
applicable today.
around the home.

Men labored in fields.

Women operated

The Chinese character for "man" or "male tt

(~) made up of ulabor ,\\ (or strength, or energy)' under the

fifield" (or "land" or "puddle n ), clearly implies that toiling
in the earth is man's unshakable burden. In China, man not
only consumed all his life in plm'ling the earth, but himself
I

Ii

also was trapped by the earth.

'Like a plant, he came out of

the earth. gre't'T and rooted himself ill the earth, died and
returned to the earth.

The small patch (or patches) of land

'\'1hich came dm'm to him from his forebears \'lould surely be
handed dOi'm to his child.ren.

His ancestors perhaps lay in

the small mounds at the center of his property, around vn:ich
his plm'l "round every day.

It ,'ras his important duty to look

after these small graves.

His m'm tomb \'lUS probably already

dug beside them and i'las "raiting for his m·m death.
Compared to man's life of
p_~:r:ha.E§~:Y.'.~..£~rke~.

drud§_~TY.:l,

the.. "lOman's ".ras

U\veaving is for i'lomen as toiling is

for men. It (~~~*~~), is another saying more than three
thousand years old.

Down to the nineteenth century and after

the invasion of "lestern imperialism, although "lcaving "ias no
longer the

m~jor

\,Iith clothing.
silk-i-Torms

job for vlOmen, they did do a lot of '-Jork
They spun (1~!'1)' t-vristed hemp.

(t:Jt.$.) ,

raised

~~) t ,'.round off cocoons (t;~~..), embroidered,

and made shoes.

In addition to their

gene~al

household duties

and child-bearing, another important routine Vlas to attend to
their husband' s parents, '(ihich usually i'las the hardest task
of all.

Old people Cl,re often hard to please.

It \'laS not

uncommon that a husband "fired", (or ndisrnissed"·or "deserted u )
his loved \rife because his parent did not like her.
Men might leave the home to make a living in other
places, but not ",romen.

If the home is a man's castle in the

"rest, then it vias the cage fer a i'loman in China.

A.vnong other

reasons "!.'I1'hich kept a \'IOman horne was her duty of waiting on
her parents-in-ia"T, "!."ho, "I-Thile missing the far-off son, ,.;ould
gain more compensation from the daughter-in-law.

Therefore

she could not leave home with her hushand.
Even "lorking outdoors

VTaS

vim'led as out of \'Toman I s ele

ment, not to speak of "Torking in the fields.

Only the poor

est "!.'loman or "lid0\1 \1ho had no relatives to support her "lould
be engaged in outdoor \'lOrk.

(Let us note that the tradition-

al social restrictions "Tould be more forcefully applied in the
upper class than in the lower class.)

General speaking, fe

males, after entering their teens, \'Tere not supposed to be
seen by strangers.

She could no longer play along 1·;ith her

brothers, or male-cousins; she could no longer take part in
outdoor activitives.

Except on some special occasions, she

was rarely outside the door.

She should keep herself busy by

learning cooking, se"!.dng, and the proper manners of "lomanhood
'\tTith emphasis on hO.. .l to attend to men and the aged so that
she would, in the future, be able to plea8e her husband and
husband's parents.

She could acquire all this kn01'lledge and

discipline indoors; there "ms no need for her to go outside.
Thus, from the time of her teen age onward, her life belonged
to the house.
Since she lived indoors all the time, the Chinese be
lieved,- she did not have to use her feet to walk frequently
at all, so her feet vfould naturally get smaller.
erroneous Chinese concept.

Associated 'iflith it,

This
vlaS

'\fTaS

an

the myth

of fortune tellers, ,\,1ho observed that all menial . .! Orkers

(because of the har.d

~'mrk

and frequent use of their feet)

had much larger feet than up?er class people.

They asserted

that ttSmall feet bring about blessings." or "The smaller the
feet, the more fortunate you are." and "A man with a big head
is the descentant of a ruler; a man with big feet is a mean
man." (~-tJb.} ~f-,-tJ~).

Therefore, people unconsciously

applauded small feet and demeaned the pigger ones.

Gradually,

women bound their feet, to please men, to show themselves more
gracefully and to insure good fortune.

(The origin of the

foot-binding custom and its impact on Chinese culture and
society are complicated beyond imagination.

It is impossible

to give a complete picture here in a few lines.)
Many girls in the countryside began their life of daugh
ter-in-la\'l at the age of eleven or tvlelve, and sometimes even
younger.

Their "husbands" vIere perhaps still in :tnfancy.

This practice prevailed more in the country than in the city
and more among the poor than the rich.

The girls vlere brought

to live vnth their "husband' sft families to do domestic vlork.
They had to learn all kinds of \'IOrk around the house from
their mothers-in-la\".
~pon

them.

Soon, the entire household

\'laS

thrown

The poor family that had much work to do could

get a maid cheaply, as "lell as a daughter··in-:-lavl.

And for

the daughte:Is ovm poverty-striken family, this \-las a way to
get rid of the "useless" daughter.

This is also one of the

reasons for the high marriage rate among the Chinese labor
immigrants, as '\'re vTill see in the next chapter.
Man, on the other hand, was much more fortunate.

From

6
the beginning of his life, he '-las looked upon as the future
master of the family.
ily's continuity.

He 1;"as the "seed n to carryon the fam

He deserved all kind of special treatment.

He enjoyed the privilege of education, if the family could
afford it.

He got better food and clothing than his sisters,

and worked less.

He inherited all the familyts business and

property if he had no brothers to share '\'Iitho
ftgem ll e~

9'!)

He 'tTas the real

in the entire clan (or chia-tzu~) if his un

cles had no male-children.

A poor family '-lished t.heir sons

to bring fortune and prosperity.

A family that had become .'

poor hoped thn.t their boys would bring about a "renaissance".
And a celebrated family expected their children to at least
maintain the familyts high standing.
Accompanying these privileges andexpect.ations also carne
heavy obligations.

The son had to be cbsolutely obedient to

the elders, particularly to his father.

"'rhe official must

die if the king demands it; a son dares not live if his father
desires it." (Jb~ t£k.J,1.,~t/{,.kJ;YJfJ-~1,JtK.;f,-t.).
duty to follO\" the elder t s ,\,iill.

It was his

He coulde:cpress his opinion

on his education plans, marriage, and future profession, but
oftentimes these arrangements "Terealready determined if/hile
he '''las too yO'.lng to be a,·;are of them.

This might, make him

unhappy later, but the family's protc.ction, caring, and other
privileges he enjoyed compensated for all his losses.
A family iiri th four or five generations together ,-;as
regarded as incredibly blessed.

Old men liked to be comple

mented ,\"ith: "Look, ho\1" happy you are to have such a great

:'7
number of youngsters running around at your knees. u
And young men seemed also pleased to hear:

(t~~t$~

"You 2.re lucky,

having parents (and grandparents) still alive."
Except for great natural forces such as famine and death,
or some extraordinarily significant plan for education or
business, men usually prefered to stay at horne.

Departure

from family and travel outside \'TaS considered as the greatest
of unhappy events.

"The copper corner of one's hometown is

more precious than the gold or silver corner at the end of
the earth

("t~tH~~u/;rr*It#~fl1~ ~ t1r.)

proverb: home is vThere the heart is.)

(As the English

The lamentation of the

l'tandering sons comprised the basic theme of Chinese liturature.
Thus, men \'lore tied to family by soft and unbreakable compas
s10n and lost their '1Till of fighting for betterment at another
place.
Religious practice and the invisible 'florId of ancestors
under the ground made the family tic Qore solid and strength
ened the loyalty to the home.

The family ties: husband and

'l'dre, parents and children, brothers and sisters and all the
blood relations did not end in death as in other lands, but
becruae even stronger.

To grasp this unique concept, it is

important to note the special phenomenon of t.hinking of one's
dearest on(..5, ,-rho had gone afar or had died t so frequently,
and so deeply that one "lould feel that they

~·rere

not dead or

far a'lray at all, but were quite clos:e and livi,ng near by.
The Chinese thought death

mean~

only the corruption of the

body, and that life \'lOuld be transformed to aspirit to dl;lell

:8
in the "under 1lforld" around living men.

They 1'lere invisible,

although sometimes might be seen in the form of ghosts.

They

possessed wore ability than living men and could protect,
encourage, and punish them.

The tvro '\"lorlds of the living and

the dead, ,,{ere so completely intergrated that all things in
this "10rld--the "solar" one (let's use this 'fIord )-- Vlere over
shadO'lrled by the other--the Iflunar" one, (let t s use this "lord,
too.)

Health or illness of the body, success or failure in

business, prosperity or poverty were all possibly affected
by the dead.

Paradoxically the "happiness" or "sorrov;", the

economic conditions good or bad, in the nlunar fl 'lrlorld depended
upon the "solarn'world.

The dead needed housing, clothing,

food and money, ,,;hich could only be furnished by their living
children.

Like the Greek gods, the Chinese spirits in the

lunar world had all the needs and desires of the living.
(Sometimes, the living one and the dead one could even get
married!) The more living children they had, the more lnaterial
things they could get.

If they, the dead,. left no living

children, then they were surely the poor and miserable souls
in the lunar connnunities.

Thus, Hencius rernar!\:s that "The

most serious unfilial piety of the three leading ones is
leaving no off-spring (by not being married) to take care
of the ancestor-sacrifice. It

And th.:: Scripture of Filial Pi,ety

says: nAt the top of the three thousanc! penalties is unfilial
piety. II

That

';'las

\'Thy almost all people in China married.

Even the poorest "lOuld r..lake any effort to get a wife, (or a
son) •

All the kinships in the solar '\'lOrld continued to the
lunar 'w'orld.

Death in on,eworld meant re-joining the family

in the other.

Thus, the family 1rlOuld be united forever by

death.

H01.'1

sad \"lould a p'erson be if he died, not in his hOIlle

land, but in some place far m·laY.
and received no sacrifice.

He had to "live" alone,

This '\r;aS one major reason 't'Thy

Chinese would arrange to die at home at any cost.
u}t'ilial piety" ~ 111~) are the key 'lrTords to understanding
the Chinese community structure and the Chinese character.
The Chinese laborers in America were regarded as submissive,
cowed and peaceful.

These characteristics all originated from

special concepts about family life.
Here is another different perspective about the physical
body.

To be a person in the society meant bo be a son in the

family.
ents.

To be a son was not uhis", but belonged to his par
Even his body 1rlaS not his, but had been gotten and

borro\,Ted from his parents.

The son had no right to destroy

his body including every hair on it.

Instead, he should take

care of it as much as possible.
Here is a story which might illustrate this idea.

Dur

ing the period of the 'rhree KingdoIJ'ls (220-280 A. D. ), a gen
eral, \'ihile fighting,
his eye.

"It'JaS

hurt by an arrow 1rlhich went through

He pulled it out but unfortunately, his eye-ball

Vias also pulled out.

This made him so indignant that'he

shouted "The eye is of my father's essence .s.nd my mother's
blood.

H0\1

can I thrm'J it m',Tay?" (~~..f{!!Z.~.

"f,tt!zJ),

And

10

\,Tithout hesitation, he sltTallo"VTecl it down.

It is thus very

easy to understand that the damage made on a child's body
literally hurts his parent's heart.

In order not to make

one's parents worried, or hurt, one should take care of his
physical condition.

A good son should avoid fighting "if he

could, as fighting usually resulted in physical injury_
Coming to the United States, the Chinese laborers were
outnumbered by the whites.

The savagery and the cruelty of

the frontiers-men made the Chinese believe that they were
living among real barbarians, both whites and reds.
bodies were smaller and shorter.

Their

They did not have weapons.

Above all, they were unprotected by law.

Therefore they were

always compelled tosubmit--the only alternative available to
them!
They \'lere cowards as some Americans assl3rted.
viewed from another side, they were the bravest!

But

Breaking

all shackles of culture, religion, language and emotion,
they came to the Gold Mountains in an attempt to relieve their
families of economic difficulty, at the risk of their own lives.
Life in the countryside was quiet and unexciting, but
not lacking in pleasure.

Festivals and religiOUS activities

all'lays generated \1elcome relief from the rural monotony.
Among a number of religious holidays, the three important ones
are:

Ching-ming, rl!id-seventh-month Day and

~1id-autumn

Ch:i.ng-ming is a day for restoring ancestors' tombs.

Day.

On that

day, fl0\1ers, fruits, candy, wine, and other items \1ould be

11

brought to the graveyard to offer to ancestors.

As this day

is the first big holiday in spring (early April by the western
calender) everyone was happy to take part.

The weather is

getting warmer, green color is coming back to fields; 'Nild
flowers open with butterflies dancing around.

The air is

cool and fresh, particularly good for women who were almost
cut off from nature.

Since Ancestors' tombs vrere sometimes

scattered distantly, it would take several days to get through
the ''lork of cleaning.
prepared.

Food for religious rituals \-las \'1el1

Since spirits do not literally eat, it would even

tually go into the stomach of the tomb-cleaner.

Tomb-cleaning

had an effect of refreshing the fading memory of the young
generation about their long past ancestors.

It is usually

on this occasion that the history of their remote ancestors
w'as told to children.

The

1-~id-seventh-month

day (usually in

late August or early September by the western calender) was
also connected w'ith ancestors.
Spirit Day.

Another name for it is the

This day not only honored one's ancestors, but

also kindly served to console the lone, poor spirits \-rho had
unfortunatly left no children behind them, and thus received
nothing from this material \'10rld.
The Mid-autumn Day is moro a harvest festival than a
religious 'day.

The crops were harvested or ready to harvest.

With a relieved feeling, people spent this day in celebration
or in thanking heaven.

A special feature of the day is dinner,

particularly the eating of the moon-cake by the whole family
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under moon light.

On that night, the moon is full (or, re

united again, to use the Chinese expression), and is thought
to be the largest, and brightest of the year.
be the family.

So also should

Like the American Thanksgiving Day, family

members "tho did not live at horne '\-lOuld come back for a family
reunion on this day.
silver~like

Eating the moon-cake together, in the

moonlight, and listening to tales about the moon

from the elders, the whole family seemed to "bathe" in the
lake of happiness.
Other festivals such as the May-Fifth Day (or the Dragon
Boat festival), the Lantern Festival (in the Chinese mid
first month), and the ne,'! Year are all colorful and unforget
ble to every Chinese.
Aside from the regular holidays, there are some other
special days and ceremonies, for example, :tte birthdays of
gods. Since they are gods, they were much mightier than one's
ancestor, and ought to be treated very respectfully.

As a

result, the birthdays of certain gods ",ere elaborately
observed and became the most exciting days in the countryside.
Vf3ry often the ceremontes lasted for several days with much
spending of money.
would come to join.

People from hundreds of miles around
Actors were invited from far-off cities

to perform operas in honor of the god, which might be the
only chance for the villagers in their life to watch a play.
Each village had tiny and poorly constructed temples.
But some villages had magnificent temples which served, beside
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their religious functions, as social activity centers.
its

ha~s

and

And

ample yard provided the best playground for

y.oung children in the count-yside.

Sometimes the classroom

or the school of the village was only available in temples.
Children raised in this environment were undoubtedly impressed
deeply by religion.
Boys in the village did not PAve much chance to attend
school.

At best, they might get from one to two years school

ing if the family could afford it.
mained illiterate.

Otherwise, they all re

During the farming season, they usually

worked with the adults in the fields.

In this way, they

acquired the necessary peasant training.

The ox was the

main source of animal power in South China, and the task of
leatling it out to the hillside for grass was a boy's favorite
job.

He usually had a good time singing folk songs, playing

games, and making small fires for cooking while the oxen
grazed.
They were all boys; girls were seldom among them.

As

we have noted previously, girls were separated early from the
boys.

This segregation later helped the males in getting

used to the life in the all-male Chinese

co~~unities

in

America.
The absence of girls did not deprive Chinese boys of
fun.

On the countrary, they acted even more free and vdld.

They roamed from one hill to another, jumping and running
like wild horses.

Picking fruits, climbing trees, chasing
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small animalS-and searching for little insects were all favorite
activities.

Swi~~ing

in pools, catching fish in streams, or

stf''1ling ttings to eat from somebody's field,
Making kites and .flying them was also fun.

~'iere

exciting!

If they got tired

of all these, then they would hide in some corner

o~

behind

the graveyard to gamble.
Gambling marked a black spot in the Chinese character.
The custom can be traced .far back to the time of Confucius,
and perhaps even earlier when it had already become a popular
"national game".

For many reasons, outdoor sports which are

popular in the western l:'lorld were not welcomed by the Chinese.
Hunting ''las thought to be cruel.
~liruming '!lIaS
e~cept

Fishing took too much time.

not safe since there '1. .. ;ere not many st'rimming areas

in dangerous waters.

Horse racing was rare since

horses had to be used in farming and transportation.

Other

sports such as baseball, basketball, football and so on were
all foreign to China; only in recent years have Chinese learned
such sports.

Besides, these sports were not at all suitable

for Chinese peasants.

Since they engaged in hard work, they

did not need any more physical exercise.

Rather, they enjoyed

taking a rest or playing games of mental activity.

Gambling

naturally became the "national pastime."
The lack of outlets for rela-xation il:as also a factor
in the popularity of gambling among the Chinese.

There were

no theatres, clubs, parties or other amusements in rural life
where men could relax.

Despite the fact that the Chinese

1\

I:

I
1

\
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people generally acted submissive, hurnble, and polite to
their elders, leaders and culture, deep in their nature tiley
\-Ter.) indepc.ndent, proud, and rebellious.

Gambling, like

Chinese society, had a set of rigid regulations.

Yet, by

employing one's wit and skill, plus a little good luck, it
was possible for everyone to win on the equal ground.
gambling, a man was on his

o~~.

anyone's son or subordinate.

In

He was his own master, not

He used his own judgement to

act, without disturbance or interference.

Here, people who

could not, or had no right to, express themselves creatively
in "real life" found they could do so in gambling.

Gambling

was, in this sense, a game of self-fullfilment, self-release,
social-rebellion and family-liberation.
to the rigidness of Chinese culture.

It was an antidote

Once the found "himself"

in the excitement of gambling, he 'I.':aUld never leave it.

That

was why the Chinese laborer in America was generally indenti
fied as a gambler.
But life in China was not so pleasant.

Pelple in

vil~

lages only played gambling games on the new year of some
other festival days.
strive to keep alive.

For the rest of the year they had to
As a matter of fact, the struggle for

survival usually was indescribably hard.
problem came from the lack of food.

The fundamental

From time immemorial

famine had t:,een an ever recurring scourge.

A study completed

in 1920's by students of the University of Nanking brought to
light the startling fact that" bet\'leen the years 108 B. C. and
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1911 A.D. there were· 1828 famines in which millions died of
starvation.

The famine of 1877-1878, for example, claimed

9,500,000 lives, and the onp of 188 7 -1889 even more.
about 2,000,000 died, and in 1916 about 8,000,000.
famine that occurred in

In 1911,
The great

China in 1920-1921 took 500,000
lives, and nearly 20,000,000 were reported "destitute ...1
Nort~

Among the many' causes,: that contributed to famine were
inadequate farming land and overpopulation.

China has about

2,000,000 square miles of arid, practically uninhabited
country, which can support little more than nomad populations.
The good and fair lands were tilled to every inch of the soil,
except Manchuria and the Far West, for raising food.

Yet it

could not yield the required food for the soaring population.
It is estimated that to provide for a family of five required
4,.7 acres in the central and northern China where the staple
food is wheat, and 1.7 acres in southern China where the main
food is rice.

But 33 per cent of the holdings were less than

on acre, and 55 per cent were one and one-half acres or less,
while the nwnber of large farms was very small. 2 It is appar
ent, therefore, that the bare food reqUirements for a normal
year was greater than the production.
Parallel the

ina~equate

land was the population problem.

On the eve of the Taiping rebellion in 1850, the population
of China \-las probably close to 430 millions)

The density as

a whole was about 268 persons on every square mile.

This

figure, however, does not shm'l the conditions of the people ..
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Half of the total population of China occupies but a quarter
of the total area of the coutry.

The population saturation

point had been reached in the eastern provinces where the
number of inhabitants to the square mile varied from 980 in
some village districts to 6880 in others.

(In the most den

sely peopled area in India, parts of Bengal, there were.. 1162
people on every square mile of cultivated land.)4
This overcrowding of the land made impossible the col
lection of any reserve of foodstuffs.

A good crop did not

result in a surplus of grain but merely
a better diet for a short tme.

prov~ded

the people

Thus when a poor year occurred

the whole countryside found itself without food.
While the

fund~~ental

causes of famine

we~e

traceable

to the economic circumstances in which the people lived, the
immediate cause was usually the result of some natural phen
omenon.

Probably in no other c.QuntZ:OYl'Tere the natural features

less favorable to the inhabitants than in China.
Droyght and flood were two arch-calamities in China.
Statistics indicate that during the Manchu dynasty (1644-1911)
there were, on an average, 27 droughts and 44 floods per
century in the home province of Chihli alone.

The great
drought of 1877-1878 affected 300,OO() square miles. 5 The
Yellow River, \,lhich lay ,'rith its bed above the level of the
surrounding coutryside, changed its course frequently:."
1852 the River experienced

cala~itous

In

floods; in 1888-1889 it

made a further disastrous change, \,lith its protective dykes

impeding the drainage of the flood waters -c,o the sea.
Locusts were another natural cause of

This

fru~ine.

pest, which consumed the grO\\Ting crops, left the coutryside
as barren as a protracted drought.

The people of a locust

infected district were oft-times subjected to epidemics caused
by the decayed insects getting into wells, pools and streams
thus: poisoning the drinking water.
Beside the natural disasters were wars, both internal
and external.

No single event in the nineteenth century so
,

shocked the entire nation as the Taiping rebellion.

Their

leader, Hung Hsiu-chuan, a poor Cantonesa, started the revolt
in 1850 and occupied Nanking in 1853 as the capital of their
"Heavenly Kingdom of
nearly

overthro\~.

G~eat

Peace. It

The l\1anchu dynasty was

The Taiping war lasted fourteen years,

until 1864, with the devastation of 16 provinces and no less
than 600 cities; 20 millions were killed, and the richest
parts of China--the Central and the South--were ravaged.
The Nion-bandit movement, also a peasant rebellion
which originated in some villages in south Shantung and north
Kiangsu, "las reinforced by the remnants of the Taipings and
expanded widely in the Central and Northern regions.

The

movement ,·ras active for nearly two decades.
Coupled with the internal upheavals were the invasions
of the \'lesterners, economic, as 'Nell as military.

waf,.,

The Opium

or t.he F:Lrst Anglo-Chinese Wai, of 1839-1g42, the Second

Anglo-Chinese Vlar of 1856-1860, the Sino-Japanese War of 1895 J
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and the Boxer Rebellion (or the

.~lar

against Eight Foreign

Nations) of 1900, were all military engagements, costly and
disastrous to the Chinese, in which not only a great parttof
territory ,,,,as ceded and sovereign rights were lost, but a
tremendous amount.Ofindemnities
a heavy

ha~

to be paid which imposed

econo~c burden upon the peoPle. 6 This burden, the
-

oretically, was shared by every countryman fairly, according
to his financial condition.

But actually the heaviest burden

fell on the poor, because the lilanchu Government was corrupt
and avoided taxation of the pO\'lerful classes.
War carried by the v/esterners against the Chinese was
to clear the way for trade.

The industrial revolution which

began in the second half of the eighteenth century made the
Western countries, especially England, seek a world-il'lide
market.

China, with its more than four hundred million popu

lation was consedered the biggest potential market.

Yet

China was not interested in trade with other nations, nor was
she

w~lling

to alter her centuries-long restrictions upon

foreign trade.
~

China \'Tas a self-sufficient country based on agricul
ture.

About.eighty per cent of its people were peasants who

produced almost everything uhd.er 'the sun.

.Indeed~

such a large country, nearly all her needs

we~e

its confines.

China::.was

found within

Despito the recurring famines, China \'Tas re

garded by its people as the loveliest 'and richest land in the
world.

Above all, her culture was the highest, and her
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historical record was the longest.
match her in these respects.

No other nations could

So the Chinese had not the

least desire to communicate with others, either in culture or
in cOmmerce.

It is quite true that there was someinterna

tional trade going on for centuries at some spots along the
northern border. and at some ports along the southeastern
coast, such as Chuanchou in Fuklien, and especially

Canton~.in

Kwangtung.

B~t

neighbori~~

nations and consented to as a mercy by the Celes

all this trade was initiated by the small

tial Court with a view of ffletting the poor small neighbors
gain some tiny profits lest they will make troubles."
Ignoring her benevolent motive, China had profited from
this trade because-her three famous export products-r-tea,
silk and porcelain-:--were all-rays in great demand in the world.
Consequently, the value. of exports ofr,en"
imports.

exc.eeded that of

This tendency was accelerated in the later eighteen

th century when the Europeans arrived at Canton to join the
trade, although the amount was negligible in relation to the
total Chinese economy.

This trade imbalance, unfavorable to

the foreigners, was soon reversed when the English employed
the smuggling of opium from India.

Thereafter, "black gold"

(a name for opium used by some Chinese) not only found the
ready market of a four-hundred-million customers, but also
had to be paid for in silver, for it was contraband cargo,
not exchanged for other cargo.

It was in this manner that

silver began to flo,"l out of China.

.
The more people indulged
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in the use of opium the more silver flowed out.
China was faced with a specie famine

~lhich

Before long

upset its entire

fiscal system.•,7
The Chinese internal currency system was based on
ver and copper.

sil~

"Silver to be used for tax payment, for the

payment'of salaries by the government, and for all

calcula~:.

tions of the official treasury," writes an American historian;
"copper to be used for local

b~ing

and selling, especially .

in the local agricultural markets. 1t

The historian continues:

As a result of the outflow of silver, the internal
value of silver to copper was changed from 1:2 to 1:3.
This greatly aggravated the financial problems of the
Chinese farming population, whose tax and rent payments
were calculated in ~ilver but whose income was based
on devalued copper. 8
.
Following the opium trade there was increasing penetration of western goods into the Chinese

mark~t.

Ita- impact

was profound and beyond the comprehension of the western
capitalist mind, in whose eyes the total amount of the trade
was comparative small.

The Opium War opened up the treaty

ports, and the Second Anglo-Chinese War broadened foreign
trade to meet the vlesterners t CL"nbi tions.

Quickly the western

commodities were to be found in every corner of China, among
them cotton textiles \1ere the most important.
tiles were

~ood

vlestern tex-

in quality and reasonable in price, and the

local product could not compete with them.

The outcome 't'fas

obvious: the village industry was wiped out, and more people
were driven from their employment.

Indeed, the entire tradi-

tional economic system of the nation was disordered to its
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very root.
To sum up, the conditions in \"/hich the people lived
after the Opium Vlar were political deterioration, social
insurrection, the pressure of overpopulation, the intrusion
of the foreign economy, and wars, internal and external.

All

worked together to pressure the poorer elements and force
them either off the land or from their jobs.
Three sequels awaited them.

One was to starve to death,

as million in _the north of China did.

The next 't.tas to rebel,

as the Taipings and numerous bandits did.

The third 't'las to

emigrate either to Southeast Asia or to the Ne\"1 'lJlorld, as the
coastal inhabitants in Kwangtung and Fukien did.
Kwangtung and Fukien are the two southeastern provinces
which furnished most of the emigrants from China to foreign
countries.

The coolie emigration to Cuba and South America,

in the hands of the portuguese and the Spaniards, according
to Mary R. Coolidge's exhaustive study, was largely from
Fukien, while the emigration to California was almost exclu
sively from the districts around Canton in the Pearl River
Delta in K't.'1angtung. 9
For centuries, these two maritime provinces \t/ere,_the
most important places for the conduct of foreign trade.

Geo

graphically, Kw'angtung is closer ev-an than Fukien' to Southeast
Asia, theIBfcre, its capital City, Canton, eventually surpassed
its rival city, Chuanchou in Fukien, to

beco~China~s

biggest

trade center, long before Singapore and Hong Kong coming into
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being.
By the route came the merchants from near-by small na
tions, as well as from India and Arabia, followed by the
Europeans--Portuguese, Spanish, Dutch, English, French, Ger
man, and Italian--and at last, American.

By contact with

foreigners, the people in this area acquired some slight
knowledge about the outside world, and were more aggressive
and more adventurous in bettering their economic condition
than their inland countrymen.
During the foreign wars, Canton had seen most of the
fighting.

Disturbance and turmoil lasted longer than in any

other place.

The other treaty ports opened by the Treaty of

Nanking in 1842 ruined the trade monopoly formerly held by
Canton.

The end of the monopoly of trade and the growing

competition of new trade ports, especially Shanghai, affected
the trade routes and upset the existing transportation system.
Groups of porters and boat people were affected.

Thus formed

a surplus laboring class, waiting for any opportunity to make
a living.

At this time news arrived of the discovery of gold

in the Sacramento Valley of California in January, 1848.

The

spring of that year had \'litnessed a great excitement in
Canton as well as at the seaports on the eastern coast in the
. . ., 10
United State.;;.

way_

And a great emigration movement

~las

und er
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CHAPTER II
OREGON

A~ID

ITS CHINESE PROBLEM

From the da"lm of civilization, ffgold" has been the most
desirable and precious thing in human societies.

No one ex

cept the great soul, or the idiot, can resist its lure.
China l

t~ .. dis~o~~!, a~old ~ine

In

was rare, or has. never happened,

but to dream of picking up a nugget was very common.

Fictions

about poor peasants digging up lumps of gold from tl1e farming
fields, or laborers running across gold somewhere t al\,lays
appealed to the masses, though they may not have believed it.
Now .there came a true story from the other end of the ocean
. about a place where gold could be tfscraped out "nth a knife
Everyone ~llOuld be a millionaire, providing that

and spoon. ttl

he could get to the "Gold Mountains,tf as they called the
United States.
Because of the impassable ocean, the adventure of the
laborers and peasants in. J:tlte~_GoldIv1ountains .would

nev~l"

have

come about had not the Americans been interested in employing
them.

Shipmasters quickly seized upon the situation, distri

buting placards, maps, and pamphlets concerning the Gold
Mountains.

Agents of some railroad companies

ce~e

to recruit,

and prepaid the passages and other expenses for those who
decided to go.

"The call of th0 Golden Mountains

in the air of the distressed regions of Canton."

\iaS

ringing

"To be

starved and to be buried in the sea are the same, It \'las the
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thought in the minds of thousands who fled to Hong Kong and
the ships.2
It is apparent that "to dig up the gold," undo'_btedly,
played a significant role in inducing Chinese to leave for
America, but lito find a job," on the other hand, was the more
urgent and the more motivating force.

Like all frontier

communities, California had a pronounced scarcity of labor,
which was accentuated by the rush to the gold fields.
Chinese were looked upon as a veritable godsend.}

The

Women

were very few, and the Chinese supplied the need for cooks,
laundrymen, and the like, as well as that of the heavier
work of grain farming, fruit gro"fling, tide-land draining,
and manufacturing.

So the state cordially ,-/elcomed the

hordes of cheap labor from China; in the parade of 1850 \llhich
celebrated the ad:nittance of California into ',ihe union, the
Chinese \'lere recognized as adopted citizens.

The two first

governors of California, Peter H. Burnett and John McDougal
refered in annual messages to the Chinese as a most worthy
class of adopted citizens. 4

In addition, McDougal even

attempted in 1852, to encourage the Chinese immigration by
setting up a system of land grants to them. 5
The greatest demand for Chinese labor would come from'
the railroads.

The Central Pacific, owing to the time re

quirement set by Congress and the competition with the Union
Pacific. as well as inablility to procure \'l11ite labor, "las
compelled to employ the Chinese.

By 1869, ten thousands of

2?

them "'lere on the pay-roll.

6 Later, the Southern Pacific

lines, especially in California, were built almost entirely
with Chinese labor.

From their latJr came the old

s~ying:

"The eastern end of the transcontinental railroad was built
~,;:"'"

by 'whisky' (Irisrunen) and the

''''''''~'''"''J'>Y~~>'~'-''.:c-,-.. _",,~_,_~~,+'i~_

wes~~~n e~d bY',te~~l

'

(Chinese).."?

Transportation companies had wielded a powerful infue
ence in promoting Chinese immigration.
At times, every [American] ship available in Chinese
waters was put into the service. In 1866 the Pacific
Mail Steamship Company entered the China trade, under
government subsidy. And a little later the Occidental
and Or.iental Ste~~ship Company was ,organized as-a com
petitor • • • Charles Crocker, an official of the latt.er
company, claimed that both lines could not be ~un pro
fitably without the Chinese passenger traffic.
After their

arriva~

the Chinese pretty soon found them

selves trapped in a hostile land.
community,California

~1as

A typical American frontier

ful.l of lawless adYenturers, immoral

speculators, cunning politicians, desperate European immi
grants. and deadly criminals.

In a period when white men

carried their lives in their hands and when justice was at
tained, if at all, by the rope and the gun,9 the despised
and defenseless Chinese were naturally the prey of all the
unscrupulous.
They were first treated with all kinds of
such as
ballot.

hi~h

discriminatio~

taxes, unjust legislations, exclusion from the

And gradually they

~lere

excluded from the \,litness

stand in the court, which threw them, in effect, beyond the
protection of the law, and which undoubtedly gave gorce to
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the endless physical persecution upon them. 10
Riots against Chinese began as early as 1852 ,,;hen a
"Committed of Vigilance" was formed in San Francisco, and
Chinese property was burned. 11 In 1855, conventions were-held
in many counties to protest the Chinese imrrligration.

In 1962,

the Anti-coolie clubs came into being and a state-wide union
of the clubs was formed in 1867. 12
At first all these attacks came solely from the working
class, tlho regarded the Chinese as their competitors and
usurpers taking a'lttay employment from them.

They charged the

Chinese:
That he is a slave, reduced to the Im'lest terms of
beggarly economy, and is no fit competitor for an
American free man.
That American men, women and children cannot be what
free people should be, and compete with such degraded
creatures in the labor market.
That they are driving the white populati(.ln from the
states, reducing laboring men to despair, laboring
women to prostitution, and boys and girls to hoodlums
and convicts.
That the Ch~nese laborer is a curse to our land, is
degrading to our morals, is a menace to our liberties,
and should be restricted and forever abolished, and the
Chinese must go.l,
They also charged the capitalists and companies which
employed Chinese ,\,;orkers, declaring that "Every employer \-,ho
substitutes Chinese labor for that of the citizen

is

an enemy

to the real ~rosperi ty of the state. 1,14
From 1867 omrlard, the· Chinese question became of the
vital issues of California politics., As the political parties
.in the state 'Nere equal :in strength and as the labor forces
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were already organized and unified, every politician was
aware that the vote of laborers held the balance of election.
So

~hey

vote. 15

seized upon the Chinese question to capture the labor
These shre\"ld politicians Sal'l that. the Chinese labor

ers would be unable to retaliate.

Thus anti-Chinese feeling

was inflamed by agitators.
Coincident \'Ii th this political uprising were the com
pletion of the transconti.nental railroad in 1869, and the
coming of depression in the early seventies.

The discharge

of thousands of Chinese laborers by the Central Pacific made
unemployment in the already crowded labor market more acute,
and the Chinese were charged with causing the nation's
economic failure. 16
In 1871 occurred a brutal massacre in the Los Angeles
Chinese community.

T\"Tenty~one

Chinese were killed--fifteen

hanged on the spot; many buildings were burned, and large
amounts of loot were carried away.
only a few hours.

All these events lasted

The nation was shocked, and Los Angeles

appeared in the headlines of Eastern newspapers for the first
time. 1 ?

A grand jury indicted 150 men, but only six rioters
were sentenced to short jail terms. 18
Similar violence was repeated in other towns, At Vallejo,
California, a mob burned and looted a Chinatown.

An author

gives a brief account of this incident.
\"1hen the flames had reduced one house to ashes, a
distraught father 'l.'las seen squatting \'lith his head
down beside the charred body of his young daughter.
\1ben a hoodlmn ran up and kicked the body into the
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air, the grieving Chinese picked up a charred stick
and beat the offender to death.19
"At Madeira, the Chinese settlement was burned at midnight,"
the author goes on, "and six;:;.y houses "Tere destroyed. • • Up
and down the West Coast, at Selma, Delano, Seattle, Tagus,
Pixleym, Borden, and many places too small and too isolated
to have ever been remembered, the Chinese were hounded and
harried out of their homes and jobs. u20

In one place, at

Truckee, California, one thousand Chinese were driven out in
November, 1$7$.21

"It \'lOuld be impossible to estimate the

number of victims unrecorded • •• " sighs the historian Mary
R. Coolidge. 22
In october, lS77, the \'lorkingmen' s party was formally
organized under the leadership of Dennis Kearney, a former
Irish cabin boy.

Anti-Chinese proposals appeared in every

set of their resolutions.

The voice that "the Chinese must

go" \'las ru.mbling like thunder in the sky.

On October 30,

the Irish agitator threatened to mobilize 50,000 workers to
drive the Chinese either out of the country or into San
Francisco Bay.23

If Kearney had really intented to do so,

there would have no Mongolians in this country today, for
"watching the wheat game is harder than excluding the Chinese,"
~aid he. 24

From 1871 onward, throughout the period of the Kearney
agitation, no "Chinamanu '"las safe either in person or property.
.

.

It was common for the Chinese
wharf with a ri.otous welcome.

i~~igrants

to be met at the

Stones, clubs, potatoes. and
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mud

wer~

tr.rm·J'n at them until "their scalps hung

dO\,ffi

the

sides of their heads, the blood on the streets showed the
tracks \ihich they had pursued. • • n25

"If we follo\,l the

yellO\'1 thread through those troublous years,1t writes Coolidge,
"it seems a miracle that any Chinaman remained alive in the
country.n26
It was under these circumstances, that the "Chinamen u
fled to the mountains, to the remote country districts, and
dispersed to other states, especially Idaho, Washington,
Oregon and the mountain states both for safety and for work.
yet their sufferings were not in any case ended.

For in the

1880' s came another high peak of racial antagonism, \'ridespread
over the Northwest.
With the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882 passed by Con
gress 27 as the first portent, then came the completion of
the Northern Pacific Railroad in 1883, a principal source of
employment for many Chinese laborers in Washington state
which thrust. a vast horde of unemployed \'lorkmen onto the labor
market.

\-forst of all was a severe economic depression fall

ing upon the West, which caused thousands of men to be idle. 28
Again Chinese were the objects of grievance and to be cursed.
The massacre of September 2, 1$85 at Rock. Springs, vlyoming,
started the racial persecution of 1885-1886.
an entire Chinese village

\'laS

burned.

At.Rock Springs

Chinese men and "VlOmen

were shot and their bodies thrown into fire.

How many were

Killed is unknown, but at least forty-two were counted dead

before the dogs and wild hogs ate the corpses. 29
The Rock Spring issue shocked the nation as well as
inspired another series of anti-Chinese outrages in other
states.

And this timet \'lashington Territory was one of the

most excited regions.

On September 7, many Chinese "lere

murdered at Squak Valley '''hile others shot at their camps at
the Coal Creak mine, King County.3 0 On September 28, the
"anti-Chinese Congress" was set up at Seattle, delegates had
come from towns of Colby, Black Diamond, Newcastle, Squak,
Sumner, Tacoma, 1:1hatcom, Renton and

~.~cAllister. 31

The Seattle Post-Intelligencer declared:

liThe civiliza

tion of the Pacific Coast cannot be half Causasian and half
Mongolian. II

On the night of November 3, people of Tacoma

routed 200 Chinese to a place south of to\'1U on a prairie;
..the weather \'las coli and rainy; here the foreigners were left
all night to find what shelter they could find from rain and
cold.

From here they eventually found their way to Portland.

Following this removal of the Orientals from Tacoma, were
other expulsions from smaller towns of Pierce, King, Kitsap,
Snohomish, Skagit and Whatcom counties.,,32
Meanwhile over 500 Chinese at Seattle were in a situ
ation even more inhuman.

After being threatened for six

months, September l8$5-February 1886, by mass meetings,
demonstrations, and violence, they were at last driven off.33
During the period of this racial hysteria, Seattle \"{as under
martial law ordered by Governor Watson C. Squire, It!ho called

33

for Federal troops sent by the order of the Department of
War.

Instead of protecting the Chinese, the soldiers came

to Seattle to beat them up, cut off their queues, and throw
some of them into the bay.

In addition, a group of soldiers

visited the Chinese quarter on the night of
collect a "special tax. If
remarks:

Nov~nber

9, to

Therefore, a local ne'rlspaper

"The chances are that the people will be called on

to protect the Chinese. tr34
As a neighbor state to Washington, the usually quiet
Oregon, with the second largest Chinese population in the
United States, would soon be affected by such a climate,
Oregon had long been regarded as a state having no "Chinaman·
problems," in consideration of its constantly grm'!ing Chinese
population and its mild anti-Chinese record.

Indeed, Oregon

had been a place open widely to the

Therefore, the

Chine~e.

Chinese s\"J'armed in like the "devouring locusts."
The movement of

Chines~_~~9~J~gQn _D?:~y .. be trac~d

..,--~----~'"--~~'--'---

-- 
..

as

early as 1851 \iith the discovery of gold in Southern Oregon
'--..

--.~--~-

and establishment of regular steamer connections between San
o.

"

~

.....

• •• ,

Francisco and Portland in that year.35

There seem to have

been no Chinese in Oregon before 1851.

Bancroft, in his

History of Oregon, states that there \"Iere no Chinese as

resi~

dents of Oregon in 1850.3 6 In 1851 gold was discovered in
various places in the Rogue River valley; and in the following
year

~he

great discovery of Rich Gulch \"lhere novi stands the

town of Jacksonville 1rlaS made.}?

This caused a rush of miners
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to the valley; the immediate result to Oregon was the growth
of many new counties:

Jackson was organized as a county in

1852, Coos in 1853, Curry, 185~ an~ Josephine, 1856.

By 1857 there were several hundred Chinese working in
the old mines in the counties of Jackson and Josephine.
"The Chinamen are about to take the county," warned a private
letter published in the Oregonian in 18S7.

"They are from

one thousand to t\'J'elve hundred" in Josephine county, the letter
went on, "buying out the American miners and paying prices
for their claims.,,3 8
Despite the agitated discussion of the early Chinese arrivals
in Southern Oregon, they did not appear in large numbers until
the sixties.

Although the Eighth United States census still

does not list the Chinese in Oregon in 1860, Bancroft mentions
that there were nine hundred Chinese in Jackson and Josephine
counties in 1861.39

He further adds that in 1861 these two

counties reaped an income of ten thousand dollars from
Chinese taxation. 40 One authoritY,supplies instance after
instance where the 1860 mining laws of Jacksonville, Jackson
county, were replete with restrictive acts against the
Chinese, and definitely states that "Jackson Creek in 1864
was given over to the Chinese."41
The Chinese in Southern Oregon were still active in
the seventies and eighties ..

"These people may be seen· in

numerous places," The Oregonian, stated on August 8, 1868:
Working over many old diggings; and, along the bars
. of Rogue River. • • in \'lashing out the gold vlhich
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white labor has neglected as too small pay_ In some
places they have large wheels, driven by the current,
for raising water for their sluices. u42
On February 28, 1877 an editorial comments on depredations
constantly

practi~ed

against Chinese miners in Jackson

county, and tells of their cabins being burned, all their
rights violated, and mentions that they were working claims
that anyone else would scorn. and that the men concerned in
the outrages were not honest miners. 43 With depletion of
gold in the region the Chinese left so that the census of
1890 lists only 224 Chinese' in Jackson county and 98 in Jose
phine county' (see Table III in the following chapter).
The discovery of gold near Lewiston in lS60 led the
Chinese into Idaho.

Soon they were "crowding everyone out

of house at Idaho City and filling up Boise county_,,44

In

1861 and 1862, more gold discoveries in the gravel beds along
the creeks of the Blue Mountains, drew more Chinese into
Eastern Oregon.

Since then the Chinese population grew

steadily in Oregon_

The great portion of the Chinese congre

gated in the lower Columbia basin, and in the mountain areas
of Eastern Cregon.

Portland, the greatest metropolis of the

Mighty Western River, once Jossessed the second largest
Chinese settlement in the count.ry, 45 nex't only to San Fran
cisco; \"fhile the small to"\'ms in the Blue Mountains like
Auburn, Clarksville, Humboldt and Sump,ter ,in Balter county;
Granite, Union, Prairie City, Mt. Vernon, Canyon City and
John Day in Grant county; and Sparta in Union

coullt~~;

were

all oases to the Chinese miners in the anti-foreign Ameri'can

desert.
A spectacular phenomenon can be observed by making a
comparison between Oregon and California.

In the latter, the

Chinese population Vlas declining greatly, \'lhile'.in the form
er, it was growing constantly.

r.lore significant lrlaS the re

lative calm of the public mind in Oregon toward the presence
of the Orientals, while in california there had been contin
ual perturbation.

Oregon f 5 not-so-easy-to-agitated populat:Lon

was even more striking in the light of the high resentment
toward the docile Chinese in Washington to the north, 't-1hich
had a far smaller Chinese contingent than that of Oregon. 46
Despite the fact that a lot of discrimination existed in the
state, such a3 heavy special license tax upon Ohinese miners,
unjust ordinanc es in some cities, and a constitutional provj.
sibn adopted in 1$59 that debarred them from the ovmership of
mining property,47 Oregon might be generall¥ looked as a ref
tig~~for

the suffering Chinese.

During that unrest and terri

ble time, Oregon had regularly maintained conditions of peace
and order.
One commentator has analyzed this unusual fact as '
follows:
Oregon was made up of transplanted households of home
seekers, .. • • Because of the IO'lllar and more steady de
velopment of Oregon no large number of homeless \'1age
earners have ever bee~ caught adrift here [as in Cali~
fornia and Washington]. It is to the absence frem her
population of a large admixture of such infla.n::.mable
elements that the lack of any heat of resentment
against the Chinamen Viithin her borders is to be of
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attributed. 48
Another contributing factor to the lack of awareness of a
Chinese problem, \'las to be found in the "sluggish common
wealth spirit If in Oregon.

"The Oregon people," continues the

commentator, "\'lere slow to get together in cooperation for -,
the puplic welfare. ,,49
But the main reason for "no Oriental problem" in Oregon
was the need for Chinese labor.
Oregon has not been able to draw t.o any extent upon
European immigrants for domestic and other menial
services. The manning of the salmon canneries, the
furnishing of garden truck for the cities, and the
supplying of the 'section hands' for the railroads,
have also been occupations for ,\,lhich the ,,,hite ":age
earners of this part of the country had no relish.
Such vocations '\-rere freely accorded to the iVIongolians.
The Oregon quota of Orientals years in andout has just
about suffiC
to meet the demand in these undesired
employment s. 5

5

Still another factor in the more favorable climate in Oregon
was the strong stand for justice of The
ing newspaper in the state.

pre&onia~--the

lead

For more than forty years (1865

1910), under the editorship of Harvey W. Scott, the newspaper
took the side of la'lr and order and der.ounced the agitators
and violent in vigorous phrases. that exerted a great impact
in keeping the innocent Cl'linese from ruthless assults. 51 'The
Oregonian ''las boycotted for a time by the anti-coolie organi
zations. 52 In order to have a better understanding of the
attitude of the newpaper, the ..follo\'i'ing quotation taken from
the March 4, 1886 edition is worth reading,., especially in
light of the outbreak of the riots in Seattle, and the

excitement that caused among people in Portland's population:
Within a radius of ten miles of Portland thousand
of acres of heavy forest have been cleared away ~,
Chinese labor; the stumr's have '0een removed and the
land brought into a fine state of cultivation.' Hun-.
dreds of white persons around us are finding employ
ment and support for themselves and families in the
cultivation and further improvement of these lands.
The labor of the Chinese has been the basis of it
all. • •
This work is ofa kind 'ilhich \-rhite men \'rill not
pursue for any length of time. • • Contracts let to
white men for clearing land have usually been aban
doned by them. • • They bonst of their irresponsibi
lity, and take pleasure in causing their employer
disappointment and, loss. .>'• ..:'F:armersJand':others, un
able to get white labor that would fulfill its engage
ments, have turned to the Chinese, '''ho at least shm'r
fidelity irL .this regard. But it is this very quality
that makes the Chinese so hated by the irresponsible
white who :.'r.ally at the call of the agitators and
pre~ended champions of labor. • •
• • •On the ,·thole, then, the Chinese do not deprive
white persons of employment. It they do, in some cases,
they plainly make more employment for \,lhite persons in
others. The employment of white upon the thousands of
acres of land opened to cultivation through Chinese
labor, proves th~;.s; so like\vise does the employment of
white in large numbers, in connection ",ii ttl the great
fish packing industry, "'lhich, \,/i thout Chinese labor as
an auxilIary or foundation, never would have been de
veloped, and could not nOlt go on.
What is needed most of all in this country is the
utterance of sense on this subject, as a foil or check
to the floods of injurious nonsense with which it is
deluged. • :53
.
On account of all the factors mentioned above, Oregon
becanle a place of comparative peace, in the increasingly high
tide against the heathen "Chinamen,'" in both the seventies
and the eighties.

Thousands of them after being persecuted.

in other parts of the country, fled to Oregon, took shelter
in its \'Tarm bosom and finally settled down.
Yet, in spite of its relative tranquility, Oregon "tas
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net '"lit-hout its problems for the Chinese.
completely

i~~une

The stnte

't'lClS

not

from the antagonism against Chinese because

the trend of the times

v';as

on the pacific Coast.

As in California, the anti-Chinese ani

mosity in Oregon had been

generally unfavorable to tr e Chinenc

exploit~d

by the politicians.

As

early as 1870, Lafayette Grover, the Democratic candidate for
governor use the "Chinamen" issue to appeal to the voters. 54
In 1878, 1;lilliam W. 'fhayer \'las elected governor on a platform
denouncing Chinese labor, and with the support of the \vorking:-:·..
men's Club. 55 Sylvester Pennoyer, a powerful figure in Oregon,
who led the anti-Chinese agitation in 1885-1886, was elected
governor in 1887. 56
Even businessmen used
to improve their business.

t~e

timely anti-Chinese psychology

For example, McMinnville adver

tised:
The
Central Hotel
McMinnville, Oregon
Dinner Station of the O. & C. R. R.
Only First-Class Hotel
in the City
57
No Chinese Fmployed
With these anti-Chinese elements in its circles of both
politics and cownerce, the public mind toward the Chinese was
unavoidably more or less imflamed.
The year of 1873 witnessed the first grave anti-Chinese
activities i.n the state.

June 1$ of that year the Oregon

Anti-Chinese Association "'las organized at Portland,

F. R.

Niale was the chairman, and all members we:t"a pledged to

II

I

I
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discourage Chinese

i~~igration,

never employ Chinese workers,

try to prevent other employers hiring the same, and refuse
to vote for any candidate tl':.:lt \'lould not pledge himself to
observe the principles of the association. 58

Its branch or

ganization was formed in Oregon City July 15, 1873. 59
On August 2, 1873, occurred the great Portland fire,
destroyip~

nineteen blocks in the commercial section.

The fire

was believed to have been started by the anti-Chinese organiza
tion as a means of intimidation of reluctant supporters of
their program. 60 In addition, employers were also threatened
individually by some anonymous warnings.

One of these warnings

reads as follows:
Mrs. Allen, this is to warn you not to hire any more
Chinamen. Remember Saturday. One of the twenty-eight. 61
In view of these circumstances, the,. Oregonian .worried
that the city of Portland was becoming a land of hired assassins
and

in~endiaries,

and asserted that the allusion to Saturday

in the note must refer to the fire of August Second. 62

Yet

this seventies resentment against the Chinese was only the
prelude to the highly agitated period of the mid-eithties.
Located betv>1een the two excited states--California and
Washington--Oregon almost went as wild as its two neighbors
in 1886.

In February and March of· that year, a racial cri.sis

broke out at Portland \"lhile the racial hysteria at Seattle was
gradually calming
gress \'ias held.

do,~.

On February 12, an Anti-Chinese Con

One hubdred and seventy-three delegates
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attended and openly rejoiced over the success of a similar
meeting in Tacoma, Vlashington, hissed over the stopping of
Chinese outrages by Governor Squire of Washington, and formu
lated an order giving all -the Chinese in Oregon forty days in
which to remove themselves from the state. 63
Meanwhile the California uriot-breeder,n64.Burnette A.
Haskell, ar.rived to direct the revolt.

A torchlight proces

sion escorted him from his steamer to his hotel.

"You must

drive out the Chinese," agitated Haskell to the people of
Oregon; "peacefully if you can, forcibly if you must; if
necessary, shed blood. u65
Under his stir, a great revolt appeared imminent in
Portland around February 18.

Therefore strong forces were

organized to cope with trouble b.Y:ciVilauthorities.
17, seven hundred citizens

~'lere

On February

in arms; new militia was sworn

into ssrvice, four companies of militia were encamped in the
armory at Second and Salmon; guns were loaded and batteries
\'/ere prepared; horses ,...,ere hitched for instant service; the
cot.lt't house

ViaS

placed under a guard.

•

Zenas F. Moody, Sheriff Thomas A. Jordan,

I

,I

•

II

i

~ayor'John

Governor
Gates and

Chief of Police Samuel B. Parrish were all on duty in Portland
The signal to quell the

revoit ,...:as three douDle taps on the fire bell.

Athletic clubs

like the Rod and Gun and the Multnomah and many private citi.;.;.
zens pledged their aid.

.

II

Two hundred deputy

sheriffs it/ere appointed and the police force doubled.

awaiting the attack bf the agitators.

"

1'he trouble \-/as expected at night as

d

i
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,
66
the Seattle revolt began at daybreak.
The expected trouble, hm'.fever, did not occur.

B'J.lt a

numLer of outrages did happened at Oregon City, Yamhill, Mt.
Tabor, and several otherplac~s.67

In Portland, the crisis

was not over. yet, for a new revolution even greater than ever
before was at the brink of explosion.

A large mob of a

thousand people assembled at the court house at noon March 16,

1886.

The meeting was commenced by appointing Sylvester

Pennoyer as chainman and proceeded to pass resolutions that
pledged tl'bse assembled to deport all Chinese, not to employ
·Ii

any of that race, and to boycott the oregonian. 68 

I

I .

I
I

,

At tl'/O

0

I

.

clock, Mayor Gates appeared and \-Ias unable to

enter the room; twelve thousand people jannned the offices of
the court house, flooded the hall l'l]'ays, and even overflowed
into the street.

Mayor Gates proceeded to the County Court

room and invited the orderly elements to meet with him there.
At this meeting the leading men who supported the Mayor were
Charles Sitton, Henry Failing and Bernard Goldsmith.
ass~~bly

This

resolved that all have the right to life and liberty,

no one was to be prevented from work, or driven from their
homes; means were pledged to carry out this program, and law
and order was to be enforced and the rioters punished even if
it should mean the death of those at the meeting. 69 It was
mainly by such a determination of these J_eading people to
support law and

ord~~r

that: the Chinese residents were not

eventually ousted from the City of Ros~es.

..

....\

,,.~·I
"
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While the people of the "'est Coast were wrestling with
their Chinese problem, Eastern Oregon, interesting to note,
seeI"ed very indifferent to this issue.

Chinese in this part

of Oregon were not only left undisturbed but also allowed to
take the leavings of the white miners.
Summing up, one concludes that the agitation of the
seventies and eighties against the Chinese ",as violent in
California, spread to \vashington, Oregon, and other states,
and was more serious in Washington than in Oregon.

In Oregon

the most inflamed region was Portland and its vicinity.

There

was almost a civil revolution but the civil" authorities
managed to suppress it and protect the Chinese and make
Portland, as well as the whole state of Oregon, a refuge for
the persecuted Oriental workers.

"

'

,I

I

,
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"

'
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CHAPTER III
STATISTICS ABOUT THE CHINESE IN THE JOHN DAY AREA,
(~1870--1880
,

........~~-....."--.-., ...

,.~,

The Chinese first landed on the west coast of this
country in February, 1848, when the brig Eagle brought two
.,....,.,.:,.~."'I:T6 -,

~ ~·'''''X'''''''-~l(.-:-\~'''~!'''>7.,l:V-''J.ll-\.,"{

men and one \-Toman to California from Ho~~",~~ng.l

Subsequently,

............._ _ "'."...,'>':~,_,'!to/Io.i:.'-

the .Chinese entered the state in large numbers.

To find

accurate statistics' in the early reconds, however, is difficult, often even impossible.

Estimates of the total Chinese

population in the country varied widely and usually reflected
the point of view of the analyst.

S. E. Woodworth, the '"

Chinese immigrants' agent and legal representitive, claimed
that only 11,787 were in California by May &, 1852.

But

the state census of 1852, on the basis of incomplete returns,
estimated the number at 25,000.

Another California authority

felt that 17,000 was a more reasonable number. 2

Dennis

,Kearney, leader of the anti-Chinese movement in California,
'estimated the Chinese population in his state at 200,000 in
1876, with 75,000 in San Francisco alone; yet in October of
the same year a joint

co~~ittee

of Congress placed the the

figure at 117,331 for the entire state. 3
~"n.ong

all the documents, the Federal Governnlent census

is generally accepted as an unbiased and authoritative source.
Yet census statistics sometimes are not helpful in some aspects.

For instance, no Chinese figures can be found prior
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to the year 1860. 4
The stat.e census is more detaileQ, but is not a complete.
sot:'Y'ce eitrer, and particularly fails in recording correctly
the names of the Chinese.

Spelling names in English makes

the attempt to identify the same person appearing in differ
ent censuses utterly impossible.

A Chinese name rendered in

to English cannot carry any meaning· contained in the Chinese
language, except to sound strange to American ears, and to
distort the Chinese connotations.

A name like "Hsing" which

means Unel'IT" or "happy" in Chinese, would appear in the census
as "Sin" or nSingn.

Since the \',]'Qrd "Sin"

l'laS

more " suitable"

to describe a degraded race, many "Ah Sins" shovled up in the
cenEUS, in the places of "Ah Sings tf •

Furthermore, eighty

percent of the names were incomplete, which made the situation
more confused.

For example,·

"Chen~Hsien",

"Lee.Hsin", and

"Wang HsingU could all appear in the census as nAh Sin", as
their family names were left out.

As a consequence, some

names were repeated numerous times to indicate different
persons.

It was not surprising to find two names exactly

the same following each other closely.

Contrarily, one per

son might appear as two different names in the various cen
suses.

Without family names, the relationships, or kinships,

such as clans, families, brothers, cousins, and generations,
could not be detected.
In reference to the Chinese arrival in Oregon, the
Federal census does not offer any informati.on (see 'rable I).
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Yet by 1860 the Chinese were already seen in Oregon, as has
been discussed in t·he previous chapter.

The state census

gives over four hundred Chinese in the year of 1860, most

0:

them found at the mines in Jackson and Josephine counties
(see Table II).
The Chinese influx into the state was greatly increased
in the early sixties when rich gold mines were discovered in
Eastern Oregon.

Small Chinese communities mushroomed in this

region, especially at the base of the Blue Mountains and in
the valley of the Snake River.

Grant cou.nty with mining as

its p~i~cipal inqustry 'had the largest segment of the Chinese
population in the whole state in 1870 (see Table III).

/-.~-"~-"'''-" '~,,......,

The

(' main mi.ning)distr:icts in this county: Elk Creek, Granite,
".

.-._--------

"

,

Marysville, Olive Creek, Union, Canyon and John Day (the last
two places located only a couple of miles frcm each other,
and treaded as one area in this paper for study's convenience)
each had a number of Chinese working in mines.
From the stat'e censuses of 1870 and 18$0 one finds that
the Chinese population in some

min~ng

areas changed repidly.

This change is interesting in connection ,·Ii th the white popu
lation which was also shifting greatly.

The

nw~ber

of Chinese

in Elk and Olive doubled between 1870 and 18$0, while the"
number of whites declined by half (see Table IV.)

The in

crease in the number of Chinese implied great mining opport
unities in this area existed for them.

The decline in the

number of whites, however t meant that they were

movir~

out
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for richer mining areas.

The opposite occurred in Canyon

City and Union, where the number of Chinese diminished greatly
wh:.le the number of \,Thitas s\,Telled tremendously.

This phe

nomenon represented the transition of a community from mining
~-----.---~ ... ~---.----,

to agricultural, ranching,

lumberir~

,

and other industries,

which demanded less Chinese labor than mining.

In such areas

the Chinese were less welcome and had to leave.

This tran

sition was exhibited in the occupation statistics in Table V.
In the city of John Day, the Chinese grew in large numbers,
while the whites grew only slightly (see Table VI.)

This

indicated that mining in this section was "good" for the
Chinese but "bad" by white standands.

·slight

The reason for the

increase of whites in this section "'las probably due

merely to natural increase by birth.

There was also another

factor in the rapid Chinese expansion in the city of John
Day.

They came from Canyon City where a large white popu

lation lived.

I.
I'

Canyon City, compared to the city of John

Day, was regarded in the early days by the whites as a more

:1:
,.

:II '
f'

desirable residental district.

Consequently, a policy was

being carried out to ex.clude the rtyello\,l peril."
The Chinese usually took over the old gold mines from
the whites by paying them.
for both sides.

This ''Iorked out satisfactorily

The white made a good deal, since the gold

in his property was drying up.

The longer he stayed \,1ith it,

the more investment he \'lasted.

He

\'laS

in a position to de

il

II :
II '
II

I

II

I

. I'

sert it anyvray, even if there \'lera no Chinese arriving to

I ;
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offer him the trade.

So the white was happy that there were

always enough Chinese for him to get rid of his depleted
mine.

For the Chinese, on the other hand, a great r:'ln1ber

preferred to stay in the mountains, rather than return to
cities to be persecuted.

There were not as many jobs avail

able in the mining frontiers as in the cities, therefore,
they had to buy the old claims if they intended to remain.
In this respect, buying up an old digging meant obtaining
employment.

--,."

In addition, he also got a chance to try his

own fortune in business.

A mine deserted by others was by

no means a good one, but he could employ his patience in
digging for himself.

He had to shed his sweat, and the earth

opened its mouth to accept it.

If his luck was not too bad,

he would get little reward from his labor, but by the mercy
of God, the old mine would probably yield a considerable
amount of the shining, yellow metal to him.

Then, the dream

would come true and he could at once sail back to his mome!
Jobs in which the Chinese were engaging in the John
Day area are comparable to those of the whites, such as
physiCian, laborer, merchant, cook, blacksmith and so on.
But the Chinese did not constitute a threat because they were
in no sense real competition to their white

counterp~rts.

.Chinese cooks, for example, were usually employed by American
families

o~

in Chinese restaurants.

They were hired in

American hotel kitchens because they could cook food in
Chinese style which the Americans could not do.

The fact

ii

i

il

i

di

II .

II '

Ii .
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that the Chinese community in

th~

John Day area was a self-

sufficient society is revealed in the wide range of their
profession= (Table V).

Ther were morchants, cooks, physicians,

opium dealers, gardeners, shoemakers, barber, and so forth.
All these occupations provided servi.ces to the miner and
made the Chinese community almost independent in economic
life.

Perhaps the whites did not feel happy about this.

The

white merchants, for instance, might become distraught when
they watched the countless "Celestials" running back and
forth along the streets of the city but few were their customers.

Farmers might complain that the Orientals only ate

imported rice and vegetables from their own gardens.

Black-

smiths would not like Mongolians as they also repaired their
own mining tools.

Other white residents might not feel com-

fortable when the laundry business was monopolized by Chinese,
although no one among them would care for that kind of work.
Women were few in Chinese communities, which seemed
peculiar to some whites, although white pioneer communities
presented the same condition.

In the John Day area, the

Chinese community was almost made up of males, except sixteen
females listed in the two census years (Table VII).

Six

of them were registered as working in the "ba'lrldy house",

The

author of this paper is inclined to think, like all otherl"Triters, that they were prostitutes, no matter whether they
worked in bal-v-dy houses or in

~Tash

houses.

All except a fe,,-

women were brought to this country, especially to the mining
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frontiers, to serve that purpose.
Beside the scrc:Lty of the females, another special
characteristic of the Chinese communities was the lack of
children.

Youngsters ,\-lere as few as \'Tomen.

In John Day

area, the youngest one was a boy of ten in the 1870 census.
He was born in California.

This gives us a clue that at

least a part of the miners came from Galifornia.

\jhether thi.s

boy lived with his parents or his brothers, or other relatives,
was not stated in the census.

In other words, \'lhether there

was a complete Chinese family \'lhich included a father, a
mother and the children in the area was not certain.
boy, 9, in 1880,

"laS

Another

born in China, and 1r:as listed as a miner

in the occupation column of the census.
case, if the census is correct.

This is an unusual

How his father, or his re

latives
brought such a small boy to this country is hard to
,
explain., There must have been an unusual story behind it.
Contrary to the,
.lack of children, aged persons 't1ere in
.'
a great number.

The percentage of the older age groups in

these censuses \'lere very high (see Table VI!) ~
age were 70.

The oldest

They still worked as miners at this old age.

Tha median age of the entire group was 29.5 in 1870, and 31.2
in 1880.

One of the causes for suchan older median age was

that the mala "Celestials" had not brought, 1rri th them their
family which would in any case lower the group's median age.
The fact that the men of 1880 ,-vera older than those of

1870 is sho\'Trl more clearly in Table VI!I"

ColUmns: (2) alid
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(4) in the table show that the older age groups in 1880 were
larger in percentage than those of 1870.
in 1870 wa3

tha~

that of 26-30.

The largest group

of 21-25, but in 1880, it was shifted to
The elderliness in age in 1880 indicates that

a part of the Chinese did not return to their homeland because
they did not make enough money, and stayed here in the hope
of accumulating a little.
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TABLE I *
THE CHINESE IN THE UNITED STATES

The United States
California
Colorado
Dakota
Idaho
Illinois
Louisiana
Massachusetts
Montana
Nevada
New York
Oregon
Utah
Washington
'Vlyoming

*

,,

1860

1870

34,933

63,199

• 105,465

34,933

49,277
7

75,132
612

:

18aO

~38

4,274
1
71
87
1,949
3,152
29
3,330
445
234
143

3,379
209
489
229
1,765
5,416
909
9,510
501
3,1$6
914

Incomplete table
Source; The compendium of the Tenth Census of the U.S.,

1880 (\'lashington Government Prl.r;Ung Office), Taole X11.1, p.
TI4.

'I

'

TABLE II
THE CHINESE IN OREGON, 1860
Jackson County

242

Applegate

107

Ashland

1

nardavilles

31

Eden

1

Forrestville

55

Jacksonville

23

Perkinsville

21

Josephine County

127

BrOl·mto.. .m

59

Canyon Creek

7

Galice

12

Illinois River

10

Sacker Creek

15

Walke:rsMil1

20

VlilliCL.llsburgh

A

4

Total
Sour~a:

U. S. Census Bureau, Cth Census 1860, Ore~on.
Microfilm, V. II (746-1361), Oregon Historic~Society. --

'i

TABLE III
THE CHINESE AND THE TOTAL POPULATION, BY COUNTIES IN OREGON
18'50'
I
Total· Chinese'
1:3.2911- !
 i

The state
Baker
Benton
Clatsop
Clackamas
Columbia
Coos
Crook
Curry
Douglas
Gilliam

-814
462
1,859

---- I --

I --- ---

Harney
Jackson

I

Josephine
Klamath

--

I --

Lake
..

994

l".alheur

YJ.&rion
MerrG7--·,..:
l1ultnomah
Polk

-

---

Gt'ant

Lane
Linn

1

--

.

2.749

Il.~l

Sherrol'9n

UmatUla
Union
Wasco
Wash:i,ngton
YamMll

."

.

-..

2.652
I 1.512

--------

j

-

-

1860
Total r Chinese',

j~465

--

3.074
498
3,466
532
445

-393

3.203

-3,736
1.623

-

--

---

-----

-4,780
-6.772
I
-1:0881
-4,1;61
3.625
-- --1,689
2,801
-3,245

,

1870
Total Chinese
90.021 1.1,0
2,804
680
4,584
1,2.55
13
50
5,993
863
1,644
13

-

-

504
6,066

-

12
76

--

634
223
--

-

-27

4,778

2.251

1.lor..
6.426
8.717
9,965

940

7
2

- 5082
- 702.916 I

D.,S10
4.701

2.552 I
2.509
4.261
5.012 I

45
21.

-1



--·1890
1880
Total' Chinese
Total Chinese.
9.')10 111.767
17~· ,768
9. ';40
4,616
787
398
6,764 i
6,403
8,650 I
53
95
7,222, 2,317 10,016 I 1,177
9,260
80
175 15.233
2,042:
64
5.191
23
l:.,8J4
91
90
8.874 !
3,244 I
9
1,208
1,Z~
I
~1 11, • I 1~~
9.596·,
41
3.600
326
5 .. 080
4.JOJ·
905
:..
I
16
2.559
224
8,154
337 11,45.5
98
4.878
291
2.485
2,44lj.
.3
2,6()l~
19
2.801•.
7
51
9,411 i
39 15.198
12l"
99 16,265
12.676\
82
2,601
I
')67
22,934
305
14'~761
25
4,205
5,184
25.2031' 1.98.:3 74,884
59
7.858
.205
6.6011
25
1.792
261
138 13,:381
9.607!
12.5.
6,650
235 12 044
205
11,120 1,158
9,183
171
-7.082
75 ll,972
21
126 10,692 '
7,945

I

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

I

-

-

VI

'0 ..

Souroe:

The Co~endium

of the Eleventh Census of the United States. 1890, Part I--Popu1ation
.

(~shington Government Printing Office, 1892), p. 36, 521.

Ii

U \
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TABLE IV
CHINESE AND THE \'lHOLE POPULATION IN GRANT COUNTY

1870

-

..

Alroid
Beaver
Bum RUD.
1
DOllder &
Blitzen
Elk Creek
ti8
362
Granite
Harney
Hay Stack
Long Creek:
Malheur
I
..;:;.

I

-

~1arysville

1880

Chinese
Chinese
Whites
! Whites
'l'otnl
N;lner
Total Miner
rll1ner 'lotal
Total r.'iiner

i



25

! 


Middle
.tV1onument' .
North Creek
Olive Creek 39
2
Rock Creek
South FOI'k
195
Union
1
"intel'S

-

-'

-

64

336

-

--24
39
2

-

190
;.

45
-

--

2

-

39

-1

43
83

15
48

--102
--

-37
-

130
122
2
2

-

-

-

2
46

I

101

-

130
122

20
76
147
1 0~O"
150
19
388
227
91
138

11
33

--

64~.}

14
7

17
10
3
62

1
47
·34

...

0

'"-

-

65

-

1
73

148
215

-

-

49
96
28
49
324
47

-

-

43

-

187
97
501

1
20
8
5
15

28

-

.G
Upper Canyon 7("
Lower Canyon 90

52
78

183
78

34
13

84

45

473

John Day

81

184

23

357

298

201

,

Total

85

940

1,311

905

30

23

20

-

-

-

1

62

..

"':

1

1

3,398
1

This and the folh"ing tables are derived from: U. s.
Census Bureau, 9th Census 1870, Microfilm V. 1, Grant County
(334-663); 10tli I';ensus IddO, v. 2, Crant County (1-2aO),
Oregon Histor~caI Soc~e~y.

'.
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TABLE V
OCCUPATIONS OTHER THAN MINING IN THE JOHN DAY AREA

1880

1870

Occupations

Chinese

Merchant
Farm laborer
Cook
Wash house
Physician
Store keeper
Gardener
Ba\:dy house
Boarding house
Opium dealer
Chop house
flood chopper
Laundry
Blacksmith &.Tinsmith
Shoemaker
Barber
Je\"Je1ry
Gambler
Restaurant
Farmer
loafer
vlagon maker
Butcher
Teatnster
Stockraiser
Driver
Teacher

7
5
8
1
2
1

Whites

Chinese

\lhi tes

11
22
2
1
3

9
12
16
6
4
5
3
2

12
54
2

1

3

1

2

2
4
1
2

9
1
2

2
1
1

15
1
2

1
1

1

1

38

37
1

3

2

5

7

6

14

2

10
3
3

2

4

TABLE V
OCCUPATIONS OTHER THAN MINING IN THE JOHN DAY AREA
(Continued)

1880
occupations
Saloo.nkeeper
Carpenter
Hotel keeper
Saddler
Stone mason
Printer

IChinese

Whites

Chinese

Whites

7
4

4
5

2

2
1
2
2

TABLE VI
POPULATION AND MINER IN THE JOHN DAY AREA

1870
Population
Total Chinese Vvhite' Total

702

Total
Upper Canyon
Lower Canyon
John Day

16$

247
72
90

279

85

255

445
183
78
184

60
34
13
23

Miner
Chinese

White

.

Population
Total Chinese lfJhite

Total

1,115
557
558

393
,73
320

441
84
357

211
52
78
81

271
S6
91
104

1889

Total
Canyon Cit,y
John Day

r,Tiner
Chinese v/hite

674
473
201

364
1+5

319

29
28
1

TABLE VII
THE CHINESE IN JOHN DAY AREA

1880

1870
- ... 
Total ;Ha1e Female
e
247
239
f

[Upper

~nyon

Total. Male

Female
8

441

4]3

114

79

5

357

354

3

;

.

ILm"ler
Canyon
John Day

72

66

6

90

88
-

2

85

--

-



.

TABLE VIII
AGE STATISTICS OF THE CHINESE IN THE JOHN DAY AREA

1870
29.5

Average age

,

1880
31.2

.

To£trt

Per(2~ent

To£~t

Per (4dent

20 &.under

31

12.6%

47

10.1%

21 - 25

63

25.6%

82

18.6%

26 - 30

59

24%

118

26.1%

31 - 35

15%

82

18.6%

36 - 40

37
28

11.4%

57

13%

41 & up

2$

11.4%

55

12.6%

247

100%

441

100%

Total

FOOTNOTEf FOR CHAPTER III
lRodman \1. Paul, "The Origin of the Chinese Issue in
California, It Mississippi Valley Hist".orica1 Rcvie.."" Vr 1. 25
(September, 1935), p. rSI; Viola N. Currier, The Chinese vleb
in Oregon History. (an unpublished thesis, University of
Oregon, Eugene, Oregon, 192$), p. 16.
2Rodman W. Paul, 'rhe Origin oT the Chinese Issue in
California, p. 1$3.
3Robert IvJcCle11an, The Heathen Chinee (Ohio State
University Press, 1971), p. 5.
4The ntunber of the Chinese immigrants before 1860 were
recorded by V. N. Currier as follows: in 1849, seventy-four
were listed; in 1850, 4,918 men and '\'lomen; in 1$52, 11,026;
in 1$51., 13,000; bet,,'een 1854 and 1860, the annual rate was
3,000. (See Currier, Chin~~e Web, pp. 16-19.)
5 In ,Union the white occupations "Tere: 38 farmers, 10
fa;,;-m hands J 14 miners, 10 stockraisers and butchers, 6 \'lOod
choppers, b blacksmiths, 1 doctor, and so on. This list is
very similar to that in John Day area.

,jI ,

: II

6The figure of the year of 1880 might be an underesti
mate, considering the number of the Chinese physiCians avai
lable to Chinese miners at the time. The~ "ras one physician
in 1870. with 247 Chinese. If the area had had sufficient
business to maintained four doctors in 1$80, then, it can be
interpreted that the Chinese there were higher in number than
the statistics of the census gives.
7some of the evidences are the account books and the
payrolls found in the Kam Wah Chung Co. building at John Day.
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CHAPTER IV
THE

FO~1ATION

OF A CHINESE

CO~MUNITY

t'Chinamen" in this land were known for their clannish
ness and gregariousness; for wherever there were considerable
numbers of Chinese there existed also a Chinatown.

It was

quite true that they were'clannish, as we have noted in the
previous chapter.
were gregarious.
In fact, a

But it was not necessarily true that they
Many Chinatowns might not have taken form.

Chinato~m

was a product of segregation caused
•

,~.~.,,_

..... "~,, __ .0_W

-~---~-.-----

<-"

largely by whites.

Anyone who has visited a Chinatown in

any city must be impressed by its bad environment and naturally
concludes that Chinamen are really a debased people and are
only fit to mix with criminals, drunks, and prostitutes.
Actually, though, this situation was a result of segregation
by whites.
In the John Day area, the Chinese at first lived in at
least at two locations--John Day and Canyon City.
"

--

- .-

They were

~

eventually compelled to move out of Canyon City and concen

,

trate

a~ ..~.~?n

Day.

Law was the dread

~leapon

used by the

white to "round up" the dispersed Chinamen to a certain small
area.

For example, the 9rant County

Ne~.vs

of February 12,

1885, recorded:
A Portion of Chinatown Reduced by the Flames--It \,lill
Not .BeRebuilt.
Shortly after 12 o' clock last }t'riday night the dread
cry of tFire! Fire!' was heard on the streets, and a
general rush and excitement followed. The scene of
the fire was soon ascert,ained to be in Chinato\"tn,

67
which caused many a property holder to heave a sigh
of relief.
• • • In a short time a second alarm was sounded.
The fire had been deserted too soon and it brok~ out
again t'li th redoubled force. The buildings that had
been torn down were nO~1 wrapped in flames, and fears
were entertained that the conflagration might extend
to other portions of the town. • •
Of course it 'VTaS impossible to ascertain the cause
of the fire, as the Chinamen were very reticent on
this subject. • •
The Chinamen will not be allowed to rebuild on the
former site, and several of them have already left
town and located at John Da , which is a rnatter of
but small loss to the town. l
Obviously, "the Chinamen were very reticent on this subject"
already gives some hint that they knew who set the fire, but
dared not to speak out.
quiescence of the

~lhi te

Thus, an "act of God" and the ac
community soon forced the removal

of the Chinese from Canyon City.
Chinamen were not allowed to enter into a community and
settle

do~~

without the permission of whites.

An incident

in Great Falls, Montana is a good example of this.
The news spread like a prairie fire that a pig-tailed
Celestial had planted his wooden-sole;d shoes up:>n the
sacred soil of Great Falls. ~. ~ That· same' evening a' ;
meeting of the local labor leaders gave vigorous and
unanimOJs assent that there would be no Chinese laundry
in Great Falls because, as everyone knew, to allow
one of his race to enter was to open the gates to all.
The bewildered vistor was arrested amidst a howling mob
and carried to the edge of town, where he was sent on
his lfay with appropriate ceremonies.
The Tribune concluded the next day that "there is
no roo~ for the almond-eyed sons of China in this
city• • • no pig-tailed ~affron will be allowed to
call this city his home.
tiThe incident in Great Falls," continued the same

\'lri ter,

was typical of tm'ln after tmm in the \vest and also in the

II

i

di

6e
East, where violent preJudices often produced v:tolent action
similar to the beat,ing of a Chinese laundryman in

~'lashingtcn,

D. c.n3

In 1861, the lure of yellow metal attracted at least
4,000 persons to Auburn, in Baker Oounty.

At the end of that

I

same year some ),000 had gone to the Boise gold fields in
Idaho because the gold played out.

ffA

meeting was held about

this time and it was decided to allow Chinese to labor in
the mines.

Eventually the city of Auburn was inherited by

the meek, pig-tailed Orientals. tt4

Under the same circumstances

the Chinamen were allowed to come to John Day area, which is
·close to Auburn, to buyout the ndead" mines from the white.
The segregation from whites was accepted tacitly by
Chinese, for it also served their needs, particularly the
need of safety.

Coming to a hostile land, soparation from

their race meant danger; staying together brought the feeling
of security, although not necessarily real safety.

At a time

when Ch.inese were killed like wild dogs at their shacks,

f
II

·11

III

camps, and stores, no one but those with brave heart dared
to live among the whites.

The threat of being attacked by

II
II
Ii

Indian tribes in the mountain area, the lawless conditions
on the frontiers, and the menacing attitudes of the white

Ii
II

I
I
!

i

i

workingmen in the urban districts would all cause the little
sons of Confucius to tremble together.

Above all, the con

tempt held by average ".. h ites tm'lards them would alone keep
the sensitive Chinese from approaching whites.

iI .
"

!
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A number of indigenous Chinese factors also contributed
to the existence of Chinese communities.

First, almost all

Ch:i '!'lese ''lera related, either by blood or by "land".

Half of

the Chinese in John Day area had the identical family name
IIIng" (~3i).

This shows that they carne, most likely,. from a

same clan, or more properly to use chla-tzu, a Chinese term
for clan.

\r-hile those non-Ings were possibly either the Ings'

maternal cousins, or otherwise related.

Still some others .'

were "tung-hsiang" (i~~ )--people from the same region.

An

old saying goes like this: flAlthough our blood is 'not close,
our lands are. II (.A..;Z·l~)

This phenomenon of tfTung-hsiang"

provided social unity for the Chinese, for example, the
Chinese benevolent societies today are organized on this basis.
Sometimes, men with different family names could also be traced
to the

s~e

original ancestry.

Sometimes, as in the case of

an historical event, people with different last names such as
Liu

~1),

Kuan

(f~),

selves as brothers.

Chang

~,

and Chao

~)

regard them

By taking an oath in front of a Buddha

and performing a certain ritual, or even simply by pointing
to the Heaven and the Earth as the witnesses, people could
also become brothers.

Tong associations were formed this way.5

People united like this sometimes maintai.ned a relationship
closer than that of real brothers..

In these ways, the people

in a- small community like that in John Day might all related.
This, of course, helped them to cling to one another.
Secondly, the Chinese laborers ,,,rere almost all male and
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without

f~~ily.

As bachelors their need to live together was

much greater than that of men with families e

Restlessness

and the fe?r of being alone are grent forces that drive
bachelors to seek company.

Living in a totally strange land,

their loneliness and homesickness were much greater than they
could endure, and, therefore, they craved for life among
their kind.
On the other hand, it would have bean easier for them
to be separated from each other, if their families had been
living with them.

A family needs more privacy than an indi

vidual, and the distance between families was usually greater
than between individuals.

Again, families will not get along

I,

as easily as individuals, even if the families were related.

I"

And if a family lacks governing power from elders above, the

111

families of the younger generation, such as those consisting

:11 '

of brothers and paternal cousins, were not held together.

II .

In

China, sometimes brothers' wifes were strong enemies and
caused great families to break up.

fl'l '

,I .
II

I

Ii

Children were also important in bringing families out

I

,I :
Ii

of ethnic communities and into native society.
a tendency to disperse.

Children have

i

.1 ,

d

I

"

I

They are not satisfied in the iso

lated shell of their parent's home.

Besides, Chinese parents

usually put thier children's education and future in the

I

I

!

'

Ii

i

first place, \·rhich makes them 1I'lilling to live closely "lith
whites.

Since there "lere not so many females and children

to break up the group, Chinese laborers in the Chinese

,I

.

II '

I I
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communities stuck together tightly.
I

Thirdly, Chinese laborers in America \';-ere travelers,
and not permanent home-seekers.
back to their

birthpla~e

With a firm desire to go

in mind, their stay here was only

scheduled as a temporary arrangement.

On the whole they

hoped to return immediately by "Iorking hard for a couple of
years, or at most five years or so.

If some of them had

thought that they ,,;ere not to see their homes again, they
would not

~~ve

come at all, even if it meant starving and

perishing at home.

An observation made by Walter H. Mallory,

about a large group of
and

~~nchuria,

C~inese

who migrated bet"leen Shantung

fully illustrated this phenomenon.

There is an annual movement of labor from Shantung
which reflects to a marked degree the love of home
and unwillingness to leave it for new fields. Every
year more than thirty thousand men migrate from
Shantung to Iv1anchuria. They leave early in the
spring and travel more than 500 miles to the rich
lands of the north where they work during the summer;
but in the autumn they all return to their homes
in Shantung. In the days before the construction
of the Peking-Mukden Railway, they made this trip
on foot taking nearly a month on the road each way.
It is almost unbelievable that such a practice con
tinues year after year ,,[hen good Manchurian farm
lands are available and can be bought on easy terms
and for a phenomenally low price from the railway
authorities 1tlhich are making an effort to settle this
region. It cannot be said that the people do not
realize the benefits, for they see them '{lith their
own eyes and share in them for a short time every
summer, but they are un~illing ~o change their homes
and their mode of life.
Manchuria is close to Shantung and can be considered a neigh
bor province, yet Shantung folks would have rather wasted
their time, money, and energy on annual migration, no matter

ill
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how profitable it would be to settle permanently in Manchuria.
Chinese J on the vThole, could be called the "salmon" of mankind.
Anxiously, the Chinese laborer hoped to return, since
he was struggling in a totally alien land.
stay here were purely economic.

The goals of his

In order to shorten the time

of detention here, he \llould like to earn every cent he could
and save every penny he could.

Because of this, he had no

desire for a long-range goal to achieve greater or more re
warding jobs, which would unavoidedly involve more training,
and thus prolong his

return~

Therefore, he was not interested

in learning American techniques, customs, and the way of life.
The prerequisite to long range success in America was under
standing the language, which he fully believed it was im
possible for him to achieve.

\'lhy not then, spend off-work

time in cheerfully chattering with fello'i'l-cot:.ntrymen in the
Chinese community?
Fourthly, to live in the Chinese cormnunity was to en
sure job opportunity.

"Culture sheck" is a modern term to

explain the common confusion of the foreign student, who,
despite good language training, as well a,s other adequate
preparation, still finds himself unfitted for life in a new
country.

Thus the confusi.on of Chinese laborers upon their

arrival and stay here

~ust

totally lost in America.

have been tremedous.

They were

Their abilities Vlere paralyzed.

All they- Q)uld do vras stay and wait in Chinese communities,
and let their fellQi.·l-countrymen, '''ho had been here earlier

I
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and had gained much experience, help them and furnish them.
with news about jobs opportunities.
The jobs they
tion.

engage~

also

c~ntributed

to their segrega

Except for demestic \'lork, all jobs for l'lhich they were

eligible were prtmarily menial, team jobs, such as railroad
construction, dam-building, tree-cutting, ditch-digging,
crop-harvesting, etc.

Therefore, an unskilled team laborer,

if left his group, would hardly be able to find a job.

It

was obvious that in order to get employment, he had to live
among his group.

So it was also' obvious that the employment

engaged, would, in turn, make him stay within his

con~unity.

Finally, living together also helped him to save money.
Rooms and appliances could be shared.
surely be better and less expensive.
saved by sharing

th!~

And shared food would
Time could also be

cooking and shopping.

To sum up, the segregated existence of Chinese commu
nities in the United States "las caused by both the discrim
ination and restriction of whites, as well as by the needs
of the Chinese, and not just because Chinese 'vere such a
clannish people, unpenetrable and impossible to be assim
ilated, as many whites alleged.

It is fair to say that

the segregated Chinese communities were designed initially
by whites, and that the Chinese, consciously and unconsciously,

accepted them passively.

They took it as an "Indian

reservation U , and utilized it as a base for survival.
For the Chinese, the disadvantages of living closely
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in the small communities w'ere also many.

Some of them were:

(1) Concentrating in certain areas made the small groups
seem

c~mperativly

larger, and gave provincial-minded natives

the wrong impression that there \..rere foreign "nations" within
their cities.

For example, the newspaper Weekly Missoulian

complained in February 28, 1878, that the Chinese converted
Uinto a little strip of Asia" whatever territory they
occupied; "Into that strip our laws or our constitutions can
not enter.

Shall we continue to invite this tapeworm into

our entrail?u7

I'

Thus, the Chinese were more vulnerable to

assault as a group than as separate individuals.

(2) Confin

ing themselves to their own small communities cut them off
from the main stream of the outside world, and reduced their
opportunities 'of contact with the white, and the chance of
mutual understanding.

(3) Their provincialisn also limited

,I ,

!I

I

il

I

,I

1

1,1

'

·1 ,

their business chances and abilities.

Consequently, they'"

rarely expanded beyond grocery stores and restaurants.

, Ii

(4)

1

, d

Living

toge1~her

provided bad elements an easy opportunity

to live as parasites on others.
and brothels all flourished.

Opium dens, gambling houses

(5) Conflict grew out into small

areas, the competition for similar jobs and the resulting
limitation of resources.

The notorious Tong wars were one

consequence which also daIl'laged the reputation of all Chinese.
In the John Day area the Chinese community if/as a
typical miners' center and

irTas

quite large in size at first.

(One 1.iriter estimated, uGold '(las discovered on Canyon Creek

\

:

I

,
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in 1862, and soon 10,000 people, half of them Chinese, were
crowded into the narrow little canyon. uS

Five thouso.nd

Ch:inese, or "half of them" seems too large a number.

One

fourth, or perhaps 1250 seems a more reasonable number.
An~lay,

we can guess that at the beginning at least one

thousand Chinese came to the canyon •
..'

They came mostly from California.

A pioneer of Eastern

Oregon ''I1Tote, tlIn 1862 gold \'ias discovered near Canyon City.
Immediately heavy traffic developed from California and
Nevada mines to the John Day tdiggin t s·.,,9

This indicates

that the miners, including the Chinese, came by land.

But

many Chinese also came by sea.·' From San Francisco they came
by boat to Astorict, Portland, and then to The Dalles.
'lrlas lV'agon traffic from The Dalles to John Day.
the Chinese were poor, they

usua~ly

There

But since

walked to the Canyon,

covering the 225 miles with their simple personal belongings
carried on a pole across their shoulders. 10

i

I

! ,
r

The gold deposit in this area, like that in Auburn,
soon played out.

The l"hite Argonauts immediately moved on

to other, richer districts.

By 1870, there ''lere only 57

white miners counted in that year's census.
of the Chinese also
on.

left~

A great number

But a f.ew hundred still lingered

In the 1880' s there arose another ,,;ave of anti-Chinese

feeling across California and along the North\'lest coast.
This strongest '''lave of riot scnt more-·terror-haunted Chinese
to the Blue Nountain regicn.

Thus, from the

H~60t s

on, there

! i

ll' '
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was a considerably large sized Chinese community in the John
Day area.
The life of this grouIJ of Chir1.ese mi.ners, as that of
the majority of Chinese laborers in this country, was
to the outside world.

unkno~tn

Fortunately, a Chinese grocery store

building is still miraculously standing in John Day where
it had been built one hundred years ago.

A number of articles,

still inside the buildings shed some light on the life of
this forgotten minority.

II
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CHAPTER V
THE KAM WAH CHUNG COMPANY AND THE LIFE
OF THE CHINESE IN JOHN DAY AREA
Of all the structures in the John Day Chinese community,
the building of the Kam Wah Chung Company is the only relic
left in today's John Day Park to indicate that once thousands
of Chinese lived there.
The main part of the building was probably constructed
in 1866-67, four years after the discovery of gold in the John
Day region in 1862.

A vlOoden attic was added to it in the
1890's, and a northern wing was built in about J.917-18. 1 The
\"lhcile building, except the upper part, was constructed with
large sandstone blocks vThich were taken from the canyons, t,,;o
miles to the south.

The size of the stones range from one to

two feet long, and more than one foot "tide.
thick and the windoV'ls are fe"'l and small.
heavy and iron-plated.
ing resembles a castle.

The walls are

The front door is

vlhen the door is shut the whole build
It seems to be of very strong and

unbreakable construction, and must have given the Chinese
occupants the feeling of security during the troubled days.
The building, with its unusual. appearance different from
the others, has also a look of mystery.

People might quite

naturally ha.ve thought to themselves: "What are those heathens
doing inside?

Are thoy performing some peculiar ritual?

they gambling 1 or even doing something sinf"ul?tt

Are
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One can see the s&ne style of stone houses along the
south, coast of China.

However, they do not have an iron door

and are of much finer quality and architectural structure.
It seems that the builders, while using the cheap and avail
able material at their disposal, set up the house, not only
for the purpose of protection, but also to follow the tradi
tional practice.
The

o~ners,

or the builders, who constructed such solid

houses like the Kam Wah Chung Company, instead of the connnon
shaky camps in mining areas, indicated that they did not
intend to be temporary dwellers.

This appears to be some

thing of a contrast to what has been discussed so far--that
the Chinese 1110uld not settle down anywhere other than their
homeland, that they came here only with the purpose to earn
a little money and then return immediately to China, and that
they were not interested in anything associated with long
range goals.

To the great number of them this was absolutely

true, but there were some exceptional Chinese who vlere very
ambitious, less home-oriented, and would likely settle down
here on a permanent basis, which, however, did not imply that
they would not go back in their old age.

Examples are found

among the Chinese in Southeast Asia, who returned to China,
leaving behind all their great enterprises, to spend their
retiring days comfortably in ,their old homes.
The construction of these buildings for permanent re...
sidence reflected another spectacular thing: the favorable

j
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situation for the Chinese around l866--the great demand for
their labor in railroads and other industry; the failure of
the anti-Chinese issue to spread from California; no serious
depression in the West; and the Burlingame Treaty of 1868 that

II

stipulated the Chinese in the United States were to be afford
ed protection similar to that extended to America citizens.
Above all, the gold in this district still continued to yield
considerably.; by 1$72 twenty-six million sollars worth of gold
i

had been mined.

Things looked bright, and a active Chinese

community "las already formed.
Tpere were some other stores in Chinatown.

At least

two other compani.es, See Ling Co. and Quong Yuen Lung Co., are
found in both the early local newspaper and the Chinese letters
in. the building. 2 Only Kam vlah Chung Company has survived.
It Inaintained its business as late as 1940 when its able man
ager, Lung On, died.

Then the store functioned mainly as a

herbalist's office by Doc Hay--On's partner.

In 1952, when

Hay died, the building was closed.
The Ka.il v'lah Chung Company was primarily a grocery store,
and was the essential part of the Chinese community in the
John Day area.

~~ing

to the different food habits, and

dif~

ferent metrod of cooking, Chinese usually prefered to b'llY
Chinese groceries.

Therefore, \'/herev.e1" there is a Chinese com

munity there must be at least one Chinese grocery store.
Many of the foods the Chinese used to eat were not avail
able at whito men's markets, and almost all i tams they

sa\~

i

'I

I

I
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there "Tere strange to them..
was certainly un"Vlise.

To buy food never before tasted

Besides, only fa"" of the Chinese

laporers had the ability to read the food label marked Vlith
prices and names in English, nor could they talk freely to
the white store keepers.
On the other hand, they knew everything at a Chinese
grocery store.
the food.
many days.

They could figure out the exact flavor of

They could calculate how much rice lasted how
Most important, he could bargain \"Iith the store

keepers, and even could negotiate credit arrangement.
Food habits Vlere another important element affection
one's shopping behavior.

'jlhat the "lhite liked the best the

Chinese disliked the most.

Beef, milk, butter, and Cheese,

the white's favorites, were seldom eaten by the populace in
China, especially the Southerners.

Oxen and cows were so

important for farming, peasants looked upon them as benefac
tors, and seldom killed them for food.

The Cantonese might

crave some dog meat, \'lhich they called "fragrant meat," but
not beef.

As a matter of fact, the smell of beef to many

farmers "Vms intolerable.
The Chinese laborers in the United States must have
acted simila.rly.

If they were able to

e~t

Chinese style food,

their chopsticks ,'muld probably not touch others, no matter
hm'IT good.

Therefore, it is understandable that the Chinese

were accused of having never purchased goods from i.'lhites.
This was not the fact.

Chinese laborers were the chief

J}
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consumer sometimes.
~,

In an article in the St. Helens Sentinel

Pearl Becker, an old resident, remembers:

When my grandparents came to Jregon in 1877, t.dere
"las a ''lork camp of Chinese laborers near Rooster
Rock • • • They "[QuId buy poultry, eggs, butter, small
pigs and other farm products. They were very fond
of white ducks, and would buy all my Grandmother
could raise.)
An excerpt from the Walla Walla State.sman of March 15, 1865
reveals more explicitly the contribution of the Chinese
miners to the local economy_
Colville feels the loss of her Chinamen, they having
been the principal consumers of her productions. They
worked and took out money on the Columbia and Pend
Oreillc rivers, ,..There white men would not work, and
every dollar they made "las money put into circulation,
and the benefit of which would never have been felt had
it not been for them. It is hoped that since the
China Pell Tax has been reduced that they ,..rill return ... 4
'rhe "Chinamen u in John Day area were also the principal
consumers of local products, at least that was the case before
the Kam \'lah Chung Company ''las established.
The date of the establishment of the company probably
was about at the same time as the building was erected in

1866--67, but "las registered officially in the year of 1871.
A commercial pen used by Bob \'Jah--Hay' s nephew--is found

with an advertisement for his business, which says "BOB VIAH,
Chinese Medical Herbd, Established 1871; 210 N. W. Canton St.,
JOHN DAY, ORE., Phone 68. '.'

Again, there is a business paper

that bears the year 1871 as the establishing date (see Fig. 6,
page-1??).

The company's formal advertisement for business

is found in the Grant County: Nm'1s of December 15, 1883.

It

reads:
Kam "lah Chung, contr~£t.or for ChiI],J;~,a~labor. Laborers
of all kinds furnisnea &~"slior'e 'Yi6tlce."""""'J'Ohn Day,
Oregon.
In 1886, the company was purchased by Lung On and Doc
Hay, '\'''ho oT,med the company in partnership until their deaths. 6
Lung On himself told a nm'lspaperman that he \\Tent to Canyon
City from San Francisco before President Benjamin Harrison
was elected in 1888 "for the purpose of getting gold out of
the ea,rth. u 7

Hay probably arrived from eastern \'lashington

Territory, earlier than Lung On, as many of his relatives
still remained there.

8

Meantime, a.long with these t\'J'O inen

~

came many other Chinese fl'om the Vlest Coast, part.icularly the
Northt'lest, in order to avoid the "white peril" of that period.
Kam \'lah Chung Company, under the management of Lung On,
took a giant step to 'expand business to the \'1hite residents.
The Chinese population though fairly big was not large enough
to support many: Chinese grocery stores in this small area.
This assumption was based on business advertisements of the
Kam Wah Chung Company, vlhich vlere all printed in English, the
only purpose of the advertising was thus certainly to draw
the attention of whites.
One o~ the advertisements in the year of 1894 used
"Japanese Goods" as their head line ona business paper (see
Fig. 7, page 178).

This "las an unusua.l phenomenon, probably

attributable to ne\"l attacks on the Chinese.
being persecuted

vIaS

The distress of

not a.lleviated in the nineties.

The

flood of white hatred in the seventies and eighties received
a fresh impetus in 1891 when Thomas J. Geary, Representative
from California, submitted a bill in the House reaffirming
the provisions o.f the old Chinese Excludion Act of 1882 and
adding a

fe\,l

new ones.

The Geary Act of 1892 provoked a debate which marked
a high point for Chinese exclusion agitation in 18905.
The new Act required that all Chinese in the country
register and submit to identification procedures, in
cluding photographing, or suffer the penalty of impri
sonment and deportation. In defense of the bill Geary
frankly described the Chinese as "undesirable", accus
ing them of working for as little as five dollars a
month and living on six cents a day. The Chinese would
degrade our civilization because a Chinese laborer did
not bring any wife or children with him. He did not
set up a family but acted only in his own int~rest. • •
Nothing should stand in the way of exclusion.~
To insure the Geary bill's passage in Congress, a
series of out rages against the Chinese took place in the West,
including Oregon.

To prevent a repetition of the mid-eighties'

tragedy, President Cleveland sent advice to Governor pennoyer
of Oregon on the course to pursur so to protect the Chinese
in the state.

In his ansl'lering telegram, Governor Pennoyer

asserted, "It you will attend to your business, I will attend
to mine.,,10

This telegram made him a nationwide figure.

Pennoyer held the governor's position as late as 1895, and
held the office of Portland mayor from 1896 to 1898.
In this adverse atmosphere, Kam Wah Chung Company must
have had difficulty in selling Chinese goods to whites.

As

an alternative, the term uJapanese Goods" was borrowed to
serve as a ruse for selling Chinese products.

By 1894, the

'i

rate of Japanese immigration to the United States was still
quite low and the Japanese had not provoked much sentiment
against thbm.

Instead. emerging as a new world power in the

Far East, the Japanese attracted attention as well as admira
tion from the people of America.
HO\"leYer, after 1894, "Japanese Goods" were no longer
used; in their place ,\ias "Chinese goods of &.11 kinds."
indicated that the residents'
Chinese products.

inte~est

This

began to return to the

Or more accurately the patriotism of the

management of Kam \'lah Chung Company was awakened by the Sino
Japanese War of 1894-95 and that feeling made these Chinese
abandon using the name of an enemy nation for business pur
poses, even at the risk of losing money.
were noted for their patriotism.

(Chinese

in~igrants

Many receipts for the dona

tion from the Kam Wah Chung Company to Chinese government are
found, one of them is given on page 181 as evidence.)

To their

surprise, business was getting better and better until it
reached its "zenith" from 1897 to 1910, especially from 1904
to 1906. 11
The relatively prosperous business of Kam \'Iah Chung Co.
was due to the changing conditions which seemed favorable to
the Chinese: (1) The relief of the tension ort the part of
whi t·es toward the Chinese as the influx of the nyellow peril"
to this country was effectively checked by the Geary Bill,
making the natives tolerate the Chinese l'lithout disturbing
them for a while.

(The Chinese in the United States numbered
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107,4$8 in 1890, 89,863 in 1900, 71,531 in 1910, and 61,639
in 1920.)

(2) The Japanese immigrat.ion, on the contrary, was

increasing so rapidly that by 1906 about a thousand Japanese
a mon·t,h were pu.ring into the U. S..

lITany people "lere alarmed.

The Californians were particularly anxious to halt the inflow.
The "blunder" they made was the "Japanese sChool-boy crisis"
of October, 1906, which almost brought the United States and
. t 0 war. 12 Thus, the anti-oriental attention focused
J apan ~n
on the "Japa", and the "Chinamen" were forgotten temporarily.1 3
(3) The transition from frontier economics to advanced farmin&
ranching, and other industries in eastern Oregon made more
jobs available tq the Chinese laborers.

(4) The mining enter

prise in this district boomed again in the late 1890's and
early 1900's.

According to The Blue MountaiE

~~~le,

the out

put of gold and silver in Grant county in 1893 was $176,231,82
nnd increased to $303,680,53 in 1899.

In the early 1900's good

new mines \-lere discovered on the western slope of the Blue
Mountains--in the vicinity of Granite, Susanville, Prairie and
Canyon City.24

It was only after 1907 that the production of
ore, especially of gold, dropped. 15 As a result, the Chinese
community at John Day gradually declined.
During this period of prosperi.ty, the Kam vlah Chung
Company distributed a great variety of stylish and
business cards for their customers.

colorfu~

l-1any of them dated from

1910 to 1935 were still left in the building..

They imply that

that the company endeavored to sell goods to the white
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inhabitants, as. ·the Chi.nese in this area were greatly reduced
in number.

In fact, the company \'las still very aggressive in

expanding its business after the decline of the Chinese com
munity.

In

the.~arly

1930's, the company acted as a Chevrolet

agency, selling automobiles to the. white residents.

The com

pany also did some remarkable things to promote their business,
such as first to istall a telephone and use electricity.

The

other residents and businessmen tn_this area followed this
examples,16
The company had a great v3.riety of merchandise to offer.
Candy, cigarettes, Manila tobacco, Havana Cigars, and matches
were carried in large quantities.

Supplies also included

rice, cotton and silk cloth, fire crackers and other Chinese
items.

Needless to say the Chinese herbs were fully stocked.

Opium "las also available.

Judging from the large quantities

of the goods left in the building, the business must have been
on a wholesale basis, as well as retail.
from Chinese

gro~ery

~

Iv'Ial1Y orders caIne

stores in the towns of Baker City, Susan

ville, Mt. Vernon, and 1?rairie City, as indicated by the
business letters.
Some luxurious merchandise such as sandah'lOod fans and
S\'lallo\'l' s nests were also found, which shO\l/ed that some peop:'e
here, if only a few, could afford to buy these luxury products.
If a report t,hat the largest lump of gold, \'lOrth of $100,000,
was found in this district by an Oriental is not false, then
there must have been some Chinese vrho had struck their fortune

~ !

S$

from the earth. 17
The goods sold, including the herbs, were purchased
from San Francisco and Portland; the invoices are predominant
ly from these cities.

Others goods were secured from Seattle,

St. Louis, Chicago, as shown by the invoices.

Still other

business transactions originated in Canton and Hong Kong.
Opium and opium pipes., which are still to be seen on the
table in the central room of the building and are of particu
lar interest to today's visitors, undoubtedly came from China.
The pipes are made of bamboo; the carving is delicate; the
surface of the bamboo is smooth and shiny.

The cans of opimu

have Chinese labels with the names of ships--those ships on
which the opium "las shipped to America.

Some of the names

included "Siberia" and "Manchuria" were American ships belong
ing to the PacifiC Mail S. S. Co. 1S

Since all the opium cans

bear the register labels, the opium used at Jthis company ,oms
not smuggled from China.

Some opium, surprisingly, was even

purchased from American stores.

One of the company's commer

cial letters, reads in part:

SPOKANE DRUG CO.
"lHOLESALE DHUGGISTS
SPOKAJ'.J"E t \'1 ASH.
Nov. 13, 1903
Mess. Kam-Vlah-Chung & Co.,
John Day, Ore.
Gentlemen:
We send you 2 Ibs. Gum Opium to-day registered mail
at the price we quoted you, $).90 per pound. (See Appen
dix B for the complete Jetter.)
Aside from its r.min function as a grocery store, the

!!

Kam Wah Chung Company also served many other purposes.

It

acted as a labor contractor as shown by its ads in the local
newspaper.

Around the company there must have been many

"Chinamen" \'raiting for employment, \'/ho "(flere either unemployed
or labored at "their own old placers but were more w'illing to
be hired.
It has been noted that the Chinese usually liked to buy
the "worn out" mines from the white.

Some of these mines

might turn out to be still good and worthy of digging for a
while.

Others "lere as worthless as a pile of sand.

large, their mining business '-las not profitable.

By and

As time

went by gold dust became scarce:, and even diligent and patient
\,lorkers like the Chinese laborers could hardly make a living
from it and much labor was wasted.

They would have preferred

to leave for other jobs, i'f there had been opportunities; yet
often they were compelled to keep mining, for it "las the only
job available to them.
Because of the depleted mines the Kam Ylah Chung Company
was able to advertise "laborers of all kinds furnished at
short notice."

The compar..y could be more informative than the

individual in finding job opportunities by virtue of its com
mercial contacts with the whites, and also by the better
language ability of the people in the company.

Therefore, it

acted as an employment agency for its countrymen.
The company itself also O'Y-med, or shared ,\'1ith miners f
some gold mines.

A time-sheet book for 1$8$-1889 of a gold
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mining company named Chu Li Po . . .Tas found amony the records,
witP t\'lenty-six miners' names in it.

It \"Ias most likely a

branch enterprise of the Kam Vlah Chung Company.
The company also served as a recreation center.

A num

ber of newspapers, magazings, novels, texts of opera, chess
and checker sets were found in the building.

Musical instru

ments were many; a huge loud-speaker, a phonograph, and many
records from Hong Kong and Berlin19 indicated that people here
made an effort to break their loneliness in suitable ways.
Gambling devices and lotteries, of course, were also found in
the building, revealing the Chinese weakness for gambling.
Besides gambling and the other refreshing activities,
many people must have also enjoyed reading and writing.

There

are collections, in the form of books, of hand-written poems.
Undoubtedly someone must have worked on it patiently and pains
takingly, while his fellow countrymen were involved in the
exciting gambling.

Another amazing finding is that many Chi

. nese here were literate unlike many of their fello\': immigrants.
Many letters left in the Kam

;~ah

Chung buildil"..g "lere the "Iorks

of various persons.'P1""obably ruany of them acquired li.teracy
in America.

The traditional

p~ge

held by intellectuals in

Chinese society urged the.'1l to learn as did unhappy experienc,J
of being unable to correspond \'1ith their loved ones in China.
The letters are the most valuable articles found in the
. building.

~:ritten

records of Chinese laborers are rare, those

at John Day are a unique find and cast considerable light on
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the life of this group people in the United States.
What is regretable is that the \-Iriters of these letters

seldom gave a detailed description about their life, nor did
they reveal their SorrO'ltl and grievance to their families.
This was not because their unrefined pens could not convey the
complicated happenings around them, but because there was a
different basic attitute toward letter-\'Iriting.

For it would

be an unwise action to tell one's family the sufferings abroad.
In doing so one \'lould only cause them anxiety, which meant
either a son of unfilial piety or a husband of
Why then tell the truth?

inconsederatio~

Let all the distress rest

upo~

one

self alone!
The sole purpose of \'Iriting a letter home was

tellir~

that the wayfarer was still alive, so as to relieve the fam
ily's worry.

This is thoroughly demonstrated by a short let

ter \'1ritten by an unknown person to hls \'life.

From the t<en

dernessof the words he used, from the manner in which he tried
to console her and from the \-lay he imitatedclassical Chinese
style of

\~iting

improperly yet naturally, one can easily

sense his bitterness.
My. Belo,red \'life,
It has been several autumns now since your dull husband
left you for a far remote alien land. Thanks to my
hearty oody I am all right. Therefore stop your em
broidering '.:/Orries about rne.
Yesterday I received another of your letters, I could
not keep l.~he tears from running dO'lfm my cheeks '.'lhen
thinking about the miserable and needy circumstances
of our home, and thinking back to the time of our
separation.
Because of our destitution I \lent out, trying to make
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a living. T~Jho could knovT that. the Fate is alt'lays oppo
site to man's design? Because I ca.n get no gold, I am
detained in this secluded corner of a strange land.
Furthermore, my beauty, you areimplicated in an endless
misfortune. I \1ish this paper would console you a
little. This is all what I can do for now• • • (See
Letter No.1, Appendix A.)
The letter was unfinished and not mailed.

Perhaps the \'lriter

was oven'lhelmed by his own bitter thought and could not con
tinue his writing.

He even did not have money to send to his

darling "beauty."
Normally the Chinese wrote letters when they sent money
home.

In a letter to his parents, a son

~~ote:

Writing respectfully, beloved parents, kneeling
beneath at your feet, your prodigal son begs you do
not "lorry about, him. You \,lill know I am "Tell as
you read this message. It is I who 'Nish you both
health and strength, and every member of the family
peace and safety. Enclosed is thirty dollars.
Please check the sum. It is at your disposal. I
have sent five hundred dollars early in December,
last year, but so far I have not heard a single "lord
from you. I am deeply \'/Orried as I have been "Tait,ing
for a reply day after day. So please write me as
soon as possible. (See Letter No.2, Appendix A)
Letters from families in China usually urged the labor
ers to return home.

"I can not sleep and eat \"lel1 because

I am al,,,ays thinking of you. It
John Day.

"/rote a mother to her son at

"I hope you ''1ill be home and get married," con

tinued this mother,
while I am alive, so that I might die \'."ith my eyes
closed v-Iithout grievance. I also hope that you will
take care of Ah Fung, your nephe'w'. Help him get a
wife and establish their home, so that both your
Father and eldest Brother might feel relieved under
the ground.
You should save some money and should come back at
least next year. I knm'l my days are nU.mbered. You
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won't see me any more; I may already be gone by the
time ,,;hen you come back. 1tlould you feel sorry t!len?
The t1r{enty dollars which you sent me last June ";.9.S
received. So I guess you are all right and that re
lieves me a little. HO'\V'ever, so long as you are not
home, I am in suspense. Come b~ck, don't forget your
mother, please. (See Letter No.3, Appendix A.)
Probably this son had never returned home as his mother wished
for his mails dated as late as 1942 were still found in the
Kam Wah Chung building.
A wandering son should return home as soon, or as often,
as possible so as to bring about a family reunion and share
his success, either of finance or of professional fame, with
his family.

"Come back whenever you can get a little fortune,

so that our family can be reunited."
from their frunilies in China.

\'laS

a common voice

It was not because the parents

were selfish but because of something connected with nface".
A son who did not like to come back \'/as an unfilial son, and
an unfilial son in every respect was a shame to his family •.
"Come back as soon as you can.
wrote an angry father.

Don't say 'no' to me any more,"

"There are too many gossips in our

village that make me uneasy." (See Letter No.4, Appendix A.)
Of course, there \,lere other reasons to make that father angry.
He reprimanded his unforgiven son:
• • • You have no brothers, and your age is..near
forty, but still \'lithout a male-offspring. You should
think carefully. If you neither make a fortune abroad
nor have a son at home, your loss is double.. So why
not come home before it is too late. (See the same
letter.)
If the father's sternness could not bring back home the
untoward son, then letters from his mother and \vife would fly

ij

!

I
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to him as numerous as snow flakes.

uAccording to Mr. \vang

you are indulging in sensuality," complained a wife, "and
have no desire to return home.
and pained.

On hearing this I

ru~

shocked

I have been expecting your return day after

day, and year after year.

Your mother is completely blind.

The housework is oppressing, and I have no one to give me a
hand.

If you have any conscience, please come back immedi

ately. • • "

(See Letter No 6, Appendix A.)

If neither softness nor complaint of the mother or
wife worked, then the call from children might reach him:
My. ,Dear Father:
Prostrating tnyself at your knees, I write this letter
and ''Iish you health and "lell being.
Father, you have been abroad for so many years that
you must have Inade a big fortune. But It your humble
daughter, am always thinking that I have never seen
my Father. Last year, \'Ie-Grandparents, Mother, and
I--have \'lishfully thought that you could come home,
but \,;e \"1ere all disappointed. Oh, Father., we have
not heard from you for four years. It your humble
daughter, beg your quick return home • • • Father, you
are no'lrl aged. Needless for your daughter to remind
you to come back. (See Letter No.5, Appendix A.)
If this still was in vain, then might come letters from
all his relatives.
Hy Competent Nephm'l:
I have sent you several messages when your mother
traveled heavemrard t"J'Q years ago. And I also in
formed you many times that your father was heaven
bound on June 0, last year. But 1 have not heard
from yt.u for years. Have you r~ceived \'lhat I have
written to you? I think you must have received them.
Don't you remember the old saying: A son is
raised for the purpose of bei.ng companion to his
aged parents. You have failed to fullfil this
significant d-I.lty; nQi,'l you should come back right
awa.y to a.rrange the affairs left behind by your
parents. " • Your wife is looking forvrard to your

II
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homecoming • • • (See Letter No.7, Appendix A.)
Another letter from a cousin goes like this:
My Older Cousin:
What a long time it has been since you disappeared
to a far-a"Vlay cou!ltry! Like Su 1~lu ,\v'ho herded sheep
by the North Sea Lin Siberia], no one in the world
knew "Vlhere you were. Everyday I wish to gaze upon
your virtuous countenance but cannot; each time a
column of wild geese flies across the sky, I think
of you. vIe are derived from one body, like hands
and feet, yet have unfortunately fallen apart, one
in the east, the other in the west. \vhen will we
see each other again?
• • • I don't mean to blame you for not sending
money back, because I understand that you might not
have been lucky as to get enough money, but I really
cannot figure out why you do not \~ite home. Neither
can I see why you do not like to come back. • • If
you do not come back, you will regret forever. (See
Letter No.g:~ Appendix A.)
Under these pressures, an immigrant, even witih an idea to
settle in this count17, would find it difficult to resist the
solicitations from home.
The Chinese at John Day also advised each other to go
back Chir.a.

In a letter to his uncle. in, America, a nephe\'i

wrote from John Day:
• • • You must have already acquired plenty of gold
and silver for an earlier home return. We fellows at
John Day, being your nephews, also share your success
rejoicingly.
From your previous letter, I find that you still
delay in this country. You told me, hm'l/'ever, in your
le'tters, several times that you were packing and
purchasing the ticket for home, and I entirely believed
it. Why then, have you. changed your mind? Anyway, I
advise you not to rely too much on gold, but ought
rather to return home early. The "Vlisest course is to
get married and settle down at home while your parents
are still alive. (See Letter No. 13, Appendix A.)
Sometimes, people in China \'[ould seek help in terms of
coming to the United States.
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My brother and I are almost idle at, home, as if
our hands were bound. I tutor somet,imes, but I hardly
make a living for the present, nor huve any hope for
the future. Therefore, I aspire to seek my fortune
abroad to support my family. But I am unable to take
any action, for I cannot afford the fare for the pas
sage, nor can I find a source from '·.. h ich to borro"....
Furthermore, I don't have any brother abroad to render
me the needed assistance. There seems no way for me to
escape this country. Only you, my cousin, have the
ability to help me because of your excellent condition
there. I pray that vou will extend a hand to elevate
me.
I have sent several letters to you, but received n6t
a single "lOrd from you. It seems you are too apathet
ic. \\Thy? Please answer me soon this time. (See
Letter No. 19, Appendix A.)
Some letters reveal personal quarrels among the Chinese
in this country.
Referring to the entanglements bet'Neen lng Pang-chi
and viu Fan-chang, everyone of our countrymen here and
the Americans, t.oo, all think that Pang-chi is evil
and vicious. • •
By the invitation initiated from Pang-chi, I tried
to arbitrate their quarrels. But all my efforts were
in vain when he realized t.hat my manner was fair to
both sides, but not in his own favor only. He defied
my settlement and continues his presumptuousness and
,_outrageousness •.•.•

He ag:Lt.ated among the Ings--hi~ brothers and cousins-
to be against me and defamed me ,..;ith malicious slander
that I ,'ras, bribed by Fan-chan~. But your uncle, I,only
have one idea in mind--to serve the two parties right
eously and justly. I can stand straight in the presen
ce of ghosts and gods. (See Letter No. 24, Appendix A.)
No letters related inter-group conflicts at John Day.
Nor '.. .a s there any indicatj.on reflected that the Kam \'lah
Chung Company functioned as a loan-shark.

Instead, there is

a letter testifying that the company tried to borrO\'/ money
from others.
Speaking of our business it is very hard for us to
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koep the store open. Tho New Year is approaching,
but "Ie still don't have "the merchandise for sale.
r.ty partner Lung On, \'lhilc he V'las on his \'Tay to procure
some goods, lost all our ::tloney because 6£ gambling. in
Portland and Baker. Ulat is why our store still lacks
of groceries. Bu"t please don't let others know, lest
they ,,,,ould laugh at us or not believe it. If you r.ave
spare money, please lend us forty or fifty dollars
for procuring some commodities from Portland. I will
repay this loan to you at the time you go back China.
(See Letter No. 12, Appendix A.)
Although the letters cited above carry no spectacular
events but only the trivial things which happened in their
dull, gloomy coolie life, still it brings us the insight to
understand their story.

The principal theme of the letters

from their families was either asking them to "return home"
or asking them to "send money back".

And the:main·subject of

their letters to home "I.'1as: "I have survived", or "Here is a
little money for you."
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CHAPTER VI
RELIGIOUS LIFE AND

N~3

YEAR IN THE CHINESE COMMUNITY

l1herever a Chinese community existed a Chinese temple
would be erected.

As the church is to the Christian, so is

the temple to the Buddhist.
John Day's Chinatown is gone.

1'he temple that \'las once in
Today only a small shrine is

left in the building of the Kam "Jah Chung Co.
perly called a altar.

I t can be pro

FollovTing tradition, the throne of the

idol is on the top of the middle shelf against the back wall.
In front of it is a large table full of religious articles.
They include: a round box made of bamboo with 91 bamboo tallies
it it, an incense burner, joss sticks, fire crackers and a
bear claw in a wooden box.
The shrine is decorated with ribbons, colored strips
of paper.

around it are also lamps, mysterious red and yellow

papers, dried fruits, and

cand1es~

But strangely, no idol

sits on the throne as it is supposed to.

The holy title of

the "absent" idol is found somethere near the shrine, which
reads "the General who subdued barbarians," and "Chen" was
his last name.

People liked to call him "Old General Chen,"

when they referred to him in their letters.
Religion is sometimes linked with commerce.

A shrine

or altar within the company could be regarded as a branch of
its enterprise.

When the shrine needed to be remodeled and

the statue redecorated, the worshipers ".muld contribute.
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~1hen

the believers came to pay homage, they would have to buy

the incense and other supplies essential to their worship
from the

s~ore.

Again when they wished to be blessed and when

a good omen came true, they would offer their donation in
gratitude.

There are many small red papers posted on the

wall around the shrine, each of them telling the amount of
money donated by specific individuals as an offering to the
deity.

These papers show that the shrine installed in a

store must have been a
the company_

co~~ercial

means to collect money for

Yet in the light of the hardship and lack of

safety these heathens faced, one can understand that their
need for religion

~iJ'as

tremendous.

was but a natural thing.

A shrine in a store then

Being the people of a contemptible

race, and living in the lawless mining communities, their
lives \vere at anybody's mercy.

The massacre of the Snake

River in 18S7--thirty-three Chinese killed and $6,000 in gold
dust robbed by only five \'!hite men--'-las only one of countless
incidents of that kind. l In addition, the different climate,
bad food, exhausting manual labor, and many other hazardous
tasks involved in their employment had already taken a great
number of the lives of their fellm-l countrymen. 2 It seemed
that if they could return to China all in one piece, it must
be by the mercy of the dieties 't'lhich they had 'flOrshiped since
their childhood.

And besides, the 1tlish for gold from the

earth alone \'lould keep them prostrate at the feet of their
deities.
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"Old General Chen,tt

because he was considered very pro

tective, responsive and mighty, was, therefore, a very popular
dei ~y in tr...e province of K\'Tangtung.3

It would be most for

tunate to have such a deity come to John Day.

It is interest

ing to notice his title "the General l'lho subdued the bar
barians," in the context of America.

\Ilhite people seemed

to be "barbarians" in every sense of the word.

Their fierce

looking face, hairy arms, strong body odor, terrible food
habits--craving for eating beef, half cooked and half bleeding-
loose family ties, lax sexual behaviors, and, above all, their
primitive way of set,tling disputes by gun, all characterized
them as an uncivilized people.

Yet these white "barbarians"

were hard to cope with, for they were unusual "barbarians"
possessing the highest scientific sophistication in the world.
There seemed no effective way, except by supernatural power,
to deal with them.

So the last resort available to the

Chinese 'tlas their heathen idols.

"Old General Chen, fI with

his reputation of subduing barbarians must have been an ideal
deity to protect them in this barbarous land.
But "Old General Chen" did not come to John Day "in
person tt •

Three times the men of the company prayed to him

to coIne and three times He refused.

Therefore, they could

not make a duplicate idol of Him, to carry to John Day, but
only,a small tablet for Him in the shrine.

Whether He did

not like to be transferred to another country, or \1hether
He himself knew that He could not subdue the "",{hite
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barbarians", is still unknown.
The devotion of these heathen Chinese to their religion
was reflected by the comparatively Umagnificent" temiJle in
Baker City's Chinatown.

The temple was built in 1882, when

the Chinese numbered only 400, at a cost of $10,000.

.,

It

was a red brick, twenty by forty-five feet, tw'o-story affair
with balcony and porch in front.

Located on the bank of

the Powder River, was the most impressive building in China
twon. 4
With such a well-built temple available, a deity would
be very glad to live there.

So an idol was imported, by His

own consent, from China to the town of Baker, and was des
cribed vividly as:
In the Ornate Joss House sat a man-sized Buddha in
the silence of burning incense and candlE:s, highly
decorated and deeply reverenced by the Chinese.:>
The Chinese must have been very satisfied to have one
of their revered gods live with them and protect them. He
must have also been a very powerful one, at least equal to'tilat
q:( '!General:'Cherl' aiL John:

Day:~~

But he proved to be a useless

or even a disastrous to his believers for one day he ,.,ras
kidnapped by some white boys.
There was much consternation and mourning by the
temple attendants. A liberal revtard was
offered fer the ret.urn of ttGeorgie n , as he lias
called by the boys, and soon "Georgie" came back
unharmed. 6
priest~y

I

Even though "Georgi.e" was unable to protect himself, and
"General Chent! ",ras 'too "old" t,c come John Day personally, the
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Chinese still had fa';th
J.' n -t-·heJ.'r J'dols
....
, '
,
~-

0""
•

t~blet
a
s.

'There

must have also been small red papers posted around "Georgie lt ,
and money donated from the believers for the use of oil and
incense, just like for that IIOld General Chen" in the Kam
Wah Chung Company.
This typical red paper found in the building, dated
February, 1905, illustrates "lell the attitude of the Chinese
toward their deities:
With three dollars donated herewith, I ask you to
divine four inquires from Old General Chen:
First, about myself [my futur~ health, safety, etc.J
Second, about my fortune.
Third~ about my employment on the farm of a barbarian.
Fourth, about my return to Nt. Vernon [1J
Please do this for me as soon as you receive this
message. I don' t mind on '\'lhich day you divine; both
the second or the fourth of month will be all right
for me only if you can do it quickly_ Send me the
answers at once. I have divined about my business
from Old General Chen more than ten times. The answers
turned out close to reality. I believe Him deeply,
and rely completely upon his guidance to direct my
business. _ •
I also "fish you tliO gentlemen great prosperity to
insure your return home •.
Without a temple or a shrine in the community, a
Chinato'\'m seemed incomplete.

After retiring from a day of

baCk-breaking "lork the Chinese community in John Day's
Chinato,\,ffi, appeared much like their own hometown.

The same

color of skin, the familiar facial expressions and the srune
"slanted" eyes, all made them feel as if they were in China.
\vith their ears hearing the dialect \,lhich was once the only
language in their world, their eyes touching the colorful
shrine. and 'their noses meeting the lovely and sacred smells
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of the burning incense, they seemed completely back at their
villages.

If they indulged themselves for a while smoking

opium on the bunk and sharing

ne\'lS

about their fellow villagers,

they might totally forget that they were still in an alien
land.
The "heathen Chinese" took their religious affairs
quite seriously.

Many notes were dispatched from the company

to ask the believers to donate.

One of these noted found in

the building is partly recorded here:
• • • The shrine is to be remodeled and the Buddha's
clothing is to be changed. ~lery member here had
donated' heartily and ,excitedly. 'All of. ,the projects'
are to be finished by the New Year. If you, my Uncle,
are among those who have not yet given a donation,
then please, by all means send it soon. If you do
not,hurry, you Wi.ll lose the opportunity for offering.
(See letter No. ,-; , Appendix A.)
The note was written by Hay to his uncle, and should
not be considered as commercially motivated.
usually cheat his close relatives.

A man would not

And Hay \'las not a person

to gain money without principle, as we will note later.
The note also reveals that religions activities were
scheduled around the

Ne\,1

Year.

Appearently, the reason was

that all the Chinese would get back from their work camps to
Chinatown for the

Ne\,l

Year.

Therefore, it ''las the most

suitable time for religions events.

The New Year was indis

pensable to the sojourner's life in the United States, not
only because it

irIaS

the most important traditional festival,

but also because it 'vas a"special" o.ccasion full of joyful
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memories going back to his childhood.

\'lith its colorful

activities, every one looked forward t.o it earnestly.
The festival of the
days.

N~'T;l

Year usually lasted for several

The white, out of curiosity, also observed it.

Blue Mountain Eagle reminded the inhabitants:
is the big day of China new year.

The

"Next Monday

The small boys will all

visit the Chinese headquarters in the city on this day • .,7
In another issue, it reported: liThe Chinamen are gathering,
in from the sheep camps to celebrate China ne"Vl year. ,,$
vlhen the new year "Y'las over, the newspaper reported: uChina

neu year ended Tuesday, and the day, being bright, a large
crowd of ladies, men and boys witnessed the grand display of
. nois'e. n9 Another new year t s report goes like this: "Last
Saturday the Chinese residents of John Day closed their New
Year celebration by giving their Joss a tbig feed' and ex
ploding about $200 of fire crackers: 10 A more detailed account
about the Chinese New Year was found in the Grant County News,
Chinese New Year
Last Friday the China~en commenced the celebration
of a feast co~monly kno'T;m as the Chinese New Year. A
Neus reporter visited their habitations last Sunday
afternoon, and found the Celestials in the midst of
their festivities. On every hand were to be found
dishes of rice, plates of nameitandtakeit and burning
tapers, 'It:hile the moon-eyed denizens of the to'ttm 'T;lere
stretched on beds and bunks, indulging in tobacco,
opium, ','lhiskey and other narcotics. At this season
the usual parsimonious Chinaman is al\'Tays liberal to
a certain degree, and our reporter "VIas proffered
several cigars, privilege of a pull at their opium
pipes. The devotees of the pipe were all busily
engaged in their favorite pastime, and several of
them seemed to be under the influence of the drug. ll
It would be more accurate to say

tfr~t

the several
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Chinamen seemed to be "under the i:r.fluence n of "homesickness u •
Sentimentality is one of the Chinese people's weaknesses.
ThE

of one's home usually made and still makes,

remini~cince

a "Chinamen" very homesick on some special festival days,
nm~

year days in particular.

Consequently they sought the

assistance of liquor and drugs to alleviate their sorrow.
Another factor \"Ihich induced the "moon-eyed" Chinamen
to celebrate the nevI year elaborately stemmed from racial
dignity_

Knowing that their frugal and hard-working habits-

the traditional Chinese virtues--were unpalatable to, and
scorned by,the whites, they had an eager desire to show the
whites that they were also human beings--craving rest and
recreation, as well as having a tendency to spend money
unparsimoniously.

Therefore, they would invite the whites

to share their happiness in the .new year.

That was ..thy "our

reporter '\1as proffered several cigars, It and was even proffered
"the privilege of a pull at their opium pipes."

But the

. result of the Celestials' hospitality usually proved to be
disheartening.

The reporter continued his Chinese New Year

adventure as follows:
To prove '\"That a curse the Chinaman is in introducing
and soul destroying habit of opium smoking,
''lTe have only to ci'te one instance that came under our
notice.
.
We were accompanied by a nine-year-old boy to whom
the pipe was freely offered, and, indeed, he was
frequently importuned to partake of its intoxication.
If they are so liberal in besto'\'ling their favors upon
boys '\'lOuld they not be so "lith youths of a more sus
ceptible and inquisitive age, and thus sow the seeds
of a life of dissipation and disgrace?"
the~life

iii
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Here was the confrontation of the two different races.
On the one hand were the stupid, uneducated and debased
Chinese miners who, at the lcloments of their high spirit,
offered their guests the privilege of a pull at the thing
they held preciously.

Obviously they thought that, by doing

so, their hospitality and generosity, as well as their humorous
sense (by bostowing their favors upon a boy) would have been
appreciated.

On the other hand, there is a critical and a

suspicious reporter who interpreted everything"
meaning.

iil~-·i t·s:worst

Anyhow, the Chinese should be accused for their

foolish behaviors as to make fun of the white boys.

And

fortunately for the white boys, that the Chinese laborers
were too poor to afford frequently this expensive way of
"sowing the seeds of a life of dissipation and disgrace."
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3IntervieVl ei th Bob l;'ling--Doc Hay's nephew.
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5Ibid •

6Ibid •
7fhe Blue Mountain Easle, February 15, 1901.
SIbid., February 23, 1901.
9Ibid ., March 8, 1901.
10Ibid ., February 18, 1902.
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Ne1tTS,
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CHAPTER VII
THE DECLINE OF THE CHINESE COMMUNITY AT JOHN DAY
The Chinese community at John Day declined around 1910.
Many moved out, or back to China.

Few of the new immigrants

from China, or from other parts of the United States, came in.
Since the situation generally improved along the West Coast
around the turn of the century, few of the immigrants would
prefer to come to a small tovm like John Day.

The decline

was reflected in the invoices of the Kam Wah Chung Company,
which were gradually decreasing in number after 1906.
matter of fact, the Chinese

co~~unities

As"a

in this country had

declined in general, since the Geary.Bill of 1892 effectively
checked the influx of Chinese

in~igration.

Still, there was something not ordinary in the account
of the retrogression of some Chinese communities.

The Chinese

at John Day were still an isolated group among the whites.
Their relations with the 'whites did not progress too much.
People in this area, though much friendlier than those in
many other towns in the state, were not without discrimination.
The "fire incident" and the exclusion of the Orientals from
Canyon City revealed this.

The following quotation taken

from the Blue !v1ountain Eagle of January 3, 1902 is another
indication of the relations bet""een the white and the yellow:
Take \lJarning
Those persons \'1110 ha"lle heretofore conducted them
selves in an unla"rful manner about Chinatm'm in John
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Day, during China new year, or at other times, are
hereby warned that we will not tolerate such in the
future, but ~rill prosecute such persons to the ex
tent of the law.
Kam Wah Chung & Co.
See Ling Co.
Quong Yuen Lung [Co.]l
Chinatown was sometimes invaded by some hostile people.
Cowboys, for instance, often did.

When they came to town

and got drunk, they rode into the Chinatown, cut off some
"Chinamen's" queues, and ran away.

Twice the Chinese con

sidered leaving, but found there was nO\>lhere better than John
Day.2
A more serious incident happened on April 17, 1905,
"tlhen Chinatolrm ''las "searched" and "ransacked" by a number of
white citizens at 11 o'clock in the night.

Lung On and two

other Chinamen were carried away and thrown into jail for
having opium in their possession.

And the rest of the Chinese

were ordered to get out of to\">'l1 by the first of May.)

In his

letter to the Chinese Consul at \vashington, D.C., A.W. Leedy-
Long On's attorney--remarked:
I believe that the rights of the citizens of your
country have been invaded in this matter, but do not
think that justice could be obtained in the local
courts, and believe it to be for their best interests
that the case should be taken up by your Goverment
in our Federal Court. The testimony is conclusive
that these people [the whites] acted without any war
rant or process of la~l. (See Appendix C for the .
letter. )
This incident took place at the time when the Kam Wah
Chung Compa.ny's business was at its peak.
\lhites:'~esenteda~.Chinese·

It seems that some

community booming" in theit" midst."· •
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Also stimulating their plan for ridding John Day of its
Chinese, perhaps, was the fiery flash of the Tong war break
ing out at that time in Portland. 4
The Chinese did not get out of John Day as :hey were
.!

ordered.

-~.

~1

<',

Lung On and the two others were each fined $100.
-7.~-;~;'~

t-x ~I

(See page 17) for the receipt of the fine.)

This f . perha.ps, was

partly because the demand of their departure '"las unla\,lful
and partly because it was demanded by only a few persons, in
dicatingthat most white citizens tolerated their oriental
guests--a tame and peaceful people.
Throughout history, the Chinese immigrants in this
country seldom, if ever resisted the attacks, riots, and
violence of the whites.

They, themselves, also felt guilt

and admitted that the accusations against them were somewhat
true--that they ,\-lere the "beggers U in the United States, and
snatched away a bit of bread from the mouth of the white.
They seemed to understand that it would be useless for them
to stand up and retaliate against the white, not only because
they were too weak to achieve success but also because the
whites were their potential employers.

Too, the fear of

being deported also forced them to submit to the \ihites.
They fully realized th3. t thc:! pm'ler to protect themselves,
except that of t.heir deities, 't'lould not come from their own,
nor by building a thick wall of stone like that of the Kam
Wah Chung Company, but by building something more reliable-
the wall of friendship.
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There "lere many proverbs in their ageless tradition
which might be helpful in the adverse circumstances in which
they found themselves.
with kindness,"

AmoPg them .'~ere: "Recompense injury

Lh,{'1t~~J5\);

matters upsets great plans, II

"Lack of forbearance in small
(;

J\ ;h~. .~'j 1i
~{

overcomes the hard, tt (~J,v" ~~ IJ

uJ,'&i);

);

Jq'

liThe soft

tfEven the metal and stone

can be melted by the warmth of sincere friendliness,tJ ('·t~i....

J1r~.t-h4

tf1).

Thus they applied these old Chinese virtues

to the new American environment.
succeeded.

Who could

~orget

To a certain degree, t.hey

such a Chinese servant as Wat

Sen, who tried hard to please every member in his master's
house?
Wat Sen, the old Chinese cook who had been in my
aunt's family past any of our memories, was a great
favorite among the younger members of the family.
He spent his life catering to uncle's rather luxurious
tastes and succended remarkably well • • •
• • • Dear Wat Sen, 'Tile children loved him and no
wonder, for our many visits to the kitchen never
bothered him. There was always a bit of chocolate,
a cookie or a fe\'/ raisins for each of us. At hcliday
times he was very generous to us all as the Chinese
traditionally are to the ones they serve. • •
Other gifts that have been carefully treasured long
-years, came to us on that happy evening [ChristmasJ-
three of them from good \'lat Sen. For myself, a fasci
nating little lacquer chest of dra.. . , ers about ten inches
high, a ma:rv~l of oriental handhlOrk with carved metal
pulls . • • )
And then there ,..,as Sing Koon "Vlho cleaned strenuously
the streets of Canyon City--a work which in any case no other
person \'lOuld care for.
Friendly ,'ri th everybody vras jolly Sing; Koon. Twice
a ueek in the summertime he used a broom and shovel
on the business streets. Back and forth he \'lent to
Canyon Creek with a 'NheelbarrOl'l to dtunp the collections.
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Each business house paid him 50 cents at the day's end •
•.• • Upon the approach of a freight caravan of cor
ved wagons and trialers dral'm by ·six or 10 horses,
sometimes composed of three or four outfits--their
arrival announced by the jingling bells which decked
the collars of the lead horses of each team--old Sing
was warned that he was in for a big day of work on the
morrow, and no extra pay. The teamsters parked their
caravans in front of every store and then unloaded onto
sidewalks, while the horses champed their bits and
stood on the narrow streets, blocking all other traffic.
And the next day! Sing Koon wheeled load after load
to the banks of Canyon Creek--enough to fertilize many
gardense6 But he loved the horses and he never com
plained.

A letter written from a cook to his hostess, which is
found in the Kam Wah Chung Company, is another illustration
of the Chinese employees' attitudes toward their bosses •
.. ... '. I am quite v/ell. • • and have a good time with
friends on Chinese new year. • • and having but $)00
worth fire crackers to shooting [sic] and on [the] same
days our Chinese having [sic] big festival for the new
year least [sic]. S9 I am very sorry your F'ords [sic]
cannot visiting [sic] with us here. So I just try to
send you a little presents with a pet flovrer Baskets,
one Silk apron and a picture with my friend Lung On on
[the] hope [that] you will goting [sic] soon and Please
reply. I remean [sic]
Respectfully yours,
Servant Cook
Ah ark.
(See the \-/hole letter on page 18) • )

These citations are only a few examples of the manner
in which the Chinese tried to win over the. white community by
their devoted service, consideration, and warm personality.
Despite all their endeavors, they could not overcome the gen
eral trend in this country, '-Thieh '-las not favorable to them.
First, the utilization of machinery in the mining in
dustry in this district left no room for the extensive

Ii:
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employment of the Chinese laborer.
other metals

V'TaS

The mining of gold and

still a very active enterprise after 1900,

but most of the mining \tlOrk

(~ould

be done by machinery.

The

Blue flfountain Eagle mentioned some of the principal mines
which had applied modern equipment to their operations •
• • <.The Bonanza, equiped with a forty-stamp mill,
has opened up 10,000 feet of tunnel • • • The Red Boy
is equiped with of the most complete and modern mills
in the state and represents the expenditure of nearly
a quarter of million dollars • • • 7
Secondly, labor organizations were introduced into this
area during this time.

Without the permission of the labor

union, a mine owner had difficulty hiring \'lOrkers, including
the Chinese.

The following quotation from the Blue Mountain

Eagle reveals this situation:
The readers of the Eagle will remember that it was
only a few weeks ago tha~ 'a miners t unioL was organiza
tion at Sumpter and neighboring to\'ms. This organiza
tion is bearing fruit at this early date. Just last
\'Ieek t\'1enty-five miners \,lalked out of the Golconda mine
and refused to work. The next step they \'Iill refuse to
allm'l any other person to \tJ'Ork in their stead, • • •
The labor organization is all right. • • but he nhoHld
not attempt to prevent the employment of other men.
Undoubtedly the "Chinaments" employment in tho mining
field was greatly restricted by the establishment of the
labor union..

This was a general phenomenon if the 'Vihole state

of Oregon, not merely something hapuening in Grant County.
An article in the

9regonJ-~n

\\"ould later point this out quite

explicitly:
Half a century ago Portland 'vas still an outpost of
hard pioneers, and a great deal j.n the way of physical
toil needed to be done to establish a civilization.
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The Chinese worked side by side ,'lith those pioneers,
and contributed much in the l'lay of clearing land. • •
The extension of the 5ilvery threads to the east "TaS
a tribute to Chinese labor, but it also sealed their
fate, for it bought the great flux of eastern laborers
who soon established unions and drove the Chinese from
all lines of endeavors. The factories, the public
works and the most business are closed to them. 9
Thirdly, Oregon law made it difficult for the Chinese
to survive.

Although Chinese in Oregon enjoyed comperatively

better treatment during the periods of anti-Chinese agitation
than Chinese elsewhere, nevertheless conditions in Oregon were
still difficult.

itA law enacted by the Oregon legislature

did not gave the Chinese in the state even a 'Chinaman's'
chance," commented a writer 6f the Oregon Statesman.

The

legislation in question which levied up to $50 per month tax
against an individual Chinese was titled: "An act to tax and
protect Chinamen mining in Oregon. It and in fact, the la'\r/
taxed Chinese whether they were engaged in mining or not, and
if the Orientals so chose to engage in business for
they were taxed $50 per month. 10

th~~selves

Powerless in these unfavorable circumstances, 'the Chinese
were forced to accepted any offered job.
it cheerfully. 11

But t.hey worked at

Such employment as \'las available to them in

the John Day area were those jobs that the whites did not want
for themselves: cooks, laundrymen, gardeners, and shepherds.
"At the time of my arrival in John Day--1900--the Chinese
people \'lere a thriving section. tI remembered l>1rs.
pioneer \'loman.

~iells,

a
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But the bad times came, "then they were no longer
able to recover any gold from the residue left by
the original white miners. They became sheep herders,
cooks, gardeners, laundrymen, etc., and \tlere very
poor. We had a cook anu a gardeners and a "washman. n
l2
• • •

Sheep herding was one of the main jobs open to the
Chinese.

This is also suggested by the news of the Blue

Mountain Eagle--UThe Chinamen are gathering in from the
sheep camps to celebrate China new year.13

It was perhaps

a job as hard as that of mining, but even more lonely.

A

herder might not see any other soul for months when he took
the flock into the hills.

His day \'las twenty-four hours.

He must move out by daylight; must be quiet and rest late so
the flock \'lOuld feed contentedly; must have a map in his mind
with special attention to water; must know what to do in case
of unseasonal snOirl

0.':'

dangerous water spouts; and must look

out day and night for coyotes, bobcats, and, in the mountains,
bear. l4
The vast Grant County ranges were overrun by more than
200,000 sheep each year at the beginning of this century.15
Pendleton, a large

to~m

in Northeast Oregon, and not far from

Grant County, was famous for its woolen products.

However,

the sheep's golden days of supremacy were limited, and gave
way to other livestock such as cattle and pigs.

By 1908,

mules and swine accounted for the largest livestock products
in Grant County.16

And the Chinese shepherds "lere gradually

displaced.
As the opportuni1;y for em.ployment lessened, and the
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laborers grew older, many moved to the ctties on the coast,
and then some to their Chinese birth places.
turned out to be a nightmare.

The gold dream

There were a few lucky ones

who returned to China with some "gold U after a venture here
of only three or four years.

Most of the Chinamen accumulated

only pitiful bit of money after forty or fifty years t hard
work and thrift.

Some even failed to acquire enough for the

return fare to China.

The most grievous cases were those

who died penniless and left their corpses to be carried back
to China, or buried temporarily in this land.
In 1906, the government of the Ching dynasty, perhaps
moved by -the fear of being overthrown by the revolutionists,
and, in an attempt to recapture popularity from the people,
took up the responsibility of transporting

~ll

the Chinese

laborers back to the home land without any charge, providing
they were "old and disabled, crippled or suffering from some
disease. II

The Oregonian 'w'atched this event interestingly,

and presented its readers with a very detailed report:
Orientals Going Home to Die
Aged Chinese will depart to be buried beside bones
of their ancestors. At Govermllent expense • • •
Thousands of Chinese from all parts of the U.S. have
left the country • • • The last shipment will leave
Tacoma this ''leek. Nearly 400 left San Francisco on
the ill-fated lVInnchuria, . . l hichvlEmt on the reef on the
island of Oahu, Havlaii. Since tne San Francisco earth
quake and fire, nearly 2,000 Chinese have left the
ruined city for their native land. • •
In nearly every case the Chinese returning is old,
decrepit and indigent. In fact, he is going to his
home for the sole purpose of dying. The Chinese have
a horror of passing a"",lay in this country, and the last
effort of nearly every individual",is to gat back among
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his own people.
Frequently one dies here and is given the usual burial.
Every t'VIO or three years the bones of the dead are ex
humed, scraped and prepared and shipped to the relatives
in China. • •
All of the larger Oriental vessels sailing from Seattle
and San Francisco carry hundreds of old and disabled
Chinese. On every trip one or more of the old men pass
away. The sight is a . pitiable one. !Vlany of them are
barely able to move about, live in the steerage and cling
to life with the only desire to reach their native shor~s
before death overtakes them. But some of them do not
start soon enough and die en route. • •
One of the old men leaving Portland tomorrow forever
has been a resident here for half a century. • • Many
of the other defarting Orientals have lived here from
30 to 45 years. "/
No doubt, among these departing Chinese were some who
came from John Day, and other towns in Eastern Oregon.

Still

thousands remained in this state, because they did not qualify
for the free shipment.

And then, there were also those who

did not want to return home with
was a matter of "losing face."

t\'10

empty hands, since that

Thus real tragedy faced them.

They were caught in a dilemma--unable to make a living in the
Gold Hountains, yet un'Vrilling to go back to Tong Mountains. 18
. Eventually, some of them even went insane. l9
Among the possible causes for insanity '\"lere: their deep
concern for their families, the burning desire to strike gold,
the culture-shock, and the persecution by the whites.

Again,

their misfortune would be more bitter by the sight of the
prosperity of the white society, the high paying jobs, and
the easy life.

Deeply disturbing to the Chinese eye was also

this beautiful, vast wilderness--running through it \'lere the
long, clear stremns, rolling across it were the forest-clad
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mountains, the hay 'V:as high, and the meadOt'ls always green.
They saw this beautiful land daily while they roamed \'li th the
sheep alonG the hills, or wrlked to their old placer sites.
Everyday they caught sight of i t--a land flol-ling with milk
and honey,.-and everyday it remained there, "lasted and untilled.
They, the

Umd~ungry

peasants were prohibited from owning it,

only because they were considered as the degraded Chinese.
Among those who lingered at John Day \'lere Lung On and
Ing Hay, the two proprietors of the Kam Wah Chung Company.
Lung On \'las the main bUsinessman of Kam \'lah Chung Company t
who -was "Born in San Francisco," and "went to Canyon City,
the year before Harrison \'tas elected." according to the report
of the Oregonian. 20

He had been a successful dealer i.n

various businesses:
He owns a great. deal of property along the main
street in John Day ,\'lhich he rents and some in other
localities. So he has a real estate office. Thenhe
owns and operate an automobile agency. • • and ~I
also has a number of gold mipes but no laundry. ~
But Kam \llah Chung Company ,,;as his principal enterprise; he
spent most of his time in the store and died in this building.
Lung On was a brilliant man.

All of the business

letters of the company both in Chinese and English were his
work.

He

"laS

t,he only Chinese in this area "Tho had ventured

into the \'lhiternen' s business enterprises.

He also seamed

very friendly and enthusiastic in helping others.
many letters asking for his assistance.
the Chinese who died penniless.

He received

Very often he buried
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Like most of his contemporaries, Lung On was married,
and left a daughter in China.

But unlike most Chinese labor-

ers, his family was not poor.

His parents did not

cpect

E,..

him to send money back, but were longing for his return so
that the family could reunite. 'His father repeatedly wrote
hi~,

as did his cousin, that if he returned he could choose

the'"' job and position he was interested in, from his uncle's

big enterprises both in Kwangtung and Hong Kong.

His daughter,

by the letter she wrote, (See Letter No.5) seemed to have
been in school for several years; that was an unusual occurrence at that time when education was a male's privilege,
and shared only by girls from rich families.
But to their sorrow, Lung On never returned; he only
sent money occasionally.

Why then he did not want to go back

home, overlooking his family's hurt feelings?

One of the

reasonable interpretations might be that he rebelled against
his country's tradition. "Residing here for such a long time,
he must have become more or less "Americanized."

Thus he

preferred enjoying his personal freedom here to going back
and becoming trapped by
native land.

th~

family's entanglement in his

In other words, Lung On was on of the rare

Chinese, who would like to be individually independent at the
expense of the family's union.

In April, 1940, Lung On died at the age of 68. 22 After
his death r the property of the Kam Wah Chung Company was divided; Lung On's estate and Doc Hay's share were each $45,000.
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The money in his name is still in Oregon State todaYt 23 as
none of his fe..nlily has come to claim it.
Of all the Chinese in the John Day area, Doc Hay was
probably the most interesting figure.

His accomplishments

in pulse diagnosis '\'lere so amazing that it is said to be
equaled only by the late Dr. Jin Yok Gong, another brilliant
Chinese herbist of San Francisco, and gained for him the
title of "Doc ll •

There are many stories about him; he is \1ell

on the way to becoming a legend in the John Day area.

It

was recorded that he was so expert in the pulse diagnosis
that he could often determine a seemingly baffling case with
startling revealtion by merely checking the pulse.

Throughout

his 59 years of practice, it has estimated that he had saved
no less than 6,000 lives vvhich othen'lise 'V'lOuld have gone to
the grave had they net come to him.24
Once, it is related, a \'lorld \'far I veteran came to Doc
Hay for treatment of a "stiff neck," which the ex-soldier
thought

\'Tas

neuritis.

After a short check, Doc Hay told him

he had some shell splinters embedded in his neck that must
removed by surgery.

This was later substantiated by X-ray

at the hospital. 25
Another story goes like this: The herb ,:!octor once told'
a 'V'lOman she had five children.

"No," replied the 'V'TOman,

"four." Shaking his head, the Joctor raised five bony fingers
+~.'
t'_y: uF'1vn"
ana, sa1. d_ Con~1aQn

"but one didn't live. n26

"Oh yes, It exclaimed the ·w"roman,
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Doc Hay sometimes did abortions when· requested by women.
According to an eye-witness, he did it in an incredible manner.
He

only used sandpaper,· a coin, and an onion to

the navel.

Then he gave the woman some herbs.

rubb~d

"Cook the

medicine at your home and drink it. 1I said the doctor.
wi~l

..

around

be over by five o'clock tomorrow afternoon."

nAIl

And it

worked,27 according to that eye-witness •.
:Mrs. Jone 1:1. Murray, a postmaster of Dayville, Oregon,
in her correspondence to the author, disclosed:

My late father, Floyd Lee Officer, was a rancher in
the Dayville area for years. Our family 'VIas well
acquainted ,\,lith Doc Hay, a partner in the Kam Hah
Chung Co. at John Day, Oregon. He and my father were
great friends and en~oyed visiting with each other.
Doc Hay al'Vlays gave "\.lS children Chinese candy, oranges
and other goodies.
I was a polio victim when I was 12 years of age, and
I kno\,l if it had not been for Doc Hay's herbs and
liniments that I would not be alive today to tell this
story. At one time it was difficult for Doc Hay to
get the herbs he needed. When I had polio was one such
time. He finally told my father that he \'-ras afraid he
could not pull me through my illness. \fuen my father
told me that Doc Hay thought we should go to other
doctors, I told him, "If Doc Hay don't do ·it, no one
else can do so vlein~ght as well go horne". vlhen Doc
Hay heard \"lhat .r" had said, my father said tears came
to his eyes, and he said he'd keep trying. The result?
I'm still alive and going strong.
He also treated my father for stomach ulcers, kidney
ailments, and rhemnatism through the years, as well
as saving the lives of my father and one of my sisters
when they had pneumonia. \'/e usually brough-t the herbs
home and cooked them according to Doc Hay's directions,
but sO~Gtimes he prepared it fc~ us. ~ •
He also very successfully treated blood poison, and
even rattlesnake bites. I had been stung by a "Iasp
one time, and by the next day there Viere signs of
bloodpoison, but after getting medicine from Doc Hay,
it \'las soen overcom.e. I \"1ish I could get the same
medicine to keep on hand for treating bee stings--it
'\-'las a gray po,\'lder that I ",as told t.o mix \oTi th vinegar,
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and to paint the area around the sting.
vie used a red pO'!tlder that "le called "sneezy pO'\'Tder"
\'lhich Doc Hay gave us to use \'Then suffering v-Ti th
severe head colds. It 'VIas blm'ln or drm·;n into the
nasal passages through a straw. I used it many times,
and it 'Seemed that I 't'lOuld sneeze my head off, so
to speak, but it always gave me relief by causing".
the nasal passages to drain. I haye never found
any other treatment as effective. 28
Hay came to the United States in the company of his
father.

They may have stayed at vlalla \'lalla, Washington,

for several years and then separated: the father went back
to China and the son to John Day.

Many of his un91es and

nephews are still in Vlalla ;'lalla (see Letter No. 2~ Appendix A).
At John Day he met Lung On, thus began their partnerships
as well as friendships for more than fifty years.
Hay must have had,. to a certain degree, Chinese medical
training, but it is unlikely, that he was from an outstanding
traditional medical family, for his family was poor.

His

father did not make much money while he '!tlas in the United
States.

As Hay did not send money back for many years, his

father, disillusioned and angry, stormed at him with numerous
long complaining letters.
Doc Hay started his medical life in Kam \'lah Chung right
after he took part of the business.

He got many Chinese

medical books '\'lhich are still in the building today, and
studied strenuously.

In a few

year~,

kno\'lledge, as vTell as experience.

he acquired a tremendous

His reputation gre\'l rapidly.

The Chinese laborers around John Day \'lere his best and most
faithful patients.

Gradually the white patients also came

to him, as there were not many good doctors and medical
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facilities available in that area.

Indeed he was a very geed

decter and was knewn all ever eastern and central Oregen.
Letters and prescriptions left in the building shew

~hat

his

patients were all ever Oregen and Washingten, mest of them
were white people.

Here is a letter which Dec Hay answered

a patient from Pertland.
Dear Mrs. J. Sch'1erdt:
1/27 36
We received yeur letter and we weuld net advise yeu
to. ceme ever here to. stay as it weuld be so. expensive.
We de net kne'lfl anything abeut the docter in Pertland,
if yeu have mere faith in us, we will be glad to. send
you a ceuple ef packages ef medicine to. try.
Two. Chinese, enceuraged by his success, epened a herbal
,effice in '.anether city, but seen failed.

Here is part ef

the letter frem the unlucky herbalist to. Hay:
I started a herbal shep 'lfTi th Mr. Fen-yae in Asteria
late March. But we did net knO'lf1 that the people here
were net interested in the use ef Chinese herbs. The
business \-las so. bad that ''1e '''Iere ferced to clese. • •
(See Letter No.. 20.)
The herbs fer his medical practice were purchased frem
San Francisco. and Portland.

The inveices fer the herbs give

us a clue abeut his medical business.

By 1910 his medical

business was geed and already..asimportant, as thtLother trade
in the stere, because the ;i;nveices ef general geeds dO':'notcover
whelmc(:. these ef herbs.
decline~the

But after 1910, when general geeds

herbs were still in great demand at the store.

The ht;;rbs used in treatment ''lore varieus, frem plants
to. 'animals, and frem minerals to. erganics.

Seme strange er

even terrible medicine in Westerner's eye were: peisen snakes
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in alcohol, dry lizards, shells of cice.da, and opium.
Like Lung On and most others, Doc Hay was married be
fore he cnme America, and left a son and a daughter at home.
It was his duty to support then. but Hay almost neglected it.
This made his father furious.

In a letter to Hay, he wrote:

Time slips fast. I have been home for several year
since I left you. I I'eeall at, the time when I was
buying the ticket for returning home I determined to
buy one for you, too. But you did not agree on that.
You asserted "Let the old return home; let the young
stay abroad to make money." you were 100 percent·
right!
I don't blame you that you did not send ~oney back
in the first years because I consider that you might
have encountered hardship at the beginning. But now
thj.ngs are quite different. You have fortune at hand.
Normally, you should have come home to see your mother
and ",dfe, even only for a visit. Then, a few years
later you could return to the United States again •
. But uho could believe that you had never sent back any
thing, neither a penny nor a word. I have written you
many times to ask you send a little back twice a year.
So far the only thing I have got from you is "disappoint.·
ment."
Don't you know that to mail a letter to you I have to
spend nearly half dollar. Now we arp. in such bad con
" dition, where can' I ',find "half.: dollar for t-he postage?"
You, in America, have liquor to drink, and meat to eat,
so you no longer remember that we are still starving
and cold.
A Chinese father was absolutely right for his anger at his son
who "in America, have liquor to drink, and meat to eat," so he
no longer remember that his family were "still starving and
cold."

Of course, they already knew that Hay had been very

successful in his business, and
ignorance of his obligation.

bec~'1le

unbearable at Hay's

His cousin wrote to him:

Yesterday a compat.riot came back from the same place
Y,Qu sta.y. I asked him about YOll. I "'laS ex~remely
pleased ~,hen he told 'me that youAl,'lere'in an' extraordin
a.rily v:ell-off condition. At the sametime I ~'1l
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puzzled \,/hy you have sent home neither gold nor
letters. (See Letter No.1S.)
Another cO'J.sin irtrote to hi.m as follows:
I have heard recently that you possess the mighty
power of turning the heaven and upsetting the earth
with your medical technique, and are looked up to as
the greatest among all physicians. No doubt, then,
you must have made a great fortune, for profit al\'Iays
goes \'ori th faIne. Hm" your farIily will be enriched by
your accomplishment 't-/hen you come back. But their
situation now is thoroughly wretched • • • (Letter No.

19. )
His family \'las in such a desperate condition that they
were even forced to consider begging:
At the present, prices go up. The cost of rice is
as high as that of pearls, andfirc't"lood as dear as"
cassia. Your home is in a desperate condition beyond
describing. The moaning of your family from the cold
and their crying from hunger can be heard frequently.
This spring I have lent them some money when I found
that they were going to stretch hands to beg from door
to door. I note that since our great great-grandfather,
no one in our fm1ily had been seen in such gareface
shame as to beg.
That small amount of money borrowed from me must
have been used up. If you do not send some back, they
will probably have to embark upon the road of begging.
I am unable to help them any more although I intended
to, for I myself am not in a good situation, either.
(See Letter No. 18.)
Hay planned once to let his son come to John Day.

This

is kno"Vln from his son' s letter to him:
Yesterday Uncle Yu-po o.rrived home. He gave me
your message that I might go to the Gold r.fountains
if I c~uld first study for two years. If this is
your 'will, your son, I, is greatly delighted. But
considering the privation of our home, plus the
fact th.3.t I am still in debt to others three hundred
dollars \'lhich I borrowed a couple of years ago, for
my marr.iage, I am not tlble either to study or to go
abroad. Since it is good for me to de both, expecially
since they are your nrr&.ngements, I beg you, there
fore, to send money back to support our family as
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..rell as to clear the debt to which I bear a heavy
interest. Then I am able to study in accordance
with your order. (See Letter No. 16 .)
Perhaps Hay planned to train his son to become a herb
alist and thus to succeed his medical career at John Day
eventually.

But this did not become a reality, probably

because Hay neglested to send money back for his son's
passage.
It seems that Hay' s \,life did not dare to complain, as
Lung On's -v.Tife did in her letter.

This can probably serve

as a hint that Hay might not have loved her much.'::.. ,And' .
this can also explain partly why Hay never returned to his
home.
Hay was such an eccentric character that, disregarding
his o\'m family's desperate condition, he often burned up the
bills and checks paid to him from his patients. 29
\'las

If this

true, then he seemed to be a person not interested in

money.

It is also said that Hay was very superstitious.

Very often he refused to go on a trip for patients in an
emergency, if he thought that the date was not lucky or aus
picious for making such a trip.

Once he was taken by force,

on a bright day, to a farm to take care of a sick man.30
If there Nas a priest in the Kam \,lah Chung Company for
HOld Gener3.1 Chen," it must have been Hay.
notes all were written by him.

The religious

He was the person in the

Company ,..,ho could recite all the verses of the 91 hamboo tallies
placed in front of "Old General Chen."
Smoking and drinking \'rere Hay's hobbies.

He lost his
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sight by drinking some bre\,I '''lhich he thought

"laS

alcohol.31

72 fifths of bourbon were found in the ceiling of the building,
whi~h

was undoubtedly hidden by him but forgotten later.

They \'lere distilled and bottled in 1913 and still sealed.
None of the brands "Joel Frazier," "Old Mazeppa,n and "Old
Palmer" are on the m~rket today., 32
In 1941, shortly after Lung On's death, Doc Hay's
nephc\,l, a young Ulan named Bob \'lah came to John Day with his
family, as Hay's apprentice.

Doc Hay died in 1952, at the

age of 89, leaving $2,000 behind him. 33

Bob \'lah died in 1966,

and the building of the company has been closed since then.
Today only a Chinese lady, Lily--Bob Wah's widow--visits John
Day occasionally from San Francisco.
Both Lung On and Ing Hay are buried side by side in
the modern cemetery in John Day.

Their tombstones, respec";,,

tiveJ.y, read; "Liang Kuan-ying [Lung On's Chinese name] 1863
1940, Hsin-hue, Kwangtung," and "Ing Yu-·ni en [Hay's Chinese
. name] 1862-1952, Tai-shan, K\'langtung. n

Beside them are the

tombs of Bob Wah and his former wife.
The old cemetery is on the hill opposite the modern one.
An informant said that once \-lore buried there many Chinese
whose bones '\'Iere carried back to China in 1936. 34
have been left for toeay's visitors to trace.

~~at

No,marks
one Can

fin.d nm" are the tall ''leeds "raving in the gentle breezeJand
the ,\,lild flO\\"ers dotting here and there along the hills.
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Floating above are graceful 'white clouds.

the gurgling creek.

Running below is

The tm'ln of John Day lies prosperously

at "':.he foot of the elegant Blue Mountains.

\~'bere

is the

shining yello\,1 metal? "lhere are the industrious yellow'

people?

Only a few pieces of tombstones and a clumsy stone

building stand in the valley, that might tell the fragments
of a forgotten story to inquisitors.
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CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSIONS
Throunghout her history Chirm did not appear as a co
lonial nation such as Greece, Rome, and other European coun
tries did.

Chinese were generally known as a people unwill

ing to leave their homes for other lands.

But on the other

hand, when their very existence ''las jeopardized t Chinese
would also throw themselves into dynamic migration movements,
and even emigra"t.od to other countries.

To survive is the

strpngest, primitive desire of men, including Chinese.

IIEven

the ant is afraid of perishing" is a common old adage.

In

China, at least four large scale movements had taken place
from the end of the Sheng dynasty (1111 B.C.) to the end of
the Ming dynasty (1644 A.D.).

People moved from the Yello\'1

River valley in the North to the Yang-tze River region, the
Pearl River delta, Hianan, and Taiwan in the South.

Some

even emigrated to Korea, Japan, and Southeast Asia.

The com

mon cause for these movements

'\'Tere

,·,rars.

The middle of the nineteenth century "Ii tnessed the un
precedent turmoil in China.

The Opium War of 1839-1842

shocked: its entire social structure from its old traditional
foundation.

The ensuing one-hundred-year history is a record

of the invasions of external capitalism ,\'lhich compounded the
internal agony of over population, famine, and rebellion.
The victims . . · 'ere the mas£' ?f the people.

As for survival, a
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small portion of the most desperate from the province of
Kwangtung emigrated to the Nm'1 "[orld, as "·lell as to Southeast
Asia.
For the first time the bulk of Americans met the
Orientals--an entirely different race with a heavy legacy
of an old culture.

Owing to the great demand for manual la

bor as well as curiosity, Americans welcomed and applauded
these queer guests from the other end of the earth.

But

very soon, misgivings arose among the whites as the cultural
distinctions gre"V'l more pronounced in the course of interac
tion.

More serious was the end of the need for Chinese la

bor when the railroads had been constructed, the swamp lands
drained, the forests cut up, and the white laborers arrived.
Long before the rise of the anti-Chinese "V'lave of the
seventies, the Chine.1e had been attracted to Oregon by its
gold and other lines of employment.

As the state stood com

paratively still in the excitement of the eighties and nine
ties, Oregon became the shelter for thousands of Chinese, es
pecially in many small tOl-InS in the bosom of the Blue Moun
tains.

Here many tiny Chinese communities boomed and enjoyed

their exceptional tranquility, and perpetuated their old life
pattern.

Nevertheless, their gold dream remained

unreali~ed.

Not many people were fortunate enough to strike gold from the
residue left by the \'lhite miners.

As employment vras also

limited, most of the Chinese v{ere compelled to return to
China, and

\~ere

a.s poor as when they came.

Still a few
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lingered here, or moved to other cities but never \1ent back
to their native places.

These people ''lho paid no attention

to the callings from their

~amilies

and anceotors can be

viewed as the indication of the beginning of a new Chinese
emigration movement.

For a new emigration concept \-las taking

shape by degree during their on-and-off contact with the
natives and the European

i~~igrants

as well.

Contributing

to their decision to stay here for good ,,,ere also ""·heir vague
comprehension of the well developed society of the irlhito-
stable, prosperous, free and easy.

In contrast, were the

extreme poverty and the persisting turmoil in thelr m"m coun
try.

Thus they shifted the sojourner's status to a

one.

In this sense, they can be regarded as the spearhead of

perw~nent

the fifth great emigration movement of the Chinese, which
reached it height in 1949, on the eve of the Communist take
over of China.
The community at John Day, Eastern Oregon served as an
example of this transit·ion.

The Chinese here made a trer.lena.

ous effort to adapt themselves to this new scheme, from
mining to shepherding, from a pure Chinese grocery store to an
American automobile dealer, and from a Chinese herb doctor
attending only to Chinese miners to a legendary physician
opened to all patients and admired by the whites as well as
by the Chinese.
Deopite t.hese endeavors t.hey still failed to integrate
themselves into the host society because of the unsurmountable
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barrier of culture and the wide breach of race.

Thus the

Chinese community at John Day remained isolated, and disap
peared eventually as the dwellers moved away or died.

1,1
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APPENDIX A*
LETTER NO. 1
An unfinished letter to a wife in China.
From anunknm'm husband, via the Kam lJJah Chung Co., John Day,
Grant:County, Oregon.
Undated.
My Beloved \'life:
It has been several autumns now since your dull husband
left you for a far remote alien land.
body I am all right.

Thanks to my-hearty

Therefore stop embroidering worries

about me.
Yesterday I received another of yours letters, I could
not keep the tears from running down my cheeks vlhen thinking
about the miserable a.nd needy circumstances of our home, and
thinking back to the time of our separation.
Because of our destitution I went out, trying to make a
living.

Who could know that the Fate is ah.;ays opposite to

man's design?

Because I can get no gold, I am detained in

this secluded corner of a strange land.

Furthermore, my

beauty, you are implicated in an endless misfortune.
this paper \,iould console you a little.

I wish

This is all that I
I

i

"

I

I

I

can do for now •••
*The original letters are at the Kam Wah Chung Co. build
ing, John Day. 'fhe zerox copies of the letters are among the
author's private possession, as well as available at the Ore
gon Historical Society, Portland, Oregon.
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LETTER NO. 2
From one of Doc Hay's uncles, via the Kam Wah Chung Co., John
Day, Oregon.
To his parents in China.
June 20, 1897.
Writing respectfully, beloved Parents, kneeling beneath
at your feet, your prodigal son bey you do not worry about
him.

You will knO'lo'l I am well as you examine this message.

It is I who wish you both health and strength, and every
member of the family peace and safety.
dollars.

Please check the sum.

Enclosed is thirty

It is at you disposal.

I

have sent five hundred dollars early in December, last year,
but so far I have not heard a single word from you.

I am

deeply worried as I have been waiting for a reply day after
day.

So please write me as soon as possible.
Do you still remember Shing-tsung?

with this fellow.

I have much trouble

He makes up the story that during the past

years you have borrowed a great amount of money from him but
have never returned a cent.

He tells everyone here this

story from time to time, with such vivid details that all his
listeners believe him and blame me on behalf of you.

If it

is true that you have borrowed from him during the 1870's,
please give me a clear account so that I can arrange to re
turn the money -to him.

The son is obliged to pay his

debts, according to our Chinese tradition.

father~

Shing-tsung knows

that I am earning small wages, for I am \'lOrking as a servant

'i,I
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for an American.

He habors a shameless desire to finagle

the money from my pocket.

A few days ago, I gave four hendred American,dollars to
Wu Pang-ji to invest for me.

Shing-tsung interfered, taking

the money and investing it in the Quong Yuen Lung
declared that money should be his, not mine.

He

Co~

He

also took

four hendred American dollars from me more than ten years
ago.

My tearful pen is unable to record all the malice he

has done me.
Recently I sent a letter to Wu Pang-ji asking him to
return that four hrndred American dollars, or eight hundred,
Chinese dollars, to you. [Wu Pang-ji must have been in China
at that time--author.]

If he does not have such money, go

out and cut some branches from a tree and stick them in Wu's
fields, so that we might take over his land in this way.

Be

brave, don't be afraid of him.
Your unlikely son,
Wen-teh
Yu-nien' My Good Nephew:
I have enclosed a letter, for my parents, please send it

to Uncle Li-hsio so that he might take it to my family.
Please deliver it carefullu for me.

- ~,.,;

I am worried about my

parents, for I have not heard from them for an entire year,
and I do not understand why.
*Doc Hay's Chinese names.

LETTER NO. 3
From a mother in China.
To a son

a~

John Day, Grant County, Oregon.

February 2, IS9S.
Chin-hsin My Son, Take Notice:

'\

I

We are all very well at horne, so don't worry about us.
But' your r~othcr worries about you all the time.

I cannot

sleep add eat well because I am always thinking of you.
have been

a'f;lay

from home for years.

During that time, your

second elder brother died, then your father
your eldest brother died, too.

You

d~ed,

and then

Although I know that fate

\'/as the cause of their death, I still cannot but grieve deep
ly.

I am old and ''leak now and I may die at any moment.
I hope you will be home and get married

whi~e

I am

alive, so that I might die with my eyes closed without grie
vance.

I also hope that you will take care of Ah Fung, your

nephew.

Help him get a wife and establish their home, so

that both your Father and eldest Brother might feel relieved
under the ground.
You.'should save some money and should come back at
least next year.

I know my days are numbered.

You won't

see me any more; I may already be gone by the time when you
come back.

Would you feel sorry then?

The twenty dollars which you sent me last June was re
ceived.

So I guess you are all right a.nd that relieves me a

I
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little.

However, so long as you are not home, I am suspense.

Come back, don't forget your Mother, Please.
Your Mother
LETTER NO.4
From Lung On's father in China.
To Lung On, John Day, Oregon.
July, 1899.
Lung On, My Son:
Your business has proved profitless for a long time,
now.

You should get rid of it or sell to some one else.

Come home as soon as you can.

Don't say "no" to me any more.

There are too many gossips in our village that makes me un
easy.

You are my only son.

age is ncar forty

bu',~

You have no brothers, and your

still without a male-offspring.

should think carefully.

You

If you neither make a fortune a

broad nor have a son at home, your loss is double.
not come home before it is too late?

So \"thy

Uncle Shang-sui has

owned many businesses in Canton, you can choose a suitable
position for yourself.

Under his wing you can settle down

and start your own business.

A man who does not have any

long-range plans should have an immediate goal.

Since you

cannot make money in one place you should try somewhere else.
Be flexible in accordance with circumstances.
a'''lay

You have been

from horne for seventeen years, you kno.. .l nothing about

our domestic situation.

Anywa.y you should return even only
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for a visit.
wisest.

Sell the business to some one else, this is the

We need you, and you must come bach.

I cannot tell

you all that I have in my mind in this short letter.

Come

back, let oUr family get united and enjoy the rest of our
lives.
Your Father, Chu-chia.
LETTER NO. 5
From Lung On's daughter, China.
To Lung On, John Day, Oregon.
September 6, 1901.
My Dear Father:
Prostrating myself at your knees, I write this letter
and wish you health and well being.
Father, you have been abroad for so many years that you
must have made a big fortune.

But I, your humble daughter,

am always thinking that I have never seen my Father.

Last

year, we--Grandparents, Mother, and I--have wishfully thought
that you would come home, but we were all disappointed.
Father, beg your quick return home.

Oh,

How thankful. I would be

to God if I could see my father!
Father, you are now aged.
remind. you to come back.

Needless for your

da~ghter

Please come back as quick as you

can, and let the whole family get together again.
Your unfilial daughter,
Ju-hsin
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LETTER No.6
From Lung On's wife, China.
To Lung On, John Day, Oregon.
Undated.
My Husband-lord:
I have received the t"v'lO gold rings and ten dollars
which you sent me via Mr. \'lang.

According to I'fJr. Wang, you

are indulging in sensuality, and have no desire to return
home.

On hearing this I am shocked and pained.

expeding your return day after day.
ly blind.

I have been

Your mother is complete

The housework is oppressing, and I have no one to

give me a hand.
back immediately.

If you have any conscience, please come
If you returned, all the hardships I have

suffered \"lould be nothing as compared to the rejoicing of
seeing you on your return.

But, alas, I don't know what

kind of substance your heart is made of. .•• ·.Your daughter is
now at the age of bethrethal and it is your responsibility
.to arrange her marriage.. • • •
Your \'life.
LETTER NO. 7
From Lung nn's uncle, China.
To Lung On, John Day, Oregon.
March 18, 1906.
Lung On, r.1y Competent Nephe"v'l:
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I have sent you several messages "Then your mother tra
veled heavenward two years ago.

And I also informed you

many times that your father was heaven bound on June 6, last
year.

But I have not heard from you for years.

ceived what I have written to you?

Have you re

I think you must have re

ceived'them.
Don't you remember the old saying: a son is raised for
the. purpose of being companion to his aged parents.

You have

already failed to fullfil this significant duty, now you
should come back right avvay to arrange the affairs left be
hind by your parents.
Come back at once.

Consider it carefully , my Nephew.

After finishing what you have to do at

home, it is you to decide whether to return to the United
States or stay at home.
Your daughter, Ju-hsin, has been married for several
year.

Day and night, your wife is looking fonvard to your

homecoming.

In recent years, you have sent her neither mes

sages nor money.
broken.

This hurts her the most and she is heart

She suffers illness continuously, and is as thin as

a toothpick.

If you have any soul, come home immediately.
Your Uncle,
Liang Chang-pei.
LETTER NO. 8

From Lung On's cousin in China.
To Lung On, John Day, Oregon.
Februa!)T 24 t [year?]
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Lung On, My Older Cousin:
What a long time it has been since you disappeared to a
far-away country!

Like Su -\\'11.1 who herded in the region of

North Sea* for nineteen years, no one in the world kne\,l
where you were.

Every day I wish to gaze upon your virtuous

countenance but cannot; each time a colume of wild geese
flew across the sky, I think of you.** We are derived from
one'body, like hands and feet, yet have unfortunate fallen
apart, one in the east, the other in the west.

When will we

see each other again?
The conditions of my uncle-parents' [Lung On's parents]
health seem all right, but they complain very often.

Their

clothing is getting heavier and their appetites smaller [it
means they were getting older and weaker.]

Uncle [Lung Onts

father] suffers from rheumatism,and Aunt [Lung Onts mother]
poor eyesight.

My sister-in-law [Lung Onts wife] is well and

busily waiting on her parents-in-law, but sighs constantly
over her loneliness and desolation.

Niece [Lung On's daugh-·

ter] is getting along well with the needle\'lOrk and is learn
ing a few lines of classical poems and inscripture, but she
*Su "/u vIas a hero in the Chinese history. He was dis
patched as an envoy by the Han dynasty in the year of 100 B.
C. to Hsiung-nu, a strongest nomadic nation on the north. H8
was detained and sent to the Pei Hai [Lake Baikal, Siberia].
by Hsiung-nu. After herded sheep for nineteen years there,
he finally got back to Han.
**Wild geese are used to flock together and never sepa~
rate themselves. 'w'Jhen they fly, they arrange themselves in
the formation of one straight line or in the shape of "A",
an inverted I'V;' The Chinese use them to describe brothers

I
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is still unbetrothed.
Our countryside is peaceful and quiet, at least for the
present, and without flood and drought.

Banditry takes place

here and there but has not come to our village.
tion troubles us.

Only infla

Prices rise and everything is expensive.

One hundred more yuans are not enough to meet the daily ex
pense for a year for my family, even though I spend them
cautiously and frugally.

Although Uncle had small savings a

few years ago, it now must have been dried up, as you have
not sent money back for a number of years.

I am afraid that

pretty soon he will face the urgency of brow-burning if you
still do not send some back to him.
I do not mean to blame you for not sending money back,
because I understand that might not have been lucky as to
get enough money, but I really cannot figure out why you do
not write home.

Neither can I see why you do not like to

come back.
You are not young any more.
youthful confusion now.
fooli,ng along.

You should be free from

You do not have much time left for

You have neither "Vlealth in you hand, nor a

son playing in front of your house, and you seem still to
lack ambition.

You can achieve all by merely coming home.

In addition, you can bring about the unity of your family.
Your parents are now in the hours of sunset, feeble and fad
ing, and constantly suffuring various sicknesses&

If you

delay coming back, anything can happen to them •. Then, I
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wonder,

hOl'l

could you return them the benevolence they be

stowed upon you the form of raising and disciplining you?
By all means, yeu shoUld pack and come back right away.
No "forfune" can last long;
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flowers can bloom forever.

Time flies like an arrow; tides \'lai t for no men.

If you do

not come nm'l, you will miss the golden chance both for striv
ing for future and for your family.

And you will regret

forever.
Your younger cousin,
Yung-che.
LETTER NO. 9
From Lung On's cousin, Hong Kong.
To Lung On, John Day, Oregon.
September 13, [year?].
Lung On, My Cousin:
I, your younger brother, am now working at Yu Fa's Sil
ver Shop, 'Vlin-lu Street, Hong Kong.

This was by the arrange

ment of our Sixth Uncle, since he is the boss of the shop;
and I act as his representative.
I have written you a letter some time ago, but I don't
know whether it has reached you or not.
and feeble.

Your father is old

Your mother has been blind for a couple of years.

Pack your things and come back after you peruse this paper,
so that you can please your beloved parents, as well as sooth
your wife.

You are in your forties, [you must know what you
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are obligated to do.]
can go back to America.

After you have been home you still
No one will stop you. ,Why then have

not delivered home any message?
This letter is written at your mother's reguest, so
forgive me if I offend you.
Your cousin,
Kuan-chang
LETTER NO. 10
From Lung On's cousin; Hsin-ji Li, Hsin-hui District,
Kwangtung, China.
To Lung On; John Day, Oregon.
March.4, 1905.
My Dear Elder Cousin:
It has been years since we departed from each other.
I hope your business is prosperous and everything is as well
as you desire.
I have been unemployed at home since I left America.
To sit and waste food is what I can do now.

This is so dis

astrous that even a mountain of gold would be used up.

There

fore, I am planning to go back to the United States again, to

I

see if there is a chance for me.
Two years ago, your tnother
daughter got married.
pass away any time now.

I

pa~sed

away.

Last year

Your aged father is immobile.

you~

He will

Your wife feels left out and hurt.

Even the neighbors are touched by her sadness and misfortune.

I

I
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Come back as soon as you receive this message.

If you don't,

you should send money home for their living expenses.
Your cousin,
Liang Kwan-jan
LETTER NO. 11
From Lung On's cousin, [United States?]
To Lung On and others at the Kam

~'lah

Chung Co., John Day.

February.?, [year?]
My Brothers:
I am shocked by the message from Lung On that our

friend, Kung-lin, was shot and killed by an American.
a disaster! How sad!

\11hat

Enclosed is $30, I am sending it to

help with the expenses of his funeral.

I feel guilty that I

am unable to offer him more money, for my luck has been bad.
This money is only a token repayment for his kindness to me,
and I wish him much peace beneath the earth.
Sincerely yours,
Kwan-chi
LETTER NO. 12
From Doc Hay, John.: Day, Oregon.
To his cousin, [in United States?]
September 25, 1895.
My Esteemed Brother, Yu-po:
May your business greatly progress, and your ambitions
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be totally achieved so that you can set up the date for an
early home-return..

These are our ",Tishes for you.

You must still remember the gold ring which you took
from our store when you left John Day a couple of years ago?
That was Huang Liang-l'len' s t not ours..

In order not to harm

the friendships among all of us, I should get the ring and
return to him.

Therefore, please tell me where you have

mortgaged it so that I can redeem it.
One thing you might be interested to know is that we
are going to remodel the temple and change the clothes for
the Buddha.

Donations are coming from all directions..

I

don't know whether you have offered your share vlhile you were
here.

If you didn't, please send me immediately the money

you would donate so I can list it for you.
Speaking of our business, it is very hard for us to
keep the store open.

The New Year is approaching, but we

still don't have the merchandise for sale.

My partner Lung

On, while he was on his way to procure some goods, lost all
our money in gambling with Americans in Portland and Baker ..
That is why our store still lacks of groceries.

But please

don't let others know, lest they would laugh at us or not
believe it.

If you have spare money, please lend us forty

or fifty dollars for procuring some commoditties from

Portl~nd.

I will repay this loan to you at the time you go back China.
Your younger brother,
Ing Yu-nien [Doc Hay]
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LETrrER NO" 13
From Doc Hay, John Day, Oregon.
To his uncle in the United States.
November 25, 1895.
Hung-shen, My Most

Esteemed Uncle:

Descenting from the same lineage, I will forgo custom
and speak directly.
Living in the inland [Idaho?], you must have succeeded
both in business and in reputation, needless to say that you
must have already acquired plenty of gold and silver for an
earlier home return.

We fellows in John Day, being your

nephews, also share your success

rejoicir~ly.

From your prvious letter, I find that you still delay
in this country.

You told me, however, in your letters,

several times that you were packing and purchasing the tick
et for home, and I entirely believed it.
changed your mind?

Why then have you

Anyway, I advise you not to rely too much

on gold, but ought rather to return home early.

The wisest

course is to get married and settle down at home while your
parents ar'e still alive.
Now, in our Place, the temple is to be remodeled and
the Buddha's clothing, to be changeJ.
nated heartily and excitedly.
finished by New Year.

Every member here do

All the projects are to be

If my Uncle, you, is. among those who

have not donated yet, then please .by all means send it soon.
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If you do not hurry, you will lose the opportunity for offer
ing.
Your nephew,
Ing Hay

LETTER NO. 14
From Doc Hay's father in China.
To Doc Hay, John Day, Oregon.
April 9, [year?]
Yu-nien My Son:
Time slips fast.
since I left you.

I have been home for several years

I recall at the time when I was buying the

ticket for returning home I determined to buy one for you,
too.

But you did not agree on that.

You asserted "Let the

Old return home; let the young stay abroad to make money."
You were 100 percent right!
I don't blame you that you did not sent money back in
the first years because I consider that you might have
encountered hardship at the beginning.
quite different.

But how things are

You have fortune at hand.

Normally, you

should have come home to see your mother and wife, even only
for a visit.

Then, a few years later, you could return to

the United States again.

But who could believe that you had

never sent back anything, neither a penny nor a viOrd.

I have

written you many times to ask you send a little back twice a
year.

So far the only thing I have got from you is
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"disappointment."
Don't you know that to mail a letter to you I have to
spend hearly half dollar.

N". \'1 we are in such bad condition,

where can I find half dollar for the postage?

You, in America,

have liquor to drink, and meat to eat, so you no longer remem
ber that we are still starving and cold.
\1hen you receive this message, you should in any case
think to come home.*
~~ite

If not, send money back.

a letter to your wife.

If not, either,

Do not let us to be laughed at

by others.
Your father,
Ing Du-hsio
LETTER NO. 15
From Doc Hay's father; Hsia-pin Li, Tai-shan District, Kwang
tung, China.
To Doc Hay; John Day, Oregon.
f-1ay

28, 1903.

Take notice, my son,
You have been away for more than a decade.

Men go

abroad in order to earn money to support their families, but
you have not sent us money or letters since then.

Everyone

at home is anxious and worried, even in their dreams.

I am

*Hay's father did not understand that restricted by the
of the United States a Chinanlan "Iho left here was not
allo\,l to come back again. That "las "Thy Doc Hay and Lung On
did not like to visit their homes.
la~l
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disturbed and confused.
to death?

Are you intending to let us starve

If you had sent no money back because of your bad

business then I 't'lOuld not blame you.

But I have been told

that your business is booming, and you have made much money_
~fuy

don't you send some back?

Even if you don't think of your

mother and me, you should think of your wife and son.

But

you think only of yourself and enjoy your life alone without
considering us.

This is not suitable for a man of high

character.
I remember what you had said when we were both in the

Golden Mountains.
rest.

You said, "Let the old go back home and

Let the young seek fortune abroad. 1f

right when you made that remark.
have sent no money.
is expensive.

You were exactly

I have been back, and you

Prices are sky-rocketing here, everything

I dor:'t have any income, since I am unemployed.

The small amount of money which I had brought back from
Golden !-1:ountains is gone.
is no door to kpo-ck on.

I am planning to borrow bur there

\'le are in a desperate situation.

cannot get along any more now.
gro\'ling up and needs schooling.
than living expense.
sixty.
date.

H~er

My

'We

grandson~your son~is

The tuition fee is much more

Your mother is approaching the age of

birthday is in Augast.

Of course, you know the

Are you going to express what a son should for his

mother on that day?
Send some money immediately to meet the urgent need at
home.

Come back, 'vhenever you can get a little fortune so

':1

I
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that would bring about our family's reunion.
Your father,
Ing Du-hsioh
LETTER NO. 16
From. Hayts son in China.
To Hay, J9hn Day,

Oregon~

May 12, 1916.
My Greatness:
Every individual of our family is healthy, so I hope
your Greatness, while living abroad, will not weaz:y yourself
of us, but only take care of yourself and make your body ro
bust, to receptive to luck and frotune, so··that you may soon
obtain gold and silver and sail homeward.
These are the earnest wishes on the part of your son.
Yesterday Uncle Yu-po arrived home.

He gave me your

message that I might go to the Gold Mountal::ns if I could first
study for two years.
greatly delighted.

If this is your will, your

so~,

I, is

But considering the privation of our .

,

...

home, plus the fact that I am still in debt to others three
hundred dollars which I borrowed a couple of years ago, for.::
my marriage, I am not able either to study or to go abroad.
Since it is good for me to do both, especially they are your
arrangements, I beg you, therefore, to sent money back to
support our family as well as to clear the debt to which I
bear a heavy interest.

Then I am able to study in accordance
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with your order.
Since the time when your Greatness went abroad in search
of fortune, we father and son, have never seen each other.
Please come back.to'v:isit our home once, no

natter~,.how

little

money you have made, before I can get to America.
I have been working as a farm laborer for many years,
and have also been a tenent of a small puddle field.
the way I try to support our family.

This is

I report this in the

hope that your Greatness may comprehend a little of our hard
ship.
Your son,
Sie-shao.
LETTER NO. '17
From Doc Hay's son in China.
To Lung On, John Day, Oregon.

May 1916.
Dear Uncle Lung On:
I have heard from home that you and my father are inti
mate friends.

So I wontt be so embarrassed to tell you some

thing about myself.

My condition here is very difficult.

I

am not an able youg man, and since I have married lowe a
great debt to others.

My father has sent neither money re

cently nor messages for years.

So I would bother you, Uncle,

to remind my father to send a little money home in order not
to desappoint my mother and me.

Your kindness would be

II
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appreciated very much.
Your Nephew,
Ing Sie-shao
LETTER NO. 18
From Doc Hay's cousin, China.
To Doc Hay, John Day, Oregon.
September 28, 1903.
I-Nien [Hay's Chinese name,] My Dear Cousin:
Each person of your family is well.

You have nothing

to worry about froID'fa.r)" away. *
It is high time now for an absent son to exert himself,
therefore, to achieve something.

Yesterday a compatroit came

back from the same place you stay.

I asked him about Y9U.

was extremely pleased when he told me that
traordinarily well-off condition.

yo~

I

were in an ex

At the same time I am

puzzled why you have sent home neither gold nor letters.
At the present, prices go up.

The cost of rice is as

high as that of pearls, and firewood as dear as cassia.
home is in a desperate condition beyond describing.

Your

The

moaning of your family from the cold and crying from hunger
can be heard frequently.
This spring I have lent them some money when I found
*Like many other \'Jriters <:>f. the letters ~ollecte(~, ~ere,
this writer was also fond of pll2ng up the usages or lQl0mS
w"hich were contradictory to what they were going to say later.

,\

I
I
"
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they were going to stretch hands to beg from door t.o door.

I

note that since our great-grandfather, no one in our family
had been seen in such barefaced shame as to beg.
That small amount of money borrowed from me must have
been used up.

If Y9U do not send money back, they will pro

bably have to embark upon the road of begging.

I am unable

to help them any more although I intended to, for I myself am
not in a good situation, either.
Your son is coming to the age of marriage.

Now I hear

that you have such wonderful means to make living, why not
remit money back right away?
~lliat

reason prevents you from sending money back?

Ac

cording to the words of that returned compatroit, it is not
difficult for you to send back three or five or even seven
thousand dollars home.

Anyway, the more the better, for the

surplus money may be used to invest in some business.

Then

you can live on it for the rest of your life when you retire
from 'abroad.
Your elder cousin,
Ing I-tung.
LETTER NO. 19
From Doc Hay's cousin in China.
To Doc Hay's, John Day, Oregon.
May, 190).
My Most Esteemed Cousin I-ni,en,
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We, as closely related as hand to foot, are separated
by so great a distance that even the swan and fish could not
carry the messages for us.
You left your homeland a dozen autumns ago.
thinking that things must go well for you.

I have been

I have heard re

cently that you possess the mighty power of turning the heaven
and lIPsetting the earth \'Iith your medical technique, and are
looked up to as the greatest among all physicians.

No doubt,

then, you must have made a great fortune, for profit always
goes with fame.

How your family will be enriched by your

accomplishment when you come back.
is thoroughly wretched.
f~ther,

But their sitl.lation now

You are a son, a husband, and a

and your parents, your wife, and your children depond

upon you.

Why not, then, send money back now so that they

won't endure starving and shivering?
My brother and I are almost idle at home, as if our
hands were bound.

I tutor sometimes, but I hardly make a li

ving,for,the present, nor have any hope for the future.
Therefore, I aspire to seek my fortune abroad to support my
family.

But I am unable to take any action, for I cannot af

ford the fare for the passage, nor can I find a source from
l'Thich to borrow.

Furthermore, I don't have any brother

abroad to render me the needed assis"ance.
''lay for me to 'escape this country.

There seems no

Only you, my cousin, have

the ability to help me because of your excellent conditions
there.

I pray that you will extend a hand to elevate me.

II!
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I have sent several letters to you, but received not a
single word from you.

It seems you are too apathetic.

Please

anS"ler me soon this time,.
You cousin,
Pei-chin.
LETTER NO. 20
From Doc Hay's cousin, Astoria, Oregon.
To Doc Hay, John Day, Oregon.
September la, 1901.
Dear Cousin:
It has been two years since the last time I saw you at
Salem.

I think you must have made a fortune, broken the habit

of smoking, and your health must be fine.
I started a herbist shop with Fon-yao in Astoria late
March.

But we did not kno\'/ that the Astorians were not in

terested in the use of Chinese herbs.
bad that we \-las forced to close.

The business was

50

Now Fon-yao is geeting along

quite well in Baker City,

I intend to go there, too, but do

not know how to get there.

So I am planning first to get to

your place first.*

VThat is your opinion?

Please reply.

Your cousin"
Ing Yoa
*The real purpose of this. letter was obviously the in
tention of the v~iter of coming to John Day to live with Doc
Hay.
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LETTER NO. 21
From Lung On, Baker City, Oregon.
To noc Hay, John Day, Oregon.
November 29, 1910.
Hay, My Old Partner,
The

~~erican

lady whom you have treated the other day

says that the part beneath her left breast still pains occa
sionally, and the color of it turns to blue when it pains.
Tell me \'-,hat can I do for her.

Send me the medicines and the

way of using them.
Lung On.
LETTER NO. 22
From Doc Hay's uncles, V{alla Walla, Washington.
To Doc Hay and other:,; John Day, Oregon.
October 22, 1900.
Yu-po and Yu-nien*, Our Two Nephew,
Yesterday we were informed by a note from Qur Grandfa
ther that the tomb of our great Grandfather is being rebuilt
so'that his descendants might be prosperous.

Each member at

home is going to contribute from four to six dollars, but the
money is still not enough so '''Ie fel10\"ls in PJTIerica should of
fer our shares.

Some of' us \-,ill donate twenty dollars, some,

iHay's Chinese name.
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ten dollars.

Please send your offerings to ''lalla "lalla and

we will send them to China.

Don't neglect it, it is a mat

ter of importance.
Your uncles,
Tien-mo, Yuan-chung,
Tse-hsioh, Hsioh-hu,
and Yu-ben •
. LETTER NO. 23
From a friend, Mount Vernon, Oregon.
To Lung On, John Day, Oregon.
October 5, 1903.
Lung On, rlly Respected Friend,
I write you this note in order to know whether you have
sent out the merchandise which I ordered yesterday.
cigarette and candies.

They ar'e

If you have not yet, please send them

immediately by express!
By the way, Betty--John William's [?] daughter--is now
t'lOrking in my shop as a cook.
Sincerely,
Markie Tom
LETTER NO. 24
From a uncle in [the United States?]
To Ah Hsiang, J9hn Day, Oregon.
April 18, 1896.
We haven't seen each other for several.years.

I guess
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everything must be very well, and that you must "have made
millions.
you are.

Are you ready for a glorious home return?

Indeed,

Let me congratulate you first!

Referring to the entanglements between IngPang-chi
and Nu Fan-chang, everyone of our countrymen here and the
Americans, too, all think that Pang-chi is evil and vicious.
He intentionally took away all the business and merchandices,
plus all the money t from Fan-chang.

No one \'iho is aware of

the treacherous ",ay which Pong-chi treated Fan-chang will not
shed tears and gnash teeth.
By the invitation initiated from Pang-chi, I tried to
arbitrate their quarrels.

But all my efforts were in vain

when he realized that my manner '\':as fair to both sides, but
not in his

mrln

favor only.

tinues his

presumptu~usness

He defied my settlement and con
and outrageousness.

In short, he

calculatedly usurped the possessions of Fan-chang, whom he
thinks is tamed and easily deceived.

He agitated among the

Ings--his brothers and cousins--to be against me and defamed
me with malicious slander that I was bribed by Fan-chang.
But your uncle, I, only has one idea in mind--to serve the
two parties righteously and justly.
the presence of ghosts and gods.

I can stand straight in

Thankful to heaven and the

just Americ.an officials that Fan-chang t s law'sui t has been ac
cepted by the Court.
chi are unlm.. .f ul.

They all believe that the acts of Pang

No", the judges decree everr..vhere that \'iho

ever catehes him "Till be awarded on hundred oollars.

T
.....

,

hereby, inform you, my capable nephew, that if you run across
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him, show him the decree and seize him immediately.

All the

expenditure you spend on it you vlill get back from t'fu Fan
chan.

You can also get the award of one hundred dollars at

the Court of Canyon City, I assure you.
Your uncle,
Tsung-vlen

APPENDIX B
SPOKANE DRUG CO.
\VHOLESALE DRUGGISTS
SPOKANE, WASH.
Mess. Kam-Wah-Chung & Co.,

Nov. 13, 1903

John Day, Ore.
Gentlemen:
We send you 2 Ibs. Gum Opium to-day registered mail at
the price we quoted you, $3.90 per pound.
We have also sent a tracer out for the whiskey.

We do

not understand why it has not reached you before this time.
We

hope you will receive it very soon and if for any reason

you do not, let us know again and we will send another tracer
after it.
Yours truly,

APPENDIX C
LEEDY & PIERCE,
LA\,lYERS
Can:"on City, • • • Oregon.

W. M:. PIERCE

To the Hon. Chinese Consul,
Washington, D." C. , .

June 20, 1905.

STILU·~N,

A.~ D. LEEDY
A. D. STILLMAN

Dear Sir:
On or about the 17th day of April, 1905, a number of
citizens of the United States of America in the town of John
Day, Oregon, without a warrant or any process of law, went
into the part of the to"\'m occupied by the citizens of your
country, "rrongfully entered their buildings in the night time
at about 11 o'clock, searched and ransacked the buildings,
carried off some of their drugs and medicines and forceably
arrested one Ah You and one Ah Poo took them into the town
of John Day, thre\v them in jail where they were kept the re
mainder of that night the next day and the next night. On
the 19th day of April those t\'/o men were released without any
examination or process of law whatever, and a warrant was
Sl....o rn out for three other ci'vizes of your country upon the
charge of having opium in their possession. Along the arti
cles which were taken ~pon the night of the 17th was a small
quantity of opium and some opium pipes. Two of the men ar
rested under the warrants issued on the 19th plead guilty to
the charge of having opium in their P9ssession and one of
them a Chinese merchant, "Lung On ,U" plead not guilty t stood
his trial and ,',ras acquitted by a jury in the Circuit Court of
this county, myself acting as his attorney in the case.
At the time that this mob invaded these premises on the
night of the 17th of April, as before alluded to, this mob
ordered all Chinamen to get out of to\vn by the first of May,
but these men have valuable propert¥interests and will not go
until their interests are disposed of or their finan~ial in
terests protected. This is in accordance with my advise to
them.
I believe that the rights of the citizens of your coun
have been invaded in this matter, bl't do not think that just::'ce
could be obtained in the local courts, and believe it to be
for their best interests that the case should be taken up by
your Govermnent in our Federal Court. The testimony is con
clusive that these people acted without any v-larrant or process
of la\'r.
I would be very glad to hear from you in this matter
and in case that you see fit to take up the matter I am in a
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position to represent your-Government, and the citizens
thereof in this couny~ in the Federal Court in this State.
I ~~ite this letter to you by request of Lung On and
Ing Hay, prominent members of the firm of Kam Wah Chung Co.
in this county, and men \vho have lived here about 17 years
and are=_well and favorably knO'\."m in this county.
I trust that I may hear from you in the near future
and will be very glad to furnish you any information you may
desire in this matter.
Yours very truly,

A. D. Leedy (signature.)
Dic.-A.D.L.-K.

Figure 1.

The building of the Kam Wah Chung & Co.

Figure 2.

Lung On (on the left) and Doc Hay (on the
right) •
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Figure 3.

Doc Hay in his twenties.
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Figure 5.

Doc Hay's nerb room.

Phone 68

!>. O. Box 56

OFFICE OF.

MEDICAL HERBS
GROCERIES
CHI. JESE GOODS
GENERAL
MERCHANDISE

Kam Wah Chung & Co.
ESTABLISHED 1871

Grant County

JOHN DAY, OREGON

J. h. Smith CD.
~ortlRnd,

Or~.

Gentlc~mon:

P lease find our checK ~~117 .11 to cover the 2

bills Aug. 2 'dnd 3.

We hes bean
va Mr. Stoner soree ci~e~
ferr:et Pll t them in ~,'iJe thoui'm ~rou W8 s
short in stack. '
You can put in this new order for us •
5 (M) Chesterfield
,) (M) Dorrino
11

3,fu) fnl1.Morris
5 ~M) Sensftion

Yours 'Irul y,
Kern W9n Chung Co.

4 ) M) lVinf!~
;500 f, sd Dot

:)(10 f I
I I
;"')(10 188 bp 1a
ro(' !""'rj':-'I'a1

Fanetle.s
BiR
<-1ud,!J:e

:.

Figure 6.

A business note with the date of the establishment.
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Japanese goods.
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The receipt of a fine.
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Figure 10.

A donation to the Chinese government.
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Figure 12.

A letter from a cook.

